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and
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what means they die, or how they are
buried, in their savage isolation.
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of

stolid, their glances furtive,
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Into the

Light..

Out of the shadows that shroud the soul,.
Out of the seas where the sad waves roll,

pole,

‘ 1 move into the light!”

r

Out of the region of cloud and rain,
Out of the cares that oppress the brain,
Out of the body of sin and pain,
“ I move into the light I”

Out of the struggles of church and state,

Out of the empire of pride and hate,
Up through the beautiful sapphire gate,

..

“1 move into the light!”
Beyond the noise of ereation’s jars,
Higher than all the world and stars,

Higher than limits of reason’s bars,
“I move into the light!”
We follow after to those high spheres,

Notes of Thy rapture fall on our ears;
Out of our darkness, our sins and fears,
“ We move into the light!”

:

©

=E. E. Adams, D. D.

New York Correspondence.
NEw York; March 23, 1872.
Mr. Eggleston, in his *‘ Hoosier Schoolmaster,” has preserved to history an aspect

of society within the favored bounds of our

own land, and but a generation

back, in a

picture which those personally mmacquaint-

a
a

suppose

the

story

to be

truthful,

even if

organization,

ceptivity
of better
even in

the

Hoosier

a slow,

things,

inently , proper ‘to be performed on the
Lord's day, isa fact which no court can
possibly ignore or set aside.
Interpreting
the law by the reason of the law, and the
ni#tlifying of Sunday contracts being solely
on account of this profanation of the Sabbath with secular business; that which is no
secular or-pecuniary but a sacred engagement, can not come under the ban laid upon
Sabbath-breaking acts. As well might the
civil rights and remedies of wrong pertains
ing to membership in a church or pastorship,be nullified by the fact that the relation
was entered into or consummated on the
Sabbath,
!
The long-standing controversy in the
state that contains Wall street, on the re

nual fillip just
session.

| flesh, dwelt among the lowliest and walked
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

in the humblest garb. The worshiper in
the mission and in the marble temple will
ultimately bow before the same Master in a
common throng’of worshipers.
It certainly is' not on account of the expensiveness or elegance of our church
structures that the poor are repelled from
them. . The European cathedrals are marvels of beauty and of unlimited cost ; but in
them prince and peasant, lidy and servant,
kneel without Mstinction of position; or
awkwardness through contiguity.
here present themselves as no small occa~
sion of this most miserable and unworthy

own

growing more decidedly influential.

eye-witness,

may

have

been

partly

Perhaps the demand for repeal is | wealth

Appleton’s Journal—or stay, I would rather

a just debt.

This,

it is

contended,

and

high

social

position

brings

This

display, so conspicuously made on the Sabbath,

creating

such

a seeming

difference

be-

tween wealth and poverty, goes very far to
keep honest and self-respecting poverty

challenge Sir Joshua Lubbock himself—to the law, and with it law in general, into | from
worshiping in the same churches
compare faithfully the two examples of hu- contempt. Per. contra, the true question is | with those whose wealth, real or pretended,
man society I have placed side by side, to- whether it is a moral wrong and an evil to constantly declares itself in the extravagant
gether with other significant developments society, to exact more than seven per cent. adorning of the person, and probably keeps

of human nature with and without God,

and explain their consistency with the theory of native progressibility in man,from the
savage or even the bestial condition up toward the hights of culture and virtue,
Southern Indiana had the Bible, darkly
seen, a rude religion containing at least the
idea’of a holy God, and a church partly
Christian, With the elements or relics ‘ofa
religious faith better than themselves, these
men retained social vitality, the principle
of order and development; a thiflg never
yet seen in the history

of man,

some living reminder
very thing constitutes

of religion ; and this
the only important

the

original

apart from

conditions

of society in the settlements of southern
Indiana and this likewise partly southern
settlement in northern New Jersey—except
such as were in favor of the latter. If these
refugees from civilization and law had carried into the mountains but the rudest sincere faith in God, they could never have
descended with it below humanity. ~ Without some such living principle, they could
no more sustain vitality in society and the
mind of man than in a dead carcass.
The
facility with which under this condition
man relapses in a single century into” abject savagism, there hopelessly and helplessly to remain, is exhibited so clearly in
this example, asto give stronger probability

than ever to the contrary of Lubbock’s theory. Itis difficult to believe that we’ are
not witnessing here a true specimen of the
universal genesis of savagism; the severance of a colony, not from its parental seat

of civilization merely, but from ti% reach
and influence of that primewal religious impulse which, according to the Bible, God

granted to the whole family of man.
To
conclude practically, itis not too much to
hope that since this shameful condition -of
human degredation in our neighborhood
has been

exposed to

view,

measures

will

not be wanting to christianize and restore
these lost beings.
:
Everybody is delighted with Rev. Dr.

ished ( her case is now before the Grand
Its product, Jury and Mr. E. Delafield Smith—which is

schoolmaster’s time, remarkablet—is professionally
responsible
with
all
its noxious mixture, was a grow- for her appearance)
)
ie
the deterring of the
ing civilization, wealth, comfort, and even |
harpies, I say, from this lucrative and
Americanism, which becomes ‘Positively
dreadful trade, is after alla less important
cheerful and refreshing when we turn back
fruit of Dr. Carter's brave conduct than the
to it from a specimen of human societ
y lesson and the encouragement it will afford
more than a hundred years old, withi
n
forty miles of the city of New York—as ex- the more timid clergymen and others, who
too often yield in their first terror to the
isting
threat of an infamous charge,

and: pay the

Suffern’s is the name of the station
on the price which,once paid, will ever after stand
Erie Railroad, in our adjoining
state of against them as a-_confession of guilt.
New Jersey—what we tall a subu
rban sta- Never give place: for one moment"to a
tion, the home of many a city merc
hant, black-mailing threat; not even if it can
familiar to New York ears as the
names of certainly be made good. It is betterto face
our own street where the traveler
or mis- the worst at once, than to make the worst
Sionary should alight, who wishés
to find the still worse (as Sir Boyle Roche might parlowest estate to which God-forsaken
hu- donably say ) by adding to it the payment
manity can descend apd continue
to exist. of a bribe or of hush money. And way we
In the mountains, hut atolerab
le walk from
not as lookers-on in such eases, also learn
the villages of the valley, he will
find an something ? Would it not be well to wait
*American community with nearly
the least and see whether Dr. Huston's case not turn
possible that is human save the
form 3 with- out one of this kind ?
:

Events of the Week,
—

4 contained. . The

—

son, has occurrad before for a decade.

The

European and North American railroad,
from a point just beyond Bangor to its
eastern terminus at St. Johns, is completely

established

ed in 1841 an addition of 300 water color
drawings after Italian masters. ,In 1822

the building was renovated by Frederic
William IIL., and at about the same time
arose a group of. painters of peculiar merit

blockaded.
On one section, for a distance.
of eight miles, the snow lies eight feet deep who laid the foundations
upon - the track.
In another place, forty as the Dusseldorf school
miles of track are covered with ice and |

must be relieved by the pickax. Of course
all train$ are stopped, and there is but little
hope of resuming travel until the spring
thaws have raised the embargo.—In all
New England the cold is unusually severe
for March. Our planet seems to have roll-

_ The

day

ST. PATRICK'S

DAY.

of Ireland’s

patron

is

parades during the day,
and wakes on bad
whiskey through the night. All the several orders were out in force, and the

-cities were

of the green.

given

streets

up to the march

In Jersey City some of their

of painters.

[This
er was not received in season for ingertion
Jast week, so we insert it here, in place of this week’s

regular letter which is also
~KD.|

unaccountably delayed.

sa

WASHINGTON,D. C., MAR. 14, 1872.
CIVIL

SERVICE

something to say about

saint was

of what is known

Correspondence!

During the week, several

celebrated
much in the usuval way,—by
mass and confessions in
the morning, noisy

of our

NL

still

REFORM.

Senators

have

the proposed

had

reform in

the civil service.
There is no doubt that the
plan proposed by the Commissioners, and adopted by the President, is becoming less popular in
Congress every day.
Some Congressmen, who

favored it secretly once, are now

outspoken

in

their denunciation of it. They consider it useless,
and calculated to make what Senator Logan calls
an aristocracy.
There are certainly many de-

fects in it.

The making of an appointment

will

take a good while, and the trouble will be great,
both for- the applicants and the government.
The greatest omission, however, in my judgment, is that of a definite term of service for such
as may be fortunate (or unfortunate) enough to
get appointments.
The worst fault of our civil
service, in its pregent condition, is that a deserv-

horrid banners frightened the horses atCommunists. and Labor Reformers say | shrink from the apparent positive declara- tached to a horse-car and caused them to
that it is a sin to exact any per cent. what- | ton of poverty by attending the mission jump against the procession; whereupon
some sixty brave fellows fell upon the driv
ever, and this is one of the few doctrines—
church.— Christian Advocate.
er with clubs and beat him nearly to death.
I don’t know but the only one—in which
ing officer is liable to be turned out any moment,
In Ireland there were loud demonstrations
they seem to be sustained by Holy Seriptat the will of the head of a department, and,
An
Old
Man’s
Advice.
against
the
Queen,
and
the
whole
treature.
At all events, the confessed inabilitherefore, he has no incentive to be ‘faithful and
ment
of
the
green
islggwas
bitterly.
dety of humdn government to keep down the
efficient. It is folly to look for a great reform
The venerable President Finney gives in nounced.
On the whole, it was about an in the service until the servants of the publichave
rate of interest to seven per cent. is a suggestive commentury on the enthusiasm with the Independent sixty-three separate pieces average celebration, having a little poetry some security that they shgll not Jose their places
80 long as they fill them creditably.
which great masses of men,
- very raw in of advice to preachers, all of them valuable, to it in the thoughts of home it must have
Perhaps everybody does not know that the
but
the
most
noteworthy
and
important
are
awakened
in
hearts
that
left
Erin
long
ago,
legislation, are now embarking in the enbut being an exceedingly prosaic affair rules, which were submitted by.the Civil Service
terprise of reforming all the relations «of herewith presented :
Commission, and which the President proclaimSee tft you personally know and daily otherwise.
property and traffic by means of summary
ed would be adopted after the first of January
live upon Christ.
CIVIL-SERVICE REFORM.
governmental decrees.
If usury, however,
last, have never been enforced.
Yet, suchis the
Be full of prayer whenever you attempt
What has become of the promised reform fact, substantially. I have heard of but one vaor anything else, is wrong, the law ought
to say so, *‘ whether they will hegr, or to preach, and go from your closet to your in the civil service? Do the office-holders cancy being filled by a competitive examination.
If you ask the Secretary of the Treasury, or any
whether they will forbear,” and thus en- pulpit with the inward groanings of the show fight, so that the President doesn’t
other member of the Cabinet, why this is so, he
Spirit
pressing
for
utterance
at
your
lips.
dare to risk disturbing them till after the
force itself and do its admonitory and edSee that ‘ the fear of man that bringeth a fall election? It took three steps backwards tells you that the - rules have been suspended,
ucating work as well as it can, if it can not
which is true. No public announcement of this
snare ” is not upon you. Let your people last Wednesday in the House. In the first suspension has been made, however, and the
do it as well as it would.
St. Patrick's day gives up this city to the understand that you fear God too much to place, the House special committee on the people have been comfortably resting in the besubject held its regular weekly meeting, lief that the rules were in force, in accordance
Irish, and gives it the aspect of a purely be afraid of them."
Irish community. Hibernian faces are al- _ Preach from experience, and not from and after considerable promiscuous ‘discus- with the declaration of the President. This is
sion failed to do anything except appoint a bardly fair. Indeed, itis very unfair, It looks
most all the type one sees for the ten or hearsay, or mere reading and study.
Give
your
most
intense
thought
to
the
sub-committee to consider the redrganiza- very much like an attempt to deceive the countwelve hours. The monopoly of the streets
try. Only the other day, the President nomiby an immense procession is an enormous study of ways and means by which you may tion of the clerical force in the departments, nated a man for the office of Pension Agent at
Make this the great and in- with a view of reducing the force and in- Washington, vacated by the forced resignation of
nuisance and outrage upon the community,
tense
study
of
your life.
:
creasing salaries, The fruit of thé meeting William T. Collins, who is a defaulter to the
at best.
But the Irish of New York, flatterBeware
of
ledhing
on
commentaries.
was of no value, and it is dp btful if the amount of $71,000. This position is a very imed and pampered as they have been by the
Consult
them
when
convenient,
but
judge
committee
meets again for /sometime to portant and lucrative one, yielding not less than
set of demagogues who have fattened on
for
yourself,
in
the
light
of
the
Holy
Ghost.
come.
In
the
second place, thé “committee seven or eight thousand dollars a year to the
our spoil by the aid oftheir votes, have an
incumbent, but it. was,not filled by a competitive
Never
let
the
question
of
your
popularity
on appropriations refused by a tie vote to examination. Moreover,
uncompromising insolence in the managethe
new
Pension
ment of their processions which is very | with your people influence your preaching. concur in the amendment to the legislative Agent himselfis one of the Civil Service ComNever let the question of salary deter you appropriation bill’ allowing $50,000 to en- missioners!
hard for American citizens to brook in adCONGRESSIONAL.
dition to the injury.
It is apparent that from “¢ declaring the whole counsel of God, able the President to continue the system of
experiment already begun, and the hill will
The Senate, havirg disposed of the ‘ armsthey kgow no better—and nothing but firm whether men will hear or forbear.”
Do not temporize, lest you lose the confi- come back with this item omitted. Mr. scandal,” is waking up to the fact that there is a
and impartial policing will ever teach them
dence
of your people, and thus fail to save Marshall‘of Illinois was absent from the good deal of work to he done, and has already
better—than to suppose that they have an
them.
They can not thoroughly respect meeting of the committee, and it is believed commenced to do it. Nearly a dozen “appropriaabsolute and undivided right to their line of
you as an embassador of Christ if they see that if he had been present, his vote would tion-bills have passed the House, and are yet to
march, and that whoever crosses it is a
be considered in the Senate.
Senator Sherman
that you dare not do your duty.
have sustained the amendment. In the third is determined to have his tarifi-bill become a law,
trespasser to be forthwith put to death. In
one suburb of Jersey city, on Monday, a " Be especially attentive to the wants and Dace, the House postponed without debate, and he will press it with energy and determina:
or a month, Mr. Willard’s bill to preserve tion, in spite of the assertion of Senator Trumcar driver was beaten nearly to death be- instruction of the poor.
Suffer
not
yourself
to
be
bribed
into
a
the
independence of the several departments bull, that the house will table it. The latter is,
fore he could be rescued, for attempting to
compromise
with
sin
by
donation
parties.
of
the
government, Which makes it a penal I think, quite right in his statement, for the Repdrive bis car througha gap in the Irish proresentatives favor free coal and salt, and have
See
that
your
own.
habits
are
in
all-reoffense for members of (longress to solicit very little patience with the views of the, Ficession, and the police who interfered were
These three nance Committee of the Sengte, who seem to be
also overpowered and beaten.
There isa ‘speets, correct ; that you are temperate in appointments or removals.
all
things
—
free
from
the
stain
or
smell
of
events
in
a
single
day
are
good
indications actuated by the spirit of conservatism
hot in uniSpirit up, in consequence of numerous —outrages, which will yet curtail the privileges tobacco, alcohol, drugs, or any thing of of ‘the real strength of civil-service reform son with the feeling of the country at large.
The debate inthe House yesterday on the proof Irishmen to something like équality with which you have reason to be ashamed, and in the House, and the practical results it is posed granting of a million dollars to the steamwhich
may
stumble
others.
likgly
to
achiéve
during
the.
session.
those of native citizens. The effects of the
ship line plying between San Francisco and JapAvoid affectation and sham in all things.
KU-KLUX CASES DISMISSED.
mighty priestly power have been quickly
an,and carrying the United States mails,was very
interesting and exciting.
The speeches were
and notably seen in the terhperance move- Be what you profess to be, and you will
The Supreme Court, Thursday morning,
ment among the Irish; and in the improved have no temptation to ‘‘ make believe.”
Chief Justice Chases only dissenting, sus- limited to five minutes each; accordingly, they
Suffer not yourself to be publicly treated tained the demurrer of the government to were very pithy and pointed. Several of the
order and sobriety of the day they celebrate,
as
a mendicant, or you will come to be de~ its jurisdiction of the Ku-Klux cases in the western, members,as usual, opposcd the measure
which was quite marked.
If his priests
and several eastern members were found, rather
will rescue Pat from drink—which they can spised by a large class of your hearers.
form in which they came upon appeal, and
per annum for the forbearance of debt.

do, ifthey are in earnest—they

The | jt also. from

public

worship,

as

many

will earn a

dismissed * them from its calendar.
This
summary proceeding is a decided surprise
to Messrs. Johnson and Stanbery, who had
thoroughly prepared -themselves to argue
the merits of their appeal, and to whom the

vast amount of good-will from’ our generous -and long-suffering people, and will
raise their people also to a high place in our

esteem

all

and benevolence.

Vir.

Why the Pour Shun Worship.
We bave in some way created such a condition of things within and around our respectable churches that the poor, partly undoubtedly in self-respect, shun them. There
seems to be a ‘“ great gulf fixed ” between

|
|
|
|
|

the Avenue church and the humblé poor of | demonstrations of science, but only in the
divided upon the question of the constituadjoining neighborhood.
Dr. James | form of impressions. There is much in us tionality of the law, had it been submitted

the
W.

Alexander,

in

his -elegant

church-

what is best, of which

we can say

edifice on Fifth Avenue filled with the ed- | more than — we have felt. We have
ucated and wealthy families of the city,often | so much mastered . the thought as

sighed audibly for the presence of the poor,

thought

to whom

thousand

it

would

have

been

a

peculiar

no

not
the

to them,

;

THE CHICAGO RELIEF BILL.
The
Chicago
relief bill finally passed the
has mastered us. There are a
lessons which come to us through Senate this afternoon in the exact form reeye, which, if we have but the ported by the finance committee and de-

pleasure to him to be perinlsied to preach |.ear and
the gospel.
The constant and earnest de- | heart'to receive them, form a békter

educa-

L]

>

!

unexpectedly, on
the same side. Mr. Brooks
of New York, was especially eloquent in his advocacy of the amendinent, and his brief remarks
called forth several rounds of hearty applause
from Republicans and Democrats, on the floor
and in the galleries.
It is not often that the Republicans cheer the Democrats, but Mr. Brooks
is a very eloquent speaker, as well as a man of
great learning and accomplishments, and his re-

Duty in the modern sense of hard work,
is’ a defective school of character.
busy man, who is perpetually -engaged in question of jurisdiction was only suggestdoing something, whether it be by head or ed a few days since. This decision settles
hand, runs-a grea riskof losing that pre- the practical operation of the Ku-Klux law marks * ydsteilay were exceedingly appropriate
cious class of sympathies which belong to for the remainder of the present administra- and just.
Some. very true statements were made during
the receptive rather than the active side of tion at least, for, though other cases are apnature. Labor and study do not give us pealed,’it will be a year at the earliest be- the debate by Mr. Beck, of Kentucky. He re
ferred to the recommendation of the President,
all that is best for us as men.
fore they can be reached by the court. It in his message, that the laws be so amended as
convictions of the utmost value which do is statedby persons_likely to be correctly to allow citizens of the United States,
to
not come to us by dint of reasoning or the informed, that the court would have evenly purchase foreign built ships and said, among

prived of all amendments.

Its operation is

sire for this on the part of this excellent and | tion than half the ¢ useful information ” or limited to one year, and drawbacks.of dueloquent minister led him to urge the estab- | cloger reasonings of the schools. For how- ties on all imported materials actually enlishment of the outlying missions connected | ever great a power knowledge may be, yet tering into the construction of buildings on
with his church, which were in his day, | wisdom and reverence, and sympa‘hy with sites burned over by the great fire are althrough his devout services, and jsince, | what is lovely and pure are not learned by lowed. On the passage of the bill only
through the inspiration of his example, emi- | proof and rule. Too little room is given to four votes were® secured from all the New
out civilization or organization”of the
nently successful in working out their evan- | the purpose of being still and alone with England States, those of Morrill of VerIt should be reasonably surprising that gelical offices.
est order, ‘even so much ag gypsies; low;
' | God. The old saying, ‘‘ Enter into thy mont, Edmunds and Sumner in its favor,
with- 80 many newspapers have seriously noted
out arts above the arts of sava
But why should the-rich and the poor,be | closet and shut the door, » and the old ex-, and Anthony, against it. Now if Chicago
ges—hunting
as a practical menace to the validity of our thus separated
charcoal-burning, and’
In worship?
They both | amples of the greatest and holiest, were, makes good use of the favor herein allowmaking baskets, ‘marriages and the legitimac
y of our chil] need each others, presence in the house of | never more needed in practical remém- ed,~presuming it becomes a law,—it will
wooden brooms and the like
; without Lope dren, the audacious plea which
probably be extended beyond a year. But
some law- God. “Hath not God chosen the poorof this | prance than now.
or enterporri
v
se
indli
stry for anything bet- yer hasraised.in
Evén
for the sake of
a will case, against the world, rich in faith and heirs of the kingdom making work truer, we must make it a bus- if it is used to promot self-interest and
ter or-beyond the instant. dema
nds of the natural heirships of certain children
born of which he hath promised to them that love | jness to reserve these open spaces in daily - help speculators, it will be withdrawn as
animal nature ; withtut a line
of the sim- a Sunday marriage; the
ground being that him?
plest literature, or the least idea
Their’ unworldly piety and sweet | life for spiritual repose. ,We must * s{udy soori' as possible. And it would serve them
of writ
8
language or numerals ; without a trace ten since marriage is a civil contract, such con- and humble trust in the Divine “promises | to he quiet .” and when thany ‘are coming right.
of the tracts, if made on Sunday, are null
and
Bible, of Christianity, or
DESTRUCTION
OF
‘AN
ART
GALLERY.
would
be
constantly
brought
before
the
|
and
going,
go
apart
by
ourselves
that
we
sort of re- void. The point, as ‘I am
informed, on eyes of worldly and selfish professors. And | may ¢«¢ pest awhile."— Anon.
ligionor deity. Nay,
All interested in a¥t ‘matters will hear
sihost without lan- which the-pending case must turn;
and can the poor need to have their envy and jeal|
guage, their patois bei
“| with “deep regret of the destruction’by fire
so scanty as well turn but one possible
way, is that marriage ousy toward the rich ‘transformed into re. "a8 disorganiz ed, tha only the
The world would be more happy it per-|of the world-famous: Academy of Art at
commonest of has never been reduced
to nothing but a spect and love by worshiping freely at the | sons gave up more tine
facts, and those with difficulty, are
to an intercourse of Dusseldorf, Prussia, together with a large
commun- civil contract, Thatit is alsoa ‘religiou
s same altar, and witnessing: their generous friendship.
:

pu

gallery was

as early as 1690, and many ofsits mas| terpieces were . transferred to Munich;

&
SNOW IN MAINE.
For the past week or two the northern
and eastern part of Maine has been buried but 14,000 original drawings and 24,000
in snow, Nothing like it, so late in the sea- engravings and casts remained, and receiv-

except

The [ clothes, we here Sutshine the world.

fallible. I should like, at any rate, to have chief reason urged is that the law is inopthe so-called scientific skeptics who are erative, being never enforced except when
prominent as conductors and writers in some rogue pleads usury to escape paying

reluctant re-

in the very modern year of 1872.

| us in revelation, for all classes.
| of our salvation, when he tabernacled in the

Number 13

As we have no olders of. no- ed into a cold corner, and, what
now during the legislative | bility, and no significant outward marks of worse, seems bent on staying there.

the information given the writer beyond his

ed with the original find it hard to acquit of |
exaggeration. It is the faithful portrait, Carter's triumph over the black-mailing
conspiracy of a lewd female and her conrealistically faithful, of a society organized
federate, and with the manly courage by
«from the refuse of society.
The *¢ poor which the victory was achieved.
The
Whites” of the western South—we ought perunanimous voice of the press and communhaps to say the elite of them in enterprise and
ity is against the plea for clemency put forvitality—pushed out almost by themselves
ward by the lawyer and family of the abaninto. the rich government glebes adjoining the state of Kentucky, and there plant- doned girl. * The extent of the law” is
the only Christian or humane preseripgon
ed themselves with such wild germs of sivilifor flagitious and excuseless erimes that
zation as remained undeveloped or still hung
strike the dearest interests of individuals,
about their garments unawares. Rude and
families, churches and society.
Yet the
* revolting as the growth of generations from
deterring of othet: harpies from like atsuch a homogeneous stock of depravity
tempts, needful as it is, and effective as it
became, it was still a growth.
It had vi- will be, if this woman shali be sternly puntality,

ordinance, and even to great numbers of | acts-of chayity., God has provided but one
pertons a sacrament, and therefore em- | heaven, so far as he has made disclosures to

tian state? The only answer [ am able at
present to give to this question, is to hope
that the account of the wretched barbarians
contained in the last dppleton’s Journad, to
|
which I am indebted, may be in some respects beyond the truth. But I have reason to peal of the laws against usury, gets its ac- | form of cast.

difference between

27, 1872.

Far from the whirl of each mundane

|

N..- Ha MARCH 27, 1872.
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number of the most valuable paintings

other things, that the advocates of a high tariff
for the protection of American Manufactures
would not allow the recommendation to be car-

ried into effect.

It is hard to tell what

will be

done this session to promote our commercial interests, but there is a prospect of something. being agreed upon.
Still, the West will not consentto the most effective method of restoring
our flag to the ocean, from which it has almost

entirely disappeared.
.
"NEW HAMPSHIRE:
The Democrats are somewhat surprised at the
result of the New Hampshire election, but not at
all discouraged. ' They say that they will save

their strength, and make

a tremendous

effort

during the presidentiaf canvass. They look upon,
the vote of New Hampshire as an endorsement,
by the Republicans of that State, of the Administration, and say that Grant will surely be renom-"

inated. This they desire, for they think that he
can be more easily beaten than any other Republican candidate.
To-day, they speak more openly in ‘favor of Judge Davis, and, judging from

present indications, he will be their candidate.
The organ of the Democratic Party at the Capitol expresses some astonishment that

the

recent

assaults of Sumner, Sehurz, and Trumbull

upon

the Administration did

effect

net have

more

upon the Republicans of New’ Hampshire, but.
says that one reason why they did not js, that

Senator Patterson threw

his influence

in favor

of -Grant, although,in the Senate,he had been - considered a sympathizer with the three distin
guished gentlemen, who have given Conkling,
Morton, and the rest so much trouble of late, °
it"
PRESCOTT.
’

-

p =
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MORNING

|

.

Communications.

| why tell her to conform to the

‘the day,

|.
A Jewel

in Danger.
——

So

wearing

speaks ?

customs

a veil when

:

of .strong arm of the law from all such interference.”
!
:
Onr political opponent was quite silenced,

she

;

command of the Book, and that they

we are told.

conclusion that - at the close of the discussion upon the misdemeanor of Dr. “‘Cuyler,

must

when the Bible was written,or they can not
preserve their ‘consistency untarnished ?
Just here, Paul himself hag a very decided word to say to us, Hear him:
*‘ Who
also hath made us able ministers of the new
testament, not of the letter but of the spirit;

the jewel was badly tarnished.
Some of us had been so long accustomed
to regard Paul's words about silence in the
churches, as having special'reference to the
women of his time, that we had half forgot-

ten that some of our Christian friends held for the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth
such decided opinions to the contrary. But life.” Thank you, Paul. Would that Chris‘our mem iey were suddenly quickened, tians might give more attention to ‘the
while reading a report of the discussion | spirit of the Bible and spend less time harp| ing upon the letter,
d
above referred to.
Dr. Cuyler and some gentlemen who | In the nieantime, as the result of this parspoke in his - defense" had very modestly | tial review of the subject, we shall occupy
suggested, that possibly Paul did not have the position that our way of explaining
reference to the women of the present time, | Paul does not * belittle the word of God ;”
when he wrote to the Corinthians. © Where- | rather that the jewel consistency is in less
~“\ upon Dr. Wells said, * If any one had come danger of being tarnished by our interinto my pulpit, and offered such explana- | pretation than by that which proclaims
tions as they have made of those passages, | such complete devotion to the letter.
STANLEY.
I would have warned my congregation
against

tion.”

the

influence

Inreference

of such

to the

interpreta-

same

Mr. McClelland says, ‘ They,

———t

ey

vat

have strange-

BY

E. C.

B. H.

ly belittled the word of God™
* * I protest against it.
The whole
of Paul, the |
whole of the inspired word of God for me, |
or none.”
:
Now, .we had thought, in the honesty of |
our souls, that we accepted the whole word

length of Garbeta
to explore our field
mencing operations,
tremity we found a

of God ; but, as we have ¢¢ offered

and at once entered into conversation with.

such ex-

—.—

TuEesDAY, 14.

planations ” and have believed them

to be | them.

the

have

true » ones,

perhaps

we,

too,

¢ strangely belittled the Word of God.”
Before we admit this as a necessary conclusion, however, let us see if that portion
of the Presb. body of whom these gentlemen
are representatives, do accept the word of
God, inthe sense of obedience to all the
verbal commands of Christ and Paul.
For
when aperson takes a position bordering |
closely on perfection,.,it is quite like human |
nature, before admitting the infallibility of
his position, td examine its foundations and

judge for ourselves whether his standpoint
is so much more secure than ours after
all.
We open the Bible at the * sermon on the
mount ” and read, ** But let your communication be yea, yea; nay, nay; for whatso-

ever is more than these cometh of evil.” If
by ““the whole of the irspired word of God
ismeant the entire letter of its teachings,
how can the believer therein avoid ohedience to this command ? Miss Smiley belongs to a sect-who believe in a literal obedience to this command,

but

allow

women

to preach. These Presb. friends believe that
the Bible is strangely belittled by disobedience to Paul, but here Christ speaks and
they go by on the other side.
One can’t
help thinking how appropriate it would be
to get the beam out of the own eye,before it
tries to discern the mote in another's eye.j
We

turn over a leaf in the Bible

and find

They

Walked almost

the whole

village this morning
somewhat before comNear the farthest ex
few persons assembled

heard

attentively. for some

time, making, now and then, one of thgusual objections, but, for the most part, had

sense enough to recognize and manners
enough to accept a proper answer.
At length one who appeared
more
thoughtful and intelligent than his fellows
entered the ranks against us and proposed
the question, * Is it right to take by force
from another what rightfully belongs to him,
and to take life in case of resistance ?”
Of course there could be but one answer
to such a question, 4. e., that it is decidedly

wrong to do so.

‘‘ Then,” said he,

* why

have you done so?” I saw ata glance the
man’s object, but withheld my answer, being determined to make
him prefer his
charge in a.more definite form. For some
time he declined to speak more plainly,
and, at length, another offerred his serviees as interpreter, which were promptly declined. The party at last stammered out
the statement that this country did

not

be-

long to us ( the British ), that it had been
taken by force from them, its rightful own-

ers.

The poorifellow had either quite for

gotten or never knew that the rightful owners were the Santals

and

from whoni they (the
it by force. I referred
to those who had been
gross injustice, telling
ly, had had nothing to

other

hill

tribes,

Hindus]) had taken
him and his question
really guilty of such
him that I, personaldo with the matter.

I was quite innocent of tae charge, and was

the words, * But thou, when thou fastest, quite certain that the case had not been reanoint thine head and wash thy face.” | ferred either to him or me for adjustment;
Here is another direct command.
Of course
God would judge of the merits and demerno one would think nf suggesting as an ex- its-of the case ; nevertheless, for the sake of
cuse for its non-observance, that it had spe- enlightening him and~ others, I told them
cial reference to the customs of those times, that their conquerors were much
less
for that was the very point of the explanation to blame in-the ‘matter than they supposed.
in regard to woman's preaching, which called
hey came to India to trade, and made
forth the words, ** The whole of the inspir- commercial - .treaties
with certain native
ed word of God for me

or

none.”

There-

fore there should be a rigid observance of
this command,by. those taking this position ;
and the absence of such observance shows a
sadly tarnished consistency.
‘We turn to the 13th” chap. of John, and
there Jesussays, ¢ If I,then, your Lord and
master,

have

washed

your

feet,

ye

also

ought to wash one another’s feet.” Here is
a command, that we fear these friends sadly
neglect. If any one presentsas an excuse

princes,

men so far

or and principle
treatics

in

the

to ali sense of hon-

thatqhey
most

violated

shameless

these

manner,

and thus compelled the whites to take up
arms in the defense of their own interests.
And-so-the matter grew from bad to worse,
treaties violated on the one side and summary punishment administered on” the . other, until matters assumed their present
form.

i

Here Purna steppedgup and took the mat-

the fact that we do not wear sandals, as the

ter out-of my hands.” ‘Hesaid that whatey-

people did whom Jesus addressed, and
necessity for the washing of feet does

God ” requires those who occupy that very
broad position to wash each other’s feet.

er we or they knew of such matters must
be learned from history, with regard to
first conquests, and from ‘61d people still living with regard to more
recent ones.
; Said he, ‘“ This friend is evidently smarting under some wrong, supposed or real,
and consequently forgets all the advantages
that accrue to tis under British rule. That
is just like human nature the world over.
A person may have been the recipient of
unnumbered favors from Aanother—say a
‘servant from his master—but just as soon
as he fancies he discovers a wrong, an injustice, he forgéts all former favors and
rates his master roundly behind his back
for his supposed injustice.
“Whose was this territory before the
British took it?”
It was in the hands of Mussulmans.”

We will leave Christ's teachings and turn
to those of Paul, and we find the words,

begin with, so the British did not’ take it

¢ Drink no longer water,

from us but from

exist now as then, we answer,—Why

the
not

then

didn’t Jesus limit the observance,instead of
“leaving it in the form of a command of general application?
The gist ‘of a part of
Dr. Van Dyke's article in The Independent
is, if

Jesus intended that

women

should at

some future time speak in public assemblies
why didn’t he in some way indicate it ? So
we say, in regard to all ‘these examples, if
Jesus intended them to be limited in their
observance, why didn’t he say so ? And
we
do not see why the argument does not >
ply to one command as well as the other.

As aresult of this reasoning, the

verbal

_ acceptance of the ¢ whole inspired Word of

but use a little

“Then,” said he, “it Was not yours to
our

conquerors, the

Mo-

wine for thy stomach’s sake and thine often | hammedans.
infirmities.”
’
We can’t say how generally this command is obeyed by these friends, but if any
do drink water and not wine,
they have often infirmities, Oh,

what

in-

Timothy ; but we know equally well that
certain other words in regard to. women
were addressed some

of them

to Timothy

and some to the church at Corinth.

So the

obligation to regard ‘each command
binding is équally great.

But, again, have we derived
benefit or injury from the change of rulers?

When

the Mohammedans ruled, you dare

not give the first intimation that you
especially if possessed wealth; if you did, your houses

consistency ! for does not one of them - say,
*¢ The whole of Paul for me or none "? We
know that these words were addressed to

as

And there seems

with her head uncovered ihdishonoreth her
head.”

What

@

! did Paul sometimes allow

women

to pray and prophesy in publié, and give directionsin regard to it ? What ‘can those

persons do with this passage,

who

believe

that Paul's words in regard to woman's si-

lence in the churches are w¥dniversal appliLato ? Ifa woman janot to speak at all,
Irs

bigoted, wicked

and obstinate Brahmins, who were as igno-

rant as wicked,

We

lelt them in despair,

Crime,

men and women listened attentively.

Insanity,

were

ransacked, under

and it was

taken

from

some

false

you.

charge,

Your wives

and daughters dared not appear id public
with ornaments of any value, for they would

be taken ffm them by force.

—their British rulers—were once more

If your wife

or daughter were pretty she dared not show
her face in publicat all, for she .would be
carried off, on some false pretense, and you
would see her no more. If you owned a

horse you dared not ride him ; you dared not

de-

praved and debased idolaters than the Hindus; and that they had gradually risen ever since they had formally accepted of
Christianity. This had made them lovers
of justice and taught them what justice was.’
They were, however, to guard against a
very common

error, and

not

suppose

that

every Englishman, or white man, isa Christian.
Very many, alas, do
not person-

ally
in

receive
their

the

sins;

gospel,

and

nevertheless

are

still

they,

as

a

nation, owe all their superiority to. the
enlightening and elevating influence of
Christianity, Here followed an eamest
and brotherly appeal to the people, to accept of that true religion which had done
so much for others. They were told that if
they desired to becomethonorable, respectatrue

men and

women,

could do so by accepting of Christ

they

as their

| Saviour.

WEDNESDAY, 15TH, This morning we
left Madhu at camp to, sell books, while
Purna and I went.out in questof work.

We

first visited

the™ Police

Station, and

made a few inquiries about the village

and

its surroundings.

od

The village is large, containing (in
1864)
368 houses, and a population of
about 2000. It is a central point; and being
a judicial sub-station, with a Deputy
Magistrate, and as also near by there is the resi-

dence and office of an Indigo planter, it has
a large floating population. Several good
roads center here.

=

It is on the ‘highway from Ranigany to
Midnapore, and all the up-country pilgrims
pass through it. It would be an excellent
Mission station, affording constant work to
a resident missionary and two or three native preachers.

Our Santal work

could

be

prosecuted there to great advantage; Santals abound in that district.
:
. The court is soon to be removed to another place in consequenee of certain changes in the boundaries of Midnapore and
Hooghly districts. When this remaqval
takes

place,

the

house

now

occupied

by

the Deputy Magistrate will pe in the market; and as there will probably be no customer for it-except our Mission purchases
it, it can be had for a mere song. The
gentleman resident near there told me that
it did not cost less than

Rs. 6000

and

very

probably as much as Rs. 8000,but that there

is no doubt it could be purchased for Rs.2000.
i went

over the

premises

and found

buildings in a good state of repair.
upon this

as an admirable

*“ lengthen our cords,”

the

I look

opportunity

to

and can not but hope

that Garbeta may soon be occupied by
our Mission, The Zenana work and village schools might be carried on to advan-

tage here.

we

We then went to visit a nominal Christian
family in the place, a Head Constable
(Roman Catholic ), and his wife (a Prot-

estant). The
well,

and

both

wife
are

speaks English very
quite

intelligent,

but

seem to be, much -in the dark spiritually.
The husband is not bigoted and very readily consented to a season of. worship, and
knelt with us in prayer.

¢* For the better,”

;

They were then reminded that they are
not only allowed to amass

wealth, but ex-

hibit it to their heart's content, They may
ride, ingpalkeys, or on horses, or elephants,
or in ‘any way they choose, may dress as
{they please. Their wiyes and daughters
may wear all the ornaments they please,
and go and come with perfect safety.
*¢ Your present rulers not only 1efrain from

interfering with you in any
tors,

hut petnally

protect
s

of> these fnatyou

with

the

In the

evening

a Pauperism,

‘One

lawyer alone attempted to oppose us,
It was most amusing to observe the man’s
frantic efforts to establish, not by argument
but by declamation, that ‘‘ Every man’s religious opinions are for all practical purposes, true.”

)

interest

Now let us recapitulate these indirect expenses of intemperange :

short time was spent iit the bazar, aiffl both

the very pérsons whom he had just defended

tht gospel.

rious branches of the business, the
of which will be $50,000,000.

tion that all this difference between their
former and present condition politically,

Alte

S. 8. Department,

Ee

Drawing

$50,000,000
40,000,000

$6,000,000

Idiocy,

8,600,000

Loss of Grain,

50,000,000

Loss of Property,
Interest on Capital,

80,000,000
50,000,000

Total,

$259,600,000

A. DEERING,

hyd

He miserably failed to convince either ns
or the people, \
J

Blood.

It is true that a single drop

under the focus of a powerful

of water, put
microscope,

will reveal a world to the sense, and enough
to challenge our study’ for a great many
days. But it is no less true, as Archbishop

Leighton in his quaint way

remarked, that

‘even the breast, if too long drawn upon,
will yield blood instead of milk.
«

Theré are a great many

professors, teach-

ers, and writers who
don't seern to have
learned this important” truth, They" ‘make
Pastoral Changes.
things go on ** all fours” until the feet are’
fairly worn out, and the bones come through, ,
Lm —
Rum Taxes.—No. 2.
N
Much has been wisely said, within the: to the pain and disgust of pupils, hearers,
.
EE —.———_——
:
3
readers.
They get
old of a good
past
few years, in reference to permanency and
COST OF INSANITY.
thing, and, they lug
it along, drag, and
in the pastoral relation. But changes seem pluck at it," until it looks very ‘much
like
- The next item of expense to the country,
noless frequent than in years past. Pas the ““yaller dog” which, fortwo or three
justly chargeable to intemperance, is that
tors, deploring such frequent changes,go on years, has been nobody's dog, and been .
of taking care of thg insane whose insanichanging ; and churches enfeebled, and oft- stoned by every rude boy in the town.
ty is caused by intemperance.
We quote
When such a’ professor or teacher rises, it
en torn by factions, still continue to do is the signal for everybody to run; if they
from Dr. Austin Flint, Professor of Physiolthose same things which make such changes can’t do it physieally; and are
:
o
ogy in Bellevue Hospital Medical College,
politeness, they do it mentally, for they
certain if not necessary.
in the city of New-York: ¢* The deleterious
Lest the whole ministry fall under con- ‘drop their attention, become listless, or fall
influence of alcohol en the mental is not
talking to others.
:
demnation
and the church come to be con- to~ We
less marked than on the physical powers.
know one excellent teacher, good in
sidered reprobate in this matter, it might the day-school, and seemingly earnest in
The inebriate exemplifies a variety of the
be
well to consider the question, Under Sunday-school work, who *‘is all the time
forms of mental derangement, called dipsowhat circumstances may a pastor wisely getting off his electricity.”
mania, from which recovery is extremely
With him electricity is the great lack, and
rare. The perceptions are blunted, the in- chaifge his pastoral relation? In answer every preacher and teacher would have the
to this question we submit the following, thing if he could only get electrified. No
tellectual and moral faculties progressively
not by any means exhausting the subject :— matter what subject is started, it runs into
deteriorate, until at length the confirmed in1. Iris a matter of fact, that quite a large electricity, Well, this is anything but elecebriate, miserably cachectic in body and per cent. of our ministers entered upon the trifying to the audience, us have heard
imbruted in mind, has but one object in discharge of their official duties with little the thing so often that, as soon as the prerises, the whisper goes around,
life, to gratify the marked cravings of alco- or no special training for their work. They fessor
‘* There comes the electricity man again.”
j
:
hol,
are consequently under the ‘necessity of | Now, the mind and heart were made to
Let us quote from Dr. M. H. Romberg, of studying the rudiments of their profession | crave varlety even more than the Stomach
Germany, who, for twenty years, was a phy- while engaged in active duties ; their knowl- and thé physical organization.
With some teachers, we have dried apsican in one of the largest insane hospitals edge is limited, their resources restricteg,
of Berlin: ¢ The state of the blood is de- they must often repeat themselves. It is ples—and very dry at that—for breakfast,
dinaer, and supper, and the next day it bepraved by these poisons, alcoholic liquors, certainly much more pleasant to themselves, gins the same way again.
tobacco, &c., and it reacts upon the brain. and edifying to their hearers to do this re- | Did not God place around us—aye, even
in us—a world of endless variety ?
It affects the nerves of the eye so as to peating in a new place.
s
, Here is knowledgé in the crude, without
maketit see things that do not exist; and
2. Closely: allied to this class is another | measure and without limit, and it is noththe nerves of sound, so as to make them that should be charitably judged should they
| ing less than savage laziness tp sit down
hear sounds that do" not exist, such as boil- break the monotony of life by change. We | naked and starving in the midst of all this
ing, screeching, hammering, cutting. After refer to such as have recently completed a | endless diversity, and there is no excuse
becomes clouded,

a time the mind

and stu-

por and paralysis and death intervene.”
Dr. Higginbotgom, of the Royal College
of surgeons, says: * Alcohol is partieularly
Gestructive

to the brain and nervous system, .and, consequently, to the mental and

physical powers of the whole
Drunkenness and insanity appear

system.
so near

a]

for having but one.suit of clothes besides.
thorough course of study.
These men may
Mental changes of raiment—even the
have well drilled. minds, well stored with poorest may have an abundance. - And one
useful knowledge, but they have high ideals | thing is demonstrably certain, that a great

of sermons ; they have formed plans for ex- | wardrobe for the soul will bring “more happiness to ourselves, and give more happiness
tensive courses of systematic study, and
they are quite destitute of that practical | to others, than the trousseau of the biggest
wisdom which experience alone can give.
At the end of the second or third year of

millionaire’s daughter.

Don’t you know somebody of your experience—perhaps it is a lady, perhaps not—
akin, that drunkenness has been called vol- | their first pastorate, many of them find they | who, though plain in dress and plainer in
untary insanity, and we often find that such have pretty nearly exhausted their resources, person, draws atvay the crowd from the outvoluntary insanity terminates in involunta- have fallen considerably below their ideals | wardly gay and beautiful just by the force
and the - furnishing of the soul? Perhaps,
ry and incurable insanity.”
in many of their sermons, and their plans | if you don’t see it mow, you will see it
Lord Shaftesbury, chairman of the Board for systematic study have all miscarried. | when you grow older. As age advances,
of insanity Tn England, states in a recent One of two paths may be trodden in thé fu- | man asserts his drifting toward immortality
report that ‘‘ six-tenths of all the insanity ture, they may go on preparing, after a me- by a perpetual and steady growth of soul:
in the United Kingdom is caused by the use chanical manner, the required number of craving.
_ The bodily appetites are less hungry and
of intoxicating liquors.”
sermons of the required length, and bid | the lower longings creep.
Dr. Hiram Cox, of Cincinnati, who was | farewell - to every hope of higher attain- |
Now, itis-a very sorry thing to have to
appointed Dy the court to examine the caus- | ments in any department of study; or they draw blood instead of milk. * But in order
es

of insanity in

Ohio, states

that

*¢ two- | may change their place of labor, avail themthirds of the cases of insanity that. have | selves of previous preparations, and devote
come under his observation are from the | th&time thereby gained, to systematic study.
use of intoxicating drinks, liquors.”
And | Should they be censured if they choose the

we find that the testimony will fully bear us | latter?

Ought

they not

to have
out gin,
anything
the rich

milk—pure and plenty of it, withand without water, and without
that is even worse—the feeding in
pastures must go before.

ye who

toil,

We say must—and where are they? This
to be, if they do | is a law which can not be contravened. O'!

out in putting one-half of all of the insani- | not-?
ty inthe country as originating from the | 3. It not unfrequently happens that a+
use of alcohelic liquors.
.
man who has been successful in\ one place |
Dr. Charles A. Story, of Chicago, who fails in amother. ‘He learns, perhaps, for |

bodies and

mere

and

minds

teil

bent,

and slave with your

perpetuntly,

material things to serve

animal

ditions, just for the sake of laying up
ures
pasupon- earth,
f God’how canin ye ye feed

spent much time in the investigation of this | the first time, that he ‘has certain peculiar- | "Pastures of (xod's provision
We would not for the world be
matter, says: * The building of asylums, | ities which fit him for one class of churches, | stood—it
is right and glorious to

the furnishing

medicines

four thousand insane

and

comforts for | but which

people, who. die after

three years of insanity, and at an average
cost of one thousand dollars per year for
each lunatic, amounts to $12,000,000 a year.
And at
same rate for eight thousand lu-

unfit

him

for all others.

The | just

where

over
con-

treasin the

misunderserve God

his providence calls us, even if

sooner he finds his place the better for all | it be cleaning streets; but what we mean
is, are there not thousands whose excessive
concerned.
Nothing could be more foolish
devotion to material things can be accountthan to throw a man away for a few fail ed for oly by their intense desire to lay u
ures.
treasures here on earth, for the over-feed-

In the evening Madhu accompanied me to
ing ot the body and the damage of the soul?
4.
Again, we liave some
modest men,
bazar, and Purna staid*by the books. We
. natics who do not die, but are cured after | who have chosen places quite below their
We see teachers who come exhausted
came suddenly upon a large crowd of Brah- three’ years treatment: in the asylum, $24,from the world’s marts, and they are comabilities.
Many
pretty
things
have
been
mins who had been attending a. post-funéf=
:
.
| pelled to fall back upon the eternal hash of
000,000; making a total of $36,000,000 as said about usefulness
in a corner, and every | their olden platitudes. © Would they do
al rite,called ¢‘ shraddha.”. I inquired what
| the annual cost of insanity caused by drunk- one making his mark no matter where he | this if they were interested, and if they
had been going on, and when informed, I enness.”
‘le
may be. . Practical -wisdogn says, this man were a8 determined to carry their point in
made use of a Bengali proverb and asked if
belongs up%tairs, where there is abundance Sunday-school matters as they are deter"COST
OF
IDIOCY.
;
they had been ¢‘ feeding grass to a dead
mined to carry their ends in their worldly
Add to this the
cpst of rum idiocy in the of room; he has no business down where affairs?
:
:
| ' bullock.” This caused great laughter, and
Were they as earnest in the higher as in
i one of the bystanders, himself' a Brahmin, country. Of 300 fools in Mass., 145 ‘had there'is so much crowding; let him go up
the lower, they would feed their souls in
:
began to upbraid Hinduism roundly. He drunken parents; and We. may state that and give room for others.
rich pastures that David knew so well
said those persons before us were not Brah- about one-half of the idiots are made so by |, 5. The rights of ministers should be con- the
and every successful servant of God knows
sidered.
American
society
is
such
a
conintemperance. This would give us as rum’s
50 well,
portion 12,000; at a cost of 8300 per year glomérate that it is almost impossible to
Let us remember that the soul needs vawith regard to Hinduism, and this gave me for food, clothing and shelter wé& have an find a church which ‘can by any possibility riety far more than the body ; and, if it is a
fully unite on any one man as pastor. (The daily point in our experience to search for’
a good opportunity to preach Christ. The amount of $3,600,000,
soy
case was different formerly?) A pastor has and to catch whatever can be used to illuswhole
company
heard
well
for
a
time,
asDESTRUCTION OF GRAIN.
|
trate and illnminate divine truth, we shall
given satisfactionto a majority, and dissatsenting to every truth uttered; at length
In the manufacture of the vast amount of isfaction to a minority for a term of years, be ahundantly rewarded im the increase of
a man came to the front and opened upon
happiness to ourselves and the increase of
liquors drunk - in the country, there is used —shall the minority never be consulted ? our power for good over others.
me rather furiously by saying: ¢ Well, all
up 850,000,000 worth of grains; we have on- Shall their’ wishes, tastes and necessities
Above a]l* things, let us beware in pulpit,
our system is false. Granted that Jesus
ly about $1,000,000,000 worth of breadstuff never be respected?
in the désk, and on the school-form of
Out
of
such
circumChrist i8 true, he can cleanse the heart.
in the country, so here is five per cent. of : stancds as these frequent changes arise, and drawing so perpetually upon our platitudes
.Have you given him your heart?” I told
and our favorite illustrations and anecdotes
that amount wasted, making all the rest must arise.
:
him I had.
¢ Veny well, then,” said he,
that they shall yield blood instead of milk.
five per cent. higher; and this is a rum-tax
6. But perhaps the most fruitful source —8. 8. Workman.
.
“Your word is true ( that is,you do not lie ).of five per cent. imposed upon'all who buy of change is found in the inadequate sup"
—
i
Ld
Now just say to this mah standing by me,
bread. Here is a heavy burden laid upon port given to our pastors. Young men are
A Hivr ™ TEACHERS.
Some. incidents
“Become thou ashes,’ and if he becomes the
labo#,and heavy because altogether useteach
at
lessons.
Some
years ago a
everywhere
called
for,
not
because
they
are
ashes at your bidding, I will believe and less, consuming
young lady was teaching a class of boys in
sufficient to supyoung, buf: because it is supposed . they can the Sunday-school. She was.oune whose
practice all you say.”
ma
port all the paupers t 1at rum has made. So
This was considered a poser. It did not tha’intemperance “not only makes its 500,- be supported upon a less salary than men of heart was devotedly egaged in her work,
and who loved to sit before her class to.
occur to me at the time, or, I would have 000 paupers, but destroys grain enough to large families. Ihave in mind two churches
open up to them the Scriptures. She never.
which
advertised
for
young
men,
and
notsuggested that he himself be the person up- suppoit them. ‘It makes a vast amount of
went from
a mere leaden sense of duty.
on whom I should experiment. I am al- pauperism, and then makes their support withsianding quite a number applied for the One Lord’s day afternoon the rain was
fall
situation,
old
men
were
taken
instead
;
they
most certain his couragé would have failed more burdensome to society.
‘ing heavily, and the wind was very high.
were 80 old that their sons and daughters, It was a ay of all days for staying at home.
‘him, these people are so fearfully superstiLOSS OF PROPERTY,
the
instead of being dependent upon them for She looked at the rain and listened.to,
tious! Instead of this, it was clearly provwind,
and
for
a
moment
was
very
much
We
are
constantly
having
losses
of
buildsupport,
aided
in
supporting
them.
I
know
ed that our friend's demand was wholly
tempted to leave her place in the Sumndayirrational, and that the true test of salya- ings, vessels, grain and vast quantities of another case where the young pastor was school vacant, But better thoughts premerchandise
;
when
we
consider
that
sevendismissed and an old one put in his place vailed, and she cheerfully faced the storm.
tion from a sinful nature, is salvatiom from
sinful life. This was illustrated by refer- eighths of all the incendiarism is from in- simply beeause the young one required the On reaching the school, she found-all her
ence to disease and its cure. No one sees a temperance, that a large amountof prop- same salary as the old one. Salary and boys were there. Not one was missing.
erty is destroyed in this way, and that ability being the same, the man of experi- She of course expressed her pleasure at seedisease, yet the merest fool is fully aware of
ing them there. One of them said to her
its presence by its symptoms. So of a a great many of the accidents arise from in- ence will win every time. But pastors’. ing bright, heanty way :
;
temperance; we must conclude that a vast families must be supported, however large ;
‘Teacher, mother said you would not be
wicked heart, it is known by its words and
amount of property “is destroyed by intem- the legitimate suecessors in the pastoral of- here; but 1 bet her a dollar you would."—
works. When the disease. leaves, no one
perance. A great manyof the railroad ac- fice, are pastors’ sons, and they must be ed- Baptist Teacher.
;
seesit go, and Yet any child knows it is
cidents, steamboat disasters,” losses at sea ucited, and if one church will not support
‘gone when its symptoms disappear.. The
and other calamities that are constantly oc- and educate the families of ministers, and
FACE THE SUN. A writer in the 8. S.
sick one rises, eats; walks,sleeps and works
curring are from intemperance ; so that not
Times
has a quaint illustration: of an old
another will, who shall blame the pastors
and is pronounced *‘ well.” No one is such a

to be no alternative for the person who dress as your ruler did ; they would not allow
does not take into account the customs of -it. Have things changed for the better or
Ee
fool as to demand powerful manifestations
the country and times, but to drink wine, if for the worse?”
he has often infirmities.
In Cor. 11, we find these words, * But
every woman that pgayeth or prophesieth

ble discussion with several

to preach

ble, good and

{
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persons,

27, 1872.

Purna then showed in a very ‘nice perora-

take into account. qualifying circumstances, was fairly attributable to the influence and
connected with the country where and time teachings of Christianity. He showed that

Admitting it to be true, we are forced to the

MARCH

Wouldntit be better for” these friendsto and took “a back position in the ‘crowd. after making several uneffectual attempts

| admit ut once, that they don’t now, never
have and never intend to obey every verbal

.

Consistency is a jewel.

by

STAR,

a

.

Og

of supernatural strength and skill as proof
that the patient is healed.” So no one in’ his
senses will demand
changed heart than

oughly reformed life.
. TRURsDAY, 167Hg

any other proof of a
that givenin a thor-

less

than $30,000,000 worth

of property

annually destroyed in this way,
;

is

,

INTEREST ON. CAPITAL,

;

In England there is invested in the liquor
business $585,000,000. There are in the
United States 2,890 distilleries with Ls, 000

This: ‘morning fofiF® licensed refail grog<shops; and in brewing,

| villages were - visited, and preaching

was

done in five different places, one village be-

malt liquors alone there are $60,000,000 invested.

There

are also

752,000

acves

of

ing large effongh to afford two preaching land devoted to the raising -of barley for
stands. With ong exception
the opportuni- malt liquors, and 3,000 breweries, with 50,ties for preaching were good. The excep- 000 wholesale liquor stores. There can net
tion was a short and anything hut profita- | he lass than £300,009,000 invested in tholya:

for the change?
—
Many pastors are now changing their
places of labor; speak charitably of them;

truth :

'

do not ask too many ‘questions; give them
all needed help in securing new fields of labor; they have prayed much’ over the mat
ter; shed many tears; suffered as but few
“know how to suffer, Pray for them, bid them
God speed; let them as noiselessly as!pos-

the platform. “T'was a bright golden morn~
ing. As 1 stood on the platform with my

I was standing
a few days ago in my
mission chapel. As I looked up, the morn-

ing sun was streaming in beautifully upon

back to the beams, [ noticed how long the
shadows were in front of me. I. turned
round and faced the sun, and the shadows

allfell bebind.

So itis through life.

we fee the sun, the long

As

dark shadows are

dispelled or cast behind us. The moment
we ttirn our back upon his beams, ch ! how
and then they will find a ppranent home
the shadows lie before us!" Oh! let us have |
withthe Master who had not where to lay -Ifacing the sun! Looking wuto Jesus, a8
va
ssa
dn
hishead,
/ «
Noroyuiras
any hse
%

sible, find a place to toil on for a fow years,

“TH

gage

Selections,
« Father, Take My Hand.”
The way is dark, py Father!

Cloud on cloud

s gathering thickly o’er my head, and loud
he thunders roar above me, See, I stand
Like one bewildered! Father, take my hand,
And through the gloom
J
Lead safely home
4
Thy

The day

goes fast, my Father!

and the night

1s draw
darkly down. My faithless sight
Sees prin
visions. Fears, a spectral band,
Encompass me, O Father! take my hand, .
And from the night
Lead up to light
Thy child!

The way is long, my Father! and my soul
Longs for the rest and quiet of the goal ;

‘While yet I journey Hifough this weary land,
Keep me from wandering.

)

Father,take my hand;

= Quickly and straight
‘Lead to heaven’s gate
Thy child!

;

The
path is rough. my
Father! Many a thorn
Has De ond me; and my weary eet, all torn
And bleeding, mark the way.
Yet Thy command
Bids me press forward,
Father, take my hand;
Then, safe and blest,
Lead up to rest

church ?”

a good

—a reform which all the intelligent

friends

of Christian progress will help by ready
word ‘and hand. There is no man living,
engaged in literary - work, who does not
know that a minister who writes, or jn any
way thoroughly prepares, two sermons a
week, can have no time for any other work
whatsoever. Pastoral daty is out of the ques-

tion with any man who performs this task
month after month.. A man who faithfully
executes this amount of literary labor, and
then on Sunday preaches his two sermons
and performs the services which are con-

ings during the week, and the care of personal and family affairs, a case of cruelty
is established a great many times Worse
than any that engages the sympathies and
demands the interference of the humane
Mr. Bergh. To do all this work without

a fatal break-down before middle age, requires an amount of vitality and strength

of constitution which few men in any calling possess, and which a youth devoted to

study

is

pretty

certain

to

damage or

de-

stroy. The country is full of ministerial
wrecks, three-fourths of which were stranded early upon the sands of exhaustion.
Now if such work as this were necessa~

ry,

or

even

extraordinarily

useful,” there

would be some apology for it, and some
Justification of it; but it is neither. If it is
impossible for the

pare

average

competently

two

minister to pre-

sermonsa week, it

15 just as impossible for the average

parish-

ioner-to receive and remember and appro- priate two sermons in a day. No man of ordinary observation and "experience,—no
man who has carefully observed his own
© mentalAl processes in the reception and appropriation of truth,—has failed to notice

that the digestive powers of the mind are
limited. The man who hears and appropriates a good sermon in the morning, has
no room in him for another sermon in the
afternoon or evening. To hear three sérmons in a;day is always to confuse, and oft-

en to destroy, the impression left by each.
Every discourse. thata man hears after his
first strong impression and his first hungry
reception, is a disturbing, distracting, and
depressing
force. The second sermon on
asingle
Sabbath makes every man
rer
who heard and was interested in the first,
and not richer; while both sermons were
damaged in their quality by the simple
fact

have
know
such
none

that the

time

devotedto

both, should

bee
. bestowed
n
upon one alone. We
of no walk of life in which there is
a profligacy of resources as in this,—
in which such ‘unreasonable demands

are made

upon.

public “servants

with such

a damaging reaction upon those who make
them,
© preachers are killed outright,
or

permanently

damaged

in their

power,

by a process that results in: the impoverish-

ment of the very men who demand its following.
The

mess

truth

:

is,

that

half of this

]

fond-

for preaching .that we ses in many

parishes, arises

from

hunger for some sort

"of intelleetual entertainment, and even
for
some sort of amusement.
The hearers go

away from their Sunday sermons and talk
about them as cooll
as yif they had only
been t6 a show. They gorge themselves
—many of them preferring three sermons
to two. Then they go into their weekly
work, and do not look int
o
a book
from
Monday morning until Saturday night.
The

Sunday sermons are all
amuse.
nent and intellectual food andthe stimulu
s
they

get. They fanoy they are
religlous, and that their delight very’
in
preaching is an evidence of their "endless
et;
when in truth itis,an evitlence oe
or
social and intellectual starvation,
and of a

-

no one

who is worth

will

leave

tian

homes, which are now

‘whether the

rather

lonely

and cheerless places on a Sunday we
confess. Still, if places of worship “must
be open for them, it is easy to have union
services, dividing the work among the pastors.
There are a thousand ways to meet
special exigencies like this, for which we

shall find our means amply

the

broad reform

for the reform

sufficient when

moyes through

must

come,

and

the land;

the sooner

the better.

Coming Empty.
Ld

:

3

ee

How easy it is to lift up an empty vessel
compared with one full of earth, or one
whieh can not be lifted * without the mudd
dregs stirred up, telling many impure admixtures, and much exposure and spendthrift luxuriance! The heart of man is
truly a

wonderful

much while

vessel that

seeming

can

to contain

that can seem so abounding

it is worse than empty.

But

hold so

so little,

full even when

the great evil

of itis that even in regular ordinances we
so often go up to God with our vessel already full of impure water, or even of more
solid substances, so that nothing fresh and

pure, and Christian-like can come in unto
us, We take our dirty water to the well's
Wiouth, and instead of emptying

it out, we

fall to admiring our own faces therein fas
the mild sunshine of ordinances makes our
image visible on the surface, and, ferget-

ting ourselves and our

duty, we carry back

most inconsiderate or

cruel demand upon
the vitality of the poor man who does
their
ell,the world has been preachedto
pretty thoroughly for the ny hundred per
The advocates of many sermons have
had

P Wollhe

it all their own way,

and. we should

ask them whether “the results of preaclike to
—pure and simple, —satisfy them P hing,
preacher is there who has not been ‘What
a thou

sand times discouraged by
result of his
labors in the pulpit? How thesmall
are the
encroachment

s made upon
it! With all oup ol
and we have had more o

than has been enjoyed

the world by
in America, —
it, and better,’

in any other counshould, but for the prevalence
and power of Sunday-schools, have drifted

_ try,~we

half-way back to barbarism by this
time.
Preaching
to a great (population of lazy
"adults,
w 0 do nothing
]
for thems
the children, and not ng for theelves or
church
but grumblingly to pay their ew-re
nt,
and
Sopiing for the world areund
them, is about

88thi
1

N

|

ftless.a businessas any man can enVA

Everything which the sacred records teach
us concerning it before the beginning of his

a dim awakening of

the consciousness of ‘his Messiahship, and
we may suppose that, taken for the first

lumps of iron and gold, and chalk and clay
that lie at the bottom breeding poison. If we
have aught of our own—any of the world’s
slimy lees in our vessel—this trial and that
trial is sent to shake it up and showus our

delusion, and give us another chance of pro-

eeeding
swiftly with empty vessel to the
well.
But how often do we instead go
wandering on the deserts of our own delights, our heart faint, our vessel empty—
cheated by vain will-o-wisps, and all kinds
of false night-lights that lead to the water?
much labor;

keeping

for wise

use, we

its stores of
thirst

* You would have lust the

mosphere of sunlight resting upon them as
on a sea of chalcedony, smooth, soft, andulating, and the summits of the mountains
all around glittering with ice and snow.
And you would have lost the glory of the
breaking up and trooping away of these
cloud congregations, as the departure of an

army with banners,

and

have not wherewith to slake “our thirst.
Our behavior is surely too often like that of
the heir of a great estate, who, to
gratify
his self-will, has gone abroad, and ey
spent his-means, seeks a lodging now here
and now there, little knowing that the de-

-

him

the gate, and then keep watch

to

scarcely at his

over ‘it, and

opened.

gate to

received, and his

terminatio
mot nto disobey

them.

—

|- We bave in our house two little girls, one
four and a half years old; the other says she
“ was free last September.” The other day
the older one carelessly broke a nice porcelain gas shade. Her uncontrollable grief
stirred the sympathies of her younger sister,

I am

the

Duke

o

Threats

cap, and

stood

which

Ma-

give

papa

lots of money,

so

ry addresses to him is more remarkable only in this respect, that it. is unquestionably
the language of maternal authority. It is
impossible to be deceived,— a shade of selfassertion is mingled witk the tone of anxiety.
Mary shows herself here as a mother accustomed to judge and direct the actions of her
son ; training naturally makes a part of domestice life.
It is important to notice that J oseph is
still the head of the family, that Mary is not
disconnected from him in her maternal relationsto her son, and speaks of him as it
was custonfary to speak of him in their .domestic circle. , “Thy father and I,” she

“Why, I prayed to Jesus, and I know you'll
get it.”
Last Tuesday evening we were invited out to tea, and after supper a very
large company of the church and congrega-

says, ‘‘ have sought thee.”
So St. Luke finishes the account by adding, **he was subject

nestness and endeavor by

unto them.”

This word is sufficient to, jus-

tify the preceding observations ; submission

supposes direction. Let us not forget that
we are, considering, not the child Jesus, but
Jesus
glready a youth; and perhaps the
most ihportant characteristic of his private
life is this

submission

to his

parents,

The age offhantiood arrives, and the. ex-

pression

which

St. Mark

puts into [the

mouth of the inhabitants of Nazareth, astonished at his teaching and his miracles, “Is

not this the carpenter? ” warrants us in believing that he lived as an artisan among
the artisans of his town, exercising the same
calling as Joseph. The oldest traditions
support this view, and the modification

may be remarked, that Jesus did not

in-

leave

the time.
The title of Rabbi,+or Master,
which his disciples, and even the tax-gath-

erers, make use of in addressing him, was
given to every one who was heard speaking often in the synagogues, and the Jews,
astonished at his knowledge, said, ‘¢ How
knoweth this man letters, having never

learned ?” — Athanase Coquerel.

And the old

man,with

surance of this «Little Faith.” We have
tested her faith once or twice since with our.
doubts, but have met the faithful

tion literally surprised

us, and

response,

through the

former pastor presented a purse of $230.
So the money has come
, the shade can be
replaced ; the prayer of faith was answered ;
we have meved over to the sunny side ; and
best of all, are encouraged to greater ear-

good will from the people.

tary on the event by
Jesus put it into

this expression of

The commen-

the older sister is, ‘that

the

hearts of the

church

members to give papa the money,” a statement your correspondent does Qt intend to
deny.—Waichman and Reflector.

A
v

Lost Life.
———

A young man was converted, during an
illness which proved fatal, though this was
not apprehended when he gave his heart to
Christ. When his physician announced an
unfavorable change in his condition,

before

lence of the room, he was heard to say,
*¢ Lost, lost, lost!” This surprised his 4

br, and caused the immediate inquiry, ¢‘‘ My
son, are your hopes feeble ? ” “No, mother;
but, oh,my lost life-time ! I am twenty-four,

and, until a few weeks since, nothing has
been done by me for Christ, and every
thing for myself and my pleasures.
My
companions will think I've made a profession in view of death. Oh! thatI could live
to meet this remark, and do Sothething to
show my sincerity and to redeem my . lost,
lost, lost life!”
-

How many at twice twenty-four have
done nothing for Christ! They have done
everything io themselves and for their
pleasures, but nothing tor Christ.— Selected.

and

the

Mountain.

Itis said that when Mahomet first declared his system of religion to the Arabs,

the help

of the two lads, soon got his truck to the top
of the hill, and then it was easy work

after

they demanded

proofs

honor

“I

boy or man who can be neither bribed
wrong. With
frightened into doing
army of such soldiers I could conquer
only the French but the world.”
handing the boy a glittering sovereign,
old Duke put spurs to his horse and

the

BAKER

gate

3in1

)
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The Little Corporal

the

nor
an
not
And
the
gal-

Publishing House

with all its éontents, inclu-

ding all the BACK NUMBERS on hand,

and the Electrotype Plates for the November number which was
already
for the press and partly printed. Notwithstanding this terrible ““ BAPTISM,

OF

FIRE,”

THE LITTLE CORPORAL
STILL

LIVES!!!

the gate

of your

The

will appear

early

in November, more BRILLIANT and CHARMING

December

than

ever before.

number

It will be extra large, céntaining about

double the usual number of pages, and will be
to all new subscribers for 1872, FREE.

ears

fast shut against such enticements and
when the bold blasphemer would instill
doubts of the great truths of revelation,
then keep the door of your heart locked and
barred against his infamous suggestions,
remembering that it is only the fool *¢ hath
said in his heart, there is no

& CO.

BOSTON. -

of your mouth fast closed, andSallow no
to enter. When evil comevil company
panions would ‘counsel
you to break the
Sabbath, to lie, to deal falsely, to disobey

your parents, keep

SW

®t

}

WALTER

of his voice:
what Napoout the Duke
:
and his masfaithful unto
to drink, to

Keep

tobacco?

or chew

smoke,

;

celebrated throughout the country.

loped away, while the 'boy ran off to his

work, shouting at the top
‘ Hurrah, hurrah! I've done
leon could n’t do—I've kept
of Wellington.”
Every bey is a gate-keeper,
ter’s command is, ‘“Be thou
death.” Are you tempted

Also,

Subscribe
10weow42

sent

Now.

‘

God."—Chris-

tian Weekly.

A Spicy Episode.

he ex-

pressed entire resignation, and requested
his friends to sing a hymn expressive of that
feeling. An hour or two after, in the si-

Mahomet

Helpers.

they did.

don’t ery any more,” was the triumphant as-

the

first example of virtue which Jesus has given us.

in quality and flavor.

Wellington, one

uncovered

y

Fine Chocolate for Confectioners’ use,
and the German Sweet Chocolate, 80 justly

not accustomed to be disobeyed ; and I command you to open. that gate, that I and my
friends may pass through.” The boy lifted
his

Their

,are manufactured from the finest Cocoa, and are unequaled

and bribes were offered, alike in vain; one

me?

0%A

Prepared Cocoa and Vanilli Chocolate

de-

that he can buy a new gas, for Jesus’ sake.
Amen. There, papa, you'll get it, and, L.,

The language

manufacturers of these articles!

be

8 the boy declinedto do, stat-

ing the orders he had

WORLD. ah

BH

W. Baker & Co., were, awarded the highest prize
conferred on any manufactu rers 0! of Choco 1
Cocoa, andB:
at the Paris
Exposition £1867,
received the only medal SWArded80 any any American
Amoriand

post before the hunters came
ordeging: the

IN JTHE

BEST

shut

on no account to 'suffer it $0 be opened.
boy wentas he was bidden; but was

up, peremptorily

1

~~

THE

and the revelation of after another came forward as Jr okesmal,
all with the same result;
the boy rethe unveiled world as a new creation.— Geo. but
B. Cheever.
: ‘| mained immovable in the determination not
\
A
to opén the gate. After a while, one of
noble presence advanced, and said, in comChrist and His Churches.
manding tones: ‘My boy, do. you know

of his miraculous

powet, such as Christians claimed for Jesus

and Moses. Mahomet replied that it would
be tempting God, and Provoking his wrath,
to grant their demand. Nevertheless, he
commanded Mount Sofa to come to him.
Whereupon he exOf course it didn’t.
claimed: ¢ God is merciful! Had it obeyed

that.
Are you a helper? Are there any who
are the better for you? any whose load
you lighten ? any to whom you are a com- my words, it would: have fallen‘on us to
fort? Are you trying to lead any to God? our destruction. I will therefore go to the
We can not tell what power our words mountain, and thank God that he has had
mense of his fathers has become his, and is may have,but one day we shall know ; and, mercy on a stiff-necked generation.”—~Isterwaiting for him, and that he hak bué to if we are faithful, we may find many souls ary World.
turn homeward, to be served heir, and take won, to shine as stars in our crown of repossession, and enjoy all the rights and Joicing, who might have been lost if we had |
Hints to Preachers.
privileges of the same. And will if rot be spoken no word for Jesus.
an element of added enjoyment
the
If you are not a helper, are you hinderDo not get excite | too soon. Do not run
youth that he has known want and has felt ing? Does your course of life give pain to
the emptiness of the pleasure in which he any heart? Does your example lead any away from your he. vers. Engine drivingonce thoughtto find a. better estate? And itito sin ? “Do those who are laboring for wheels whirl fast-on an icystrack, but when
they draw anything they go slower. Do not
so it is, verily, with men in their wander- Christ find you a hindrance ?
;
ings from God.
Learn from these lads. Help and do not scold the people. Do not abuse the faithful
he soul is not at home and can not be at hinder. Help the poor, the old, the ‘igno- souls who come to meeting rainy days, bePreach
home till it has cast out all such false and rant, the ungodly ; help all you ean. Do cause others are too lazy to attend.
material things. To attempt to raise it up not spend your time and strength in sin, the best to the smallest assemblies. Jesus
whilst these are within is simply to mix up or folly, or selfishness. Try to do good for preached to one woman at the well, and she
got all Samaria out to hear him the next
more hopelessly what is scarcely felt to be Christ's sake.
;
unpalatable and poisonous. So, like a | Yes, for Christ's sake. That is the true time. Ventilate your meeting-rpom. Sleepftener than
frightened bird in a cage, it beats its motive. They who feel what Jesus has ing in church is due to b
Stop preac
and talk
breast in vain against the strong wires it done for them, are the best helpers. He to bad manners.
has made to prison itself withal, and rest- went about doing good. He died to save to folks. . Come down from your stilted
lessly moves to and fro needing repose, but sinners. May yau be led by the Holy Spirit ways and sacred tones, and become ‘as a
cut off from the freedom it longs and yearns to be a helper for his sake.— Young Reader. little child.” Tell stories; Jesus did, and
the common people heard him gladly. Refor. Its home is outside—sometimes seen
1]
.
‘
late your experience; Paul did, and you
from the shining golden perch, and some¢an hardly do better than he.—The * Christimes not; but it can not yet mount up on
Decision for .Christ.
tian.
free wing and leave all its chains and toils
behind it. And yet, as it can not sink
Hr
ow
Afteg the disgraceful defeat” of the Rodown contented into mere Self gragiacatipsh
mans
at
the
battle
of
Allia,
Rome
was
sacked,
~ Hasty Words.
is not its very discontent an earnest of better things? So God brings severe trials up- and it seemed as if at any moment the Gauls
The evil that is in the world, thafTushes
on us to the end that in our sore need our might take the capitol. Among the garrivessel may be emptied of impurities and de- son whs a young man of the Fabian family, down our streets, devastating homes, ruinceitful draughts from the gleaming founts and on a certain day’ the anniversary of a ing happiness, and laying waste the pleasof sin—that in the shock the door may be sacrifice returned, when his family had al- ant places, has many fountains. Sin does its
thrown open, and we may fly free to the ways offered sacrifice upon the Quirinal Hill. deadly work in many ways, and sorrow
This hill was in
the possession of the Gauls ; comes from a variety of sources, and hascovert offered in the Gospels
Oh, the fullness of bliss, and of healthful, but when the morning dawned the younk ty words have much to answer for amon
refreshing Jor, that comes into our empti- man took the sacred utensils of his god, the rest. We are apt to think that a wor
went down from the capitol, passed through or two does not matter; that we need not
ness, when
the vessel of the soul is
us §
held under the ceol springs of Christ's plen- the Gallic sentries, through the main body; trouble -qurselves to be over particular as
teous delight. It is as though the new up the hill, offered sacrifice, and came back to, what we say. But this is only one of our
It was always told as a wonder many
wine of the kingdom already coursed clear . unharmed.
mistakes. Words live. There is so
gmong Roman legends. This is justA how | much
through the whole being. —English Magavitality Ren that they take root
the Christian should act, when decision for even upon very unlikely soil. Hasty words
zine.
:
Christ is called for. Though he be a solita- are almost sure to have little sense and less
ry man in the midst of a thousand oppo- kindness in them. They are not the offnents, let him, at the precise moment when spring of meek and quiet spirits, but of hot,
Touch the Dying Point.
duty ‘calls, fearless of all danger, go straight
assionate tempers. ‘¢ All men are liars!”
to the appointed spot, do his duty, and rebut 4 man in a passion would have
‘The apostle said, “ Neither count I my membér that consequences belong to God, said 0; that?
' The assertion is so sweepin
life dear unto myself, so I may finish my and not, to us. I pray God that after this and
unjust, that if David had not pre po:
course with joy.” And Samson said, ¢ Let style we may witness for Christ.
it by his confession, “I said in my haste,”
me die with the Philistines.” So I find in |»
we should not have understood it, ~ Perhaps
toiling for souls, that at times God gives me
the
reason why such words were spoken is,
such a love for «inners that I cry out, *“ Give
Go On.
7
that the pea ser feels himself aggrieved.
me souls, 6r let me die.”
And I often feel
We often do in this life of ours; we can not
that I would rather die than be denied ; that
A man must not yield to despondency,
they must come, and, glory to God, they nor sit down inactive, despairing, because have all we wish from our brothers and sisdo come. When I can go from my closet he is in darkness. Sometimes a few steps ters, and so we allow ourselves to grow
fretful and angry. We are unreasonable
to the pulpit in this state of mind, then I onward or- upward,
are all that aré needed,
have power to plead with sinners, with and for want even of that little activity, he enough to suppose that all things should be
yearning pity and tremendous plainness, may remain all bis'life Weneath the cloud. ours, and when we find only few Sings[=
Somjbg to our share, then we become d
and somebody feels the fire ; somebody will Perhaps you have been ascending a mount- Sonion
and peevish, and speak hasty.
tremble, somebody will quit the ranks of ain with the mist so thick before you that at
wards.
Satan,
and join -the army of God. Heaven a few feet from you net an object was visiand earth are made glad, my own heart ble, and so wet that it was like a dripping
sings for joy, and I go into another fight rain. Timidity and. despondency say, in
Friendship is the cordi
life, the leniwith the powersof darkness, and conquer such a case, you had better turn back, at any tive of ine Sib wd multiplier o f
through the blood of the Lamb.
rate lie by in the first shelter. But perhaps our joys; the source equally of animation:
Dear. brethren, let us -touch the dying - “you ‘will
ET
tind a clear sky with a little ore and rope

>

workmen to this field, telling

who heard him,

¢ Poor old fellow!
He can hardly get
soTalong.
Let's lend him a hand.” And so

and, less wise than the patient

camel in the desert,
water at least

away

gloom.

the clouds under you, and the at-

Chocolate
and Cocoa.

coe Tr LL

lifted his own hat, and said:

Oh, the folly of the natural man who makes

and throws

sight of.

of the horses, So hi dispatches

ued, ‘please

his home to attend the celebrated schools of

poor - exchange,

have lost this
glorious sight, this
nce. of
+-this-peeuli
OFF
glory, which you could have enjoyed only

bless me and make me good,”—that’s the
way she begins all her prayers—and contin-

ter is pure, because it gives back a dim reflection of our own faces, in spite of the

so

would

mist and

his fields, when he gaw a party of huntsabout on Ms farm.
e had one
field that he was es
ly anxious the,
should not ride over,
te i was in 4
men riding

are forgotten. How glad you are that you
persevered, that you did not turn back ; you

the capital, and helped to give.to his questions and answers that expression of wisdom and intelligence which astonished all

up, are presented to bd weary palate.
While it 1s permitted us tJ sit still, we may
deceive ourselves into the idea that our wa-

the dregs, shaken

_An English farmer was one ‘day at work |

n

Then all your troubles

under these very circunistances of preceding

ESTABLISHED 1780, .

es

man whom all England delighted to honor,
sure, the
then answered firmly: ‘I ‘ayn
Duke of Wellington would not st to’diso~
bey orders. I must keep this gate shut,nor
suffer any one to pass but with my master’s
express permission,”
reatly pleased, the sturdy old warrior

troduced into the text by some critics, from
the parallel passage of St. Matthew, which
wd
‘¢ Is not this the carpenter’s son?" has
no justification.. It is well known that
teachers among the Jews did not think
their dignity compromised by learning a
manual trade as St. Paul did.
In confirmation of what has been said, it

cumstances, some apparent satisfaction may

out of its place, and then

into clear sunshine,

/

pe

H Keep the Gate -Shut.”

So you go on, and at length,

* our

anything in it and

to it; and to the second,—that

find light.

higher up you will

time to Jerusalem, into the temple, to the
hearth-stone of the national religion, this who, putting her arm around her neck, said,
divine feeling gushed forth from the deptt $4 % Don't ery, I will pray to Jesus;” and
of his heart with new strength, kept him f kneeling down, she began,—¢ Dear Jésus,

be derived from this muddy liquor of our
own preparing, severe tests come upon us
when Providence would move our vessel

worship,

tl

and hope say, zo

Faith says, Go on!

soul of Jesus alteady

universal
pastoral
visitation,
attendance
of funerals, weddings, and all sorts of meet-

public

Home-Life of Jesus.

on!

go to

with us the self-same commodity which we
took thither. For, though in ordinary cir-

with

the
strongest constitution can endiire.
When it is undertaken to add to this work

«@

people

does all that

nected

&

young

young will go to worse places will depend
something upon the attractiveness of Chris-

Fewer Sermons, more Service.

question,

* Will not

is,—that

church”

1 have borne
Let my worn

any

’

for two,

worse places on Sunday night if the churches should be shut?” The answer to the first

Where crowns ure given.
Fathertake my hand,
And reaching down,
:
Lead to the ¢rown
Thy child!

is, without

point ; get Mito such wfuipatisy ‘with Christ- travel upward, * Courage

It is all that the average preacher can pro- public life, is confined to a few circumstanduce, doing his best, and all that the aver- oes, of which the first is of special interest—
age hearer can receive and ** inwardly di- fue Fouveivation Witk the doctors of the law
gest.”
hit n the synagogueof the temple, at the age
. 3. One sermon each Sunday gives the of twelve years. When Joseph and Ay
wholgafhurch half a day in which to engage after three days of anxiety, find him still at
in Sunday-school and missionary work, and Jerusalem, his mother says to him, * Son,
a Sunday)
evening at home,—an evening why hast thou thus dealt with us * Behold,
of rest and family communion.
a thy father and I have sought thee sorrowOf course we shall be: met by the stere- ing.” Jesus, in justification of himself, reotyped questions: ‘Will not ouf
people plies, * How is it that ye sought me? wist
e not that I must be about my Father's
g0 somewhere else to hear preaching if
usiness ?” It is evident that there is in the
they can not get the two" sermons at our

And fainting spirit rise to that blest land

There

demand

| sermons on a Sun ay.
:
2. For all practical purposes and results
one sermon on a Sunday is better than two.

I

deal of ** foolishness of preaching,” and a
+ good deal of preaching which is ** foolish=
ness” by its quantity
alone. Preachers
are aware of it, pretty generally, and the
people are slowly learning it. Indeed, a
“reform has begun and is making Resdway,

and eat pork

a sermon as our preachers can not possibly

question

Dr. J. G. Holland in Scribner's Monthly
for March, argues stoutly in favor of but
ene sermon on the Sabbath. We quote a
portion of his article :

wood

produce with the Present

The throng is great, my Father!
Many a doubt,
And fear, and
danger compass me about,
And foes oppress me sore.
[I can not stand
Or go, alone.
© Father! take my hand,
And through the throng
Lead sale along
.
, Thy chud!
The cross is heavy, Father!
It long. and still do bear it,

Let us saw

beans, for to-morrow we die.
And now let, us state odr conclusions,

thers were in the habit ot preaching,—such

Thy child!

whom)

in.

Hat vl
feel some of the anguish that
for he endured, and be willing to lie down and
this article, which we intended-should be | e
brief, 18 opeRing info a long discourse.
eternally, This spirit upon all God's minis1. There is no way to jmprove the thar- ters, would bring
thousands to Christ beacter and quality of our preaching except fore January, 1878, * Tremendous responsi=
by reducing the quantity. The advancing bility rests upon somebody.
God be merciintellectual activity and capacity of the peo- ful to us, and help us.
Fund
‘ple, demand a better sermon than the faand

27, 1782.
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At a recent

meeting

the western part

of a Presbytery

of the State, the

in

order of

business being the presentation and reading
of statistical reports from the churches, a
ruling elder of a congregation not famous
for liberal dealing with their pastor in the
matter of salary, and, conscious of it them-

selves, disposed to eke out his support in
the way of presents, was reading their report when he came to ‘Minister's sala
and donations, $1600.” “What's that ?” interrupted one of the.leading Doctors of the
body ;*what is your pastor's salary?” *‘Salary
and donations $1600,” was the reply. “I am
not inquiring about donations, but about
the salary.” “A thousand dollars.” ‘Put
it down so,then.” ‘But what shall be done
with the donations? how shall they be reported?” was asked by the elder. Various
replies were given by different members of
the body. One suggested under the head
of

“Miscellaneous ;” another,

The rues of simple Tea as a Hair Tonic and
Preserver have long been known, but no attempts
have been made to extract the oil scientifically. By
2 Jrosess eculiar to this preparation, the essential
oil of the Tea Plant has been added to other vegeta-

ble extracts, and an unequaled Toilet Article for the
Hair is the result. It is especially useful to prevent

the hair from falling out or growing thin, and as a
wash for the scalp, to stimulate the hair bulbs and :
prevent the
gradual decay and loss of color in the
structure of the hair tubes.” Price $1.00. DR. KENNEDY, 120 Warren St., Roxbury, Mass. . 26teow!3

USE

‘Ministerial

Relief.” The suggestion that elicited ‘the
most appreciative response from the Presbytery generally was made by a ruling elder,
who gravely, but with a merry twinkle of
his eye, proposed, ‘Enter it in the column,
Support of the Church Poor I"—N. Y. Evan:
gelist.
PEE.

50 and

Eureka

THREE

CHRISTIAN

35 Cents retail ; $30 per 100.

ber have a copy

Baptist family.

SONGS,”

300,000 Copies in Nine

Months !

gives entire satisfaction wherever used, and the very
large demand for it still continues.
We recommend “CHRISTIAN SONGS” to Schools
inwant of a large and varied collection of Hymns and

“CHRISTIAN SONGS” is composed of POPU-

LAR SONGS FROM ALL OF OUR PUBLICATIONS, with
choice new material ; contains 224 pages, compiled by
us, under advisement with prominent Sunday School
workers.
Aar-Either of our publications sent, post paid, on
receipt of retail price. Address

BIGLOW & MAIN,

book.
15 cts.

Postage

0
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N.Y, (established 1852,) a large
Academy,

Fire

Alarm, and

assortment

other

uine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin).

Hung

Bells

@

-

with Ro:

Illustrated Catalogues sent free on application to

JONES & CO., Troy, N. Y,, or, 149 Dearborn St.,
Chicago, Ill.
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“GREAT CHANCE = AGENTS.

Do you want an agency,
local or traveling, with a *
chance to make $5 to $20 per day sel’’ng our new .
7strand White Wire Clothes Lines?
They (ast for=
ever; sample free,so there is no risk.”
Address
at once Hudson River Wire Works.
130 Malden
Lane, cor. Water St., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn a
Chicago, 111,
m

Catarrh!
Catarrh!
IT CAN BE CURED.
lists,

and all

necessary

-”

infprma-

tion can be had by addressing (with return stdinp)
:
Rev. T. PP. CHILDS,
h2wdh,
Troy, Ohio.

THE “LIHT RUNNING”

- "DOMESTIC
-

Ne, =

ETC.

i
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ESTATE AND

useful

Mountings, the best and most durable ever used.
ALL BELLS WARRANTED SATISFACTORY. g@-Large

After the Chicago Fire.
GRAHAM,

extra;

ESTABLISHED

of Church,

§ cinomos,
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and

constantly on hand, and made to order. Mad

ALBUMS, ;

LE

~

-and church-mem-

revised
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Circulars, price

FOR THE [

pastor
newly

TROY BELLS.

|.

-

at New
tf6

of this

latter, 2 cents.
|

425 Broome St, New York, or 726 Wabash Ave., Chicago
Our Books are sold at our Chicago House
York prices, and by the trade generally,

Let every

Price, in cloth, onl§ 25 ets.; In paper covers,

OLD

We are assured that ¢“ SONGS OF SALVATION »

tfl

BAPTISH.

35 Cents retail ; $30 per 100.

50 Cengg retail ; $40 per 100. «
The above are the newest and best, and have'been
published but a few months.
Everybody says “PURE GOLD” is a superior
- work, and the public have endorsed that opinion by
purchasing over

BOOKS

12meow4

:

a.
Books—

Tiiis little book has been revised by the author, has.
been clothedin an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every

“CHRISTIAN

P

Street, Boston.

$100 to 2501.10 surest

“SONGS OF SALVATION,”

BEST

respect, and are the

where selling our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
CLOTHES LINES, Sells readily at every house. Samples free. Address Girard Wire Mills, Philadelphia,

“PURE- GOLD,”

Tunes.

SPOOLS.

in every

FOSTER & BOWMAN, 42 Summer
oweowt

(Successors to Wm. B, BRADBURY,)
School Song

YARD

.

Twist,

best for hand or machine use.
For sale at Retail b
all Trimming Stores, and at Wholesale by all ey
ware Jobbers, and by the manufacturers, SEAVEY,

& MAIN,-

Call attention to ther Sunday

Button-Hole
10

POPULAR BOOKS.

BIGLOW

Twist,

100 Yard Spools,
AND THE

They are Warranted

Sunday School Music
«

THE

Eureka Machine

TO SELL”
8. M, Agents:
It don't pay you

& CO.,

LOAN

to fight the best
machine. Prove

AGENTS.

our claims, Get
the agenoy and

Of all the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Insurance companies have
=\
J

sell it,

“ DOMESTIC" 8; M. Co., 96 Chambers St, N. Y.
13t3

NOW X8 THE TIME TO INVEST

here, and to-place on loan.

OFFICE AT PRESENT,

468 Wabash Avenue Room, 5.
CHICAGO.

oo.

Job-Work,
sh too dese

AGENTS
.

;

pk 8, vr

and all Men WANTING

THE BESTTRAVEL ING BUSINESS

which will furnish a ¢ nance with
but little Capital to clear
200
per month. REMEMBER
$
Yr Jail to sénd for our Circulars
giv-

ing full description of the business, before
elsewhere. AGENTS and PEDDLERS willfind it to

their interest to do 80, and willbe

dealt with.

Address at once for terms
D. L.
Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N, H.
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| wear

the

robes

of

truth

dip them in

rence ang “bring them

| stained.
w RPNESDAY,
‘GEORGE

MARCH

22,

2 ‘All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &¢., should ‘be ad:
dressed to the Publisher.
~~
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A Special Premium.
To every new subscriber for the Morning

Star who shall remit

$2.50,

and, ten cents

in addition to pay postage, &c., we will send
a new and beautiful chromo
Wreathed Cross.”

elegant works

entitled ** The

This is one of the

most

has

been

that

kind

of its

This

per.”

until Apr.1,

good

holds

offer

1872.
It will be understood. that no pew
N.B.
centage is allowed in those cases where the
and

the subseription
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the Truth.

Knowing

\

=F

er

—

"The way that seems

right is not always
music

and

gay company all along its course, with

still

so.

and

There may be flowers

a

wo» \
in
It

determing. © The campaign

That depends.

If he goes to the ball-room,

for instance, to

leave

phere would hardly hurt him. It would be
quite another thing to remain and dance
weeds of sin are the very ones he

is to lay

hold of.

wherever

The soul never

suffers,

it goes, if it be for truth’s sake. Live in a
glass house and the lightning can not hurt
you. Keep the shield of grace before the
heart and the enemy's darts can not pierce

EE
E-,.,"trr

WasnmvgTox, D. C., March 12, 1872.
Before any fruit had been seen of- the
afterward grand

‘But not without love and obefavored one can live a careless

Light,

pretend never to, have seen the

others who willfully shut their eyes to it,still
others who candidly refuse to walk in it,

and many more who have lost sight of it in

their wanderings and mistake the glow that
comes from Tartarus for the old watch-fires
that used to guide them towards the Eternal
City.
Need there be any mistaking the way?
Can the sincere seeker believe he has found
truth when it is only error, that he is

walk-

ing in the narrow way when it is only the
road to death, that he is minding God's will
when in fact he ‘is having his own. way?
Can the way seem right when it is really
wrong? If it really seems right, does that|.
make itso?
Can you make a man believe
he is eating an orange when in fact he is

gnawing a’ gourd? Certainly, if he had
never before known either an orange or a
Is there, then, no difference in

this

respect between oranges - and gourds, and
truth and error? Must a man be taught
truth before he ean

recognize it, or have his

moral palate shocked by the bitter
sin before he will shun it?

taste

of

Now, there is not so very much in the
name, after all. We have learned to like

pranges under that name, but we would like
them just as well if they had first been called gourds.
What if you should give a
Greenlander an orange and tell him it is a
gourd. He would like it just as well.
What if you should give him a gourd and

tell him it is’an orange?

He would throw

it. away just as quick. Moreover,we know
the difference Between right and wrong,
quite as readily as we do between the tastes
of sweet and bitter. What if we do roll sin
as a sweet morsel under the tongue?
We

kay all'the time that it is bitter and poison.

+ What if we do sit down to “our

of pilin

sweetened and

spiced so

meal
as,

not

towutrage the palate? We now perfect] y
well that it is gourds on which we are feeding, and that they are not the kind of food to
thrive upon.
_«_ It is n't uncharitableéo say that more know
the truth than practice it. God doesn’t
leave us to drift in that way. Knowing we
might grow up in “ignorance of Greek, or
Latin, or Hebrew, or even English, he has
written his law on our hearts so we could
not mistake it. Knowing that some would
be blind and unable to learn it by sight,others deaf and unable to learn it by hearing,
and more perverse and unwilling to learn

it at all, He.has made it an intuition, a voice

most people know nothing at all abdut our

Who Will be President?

Indians.

partisan opponents, and thousands of

ly to give.

The
largely
of it a
dollar

eager

natural

ear but

plied for the benefit of the Indians. Some
two years ago, a new peliey was adopted
by the President. All the Indian reservations were put into the hands of the various
religious denominations of the country,and

feed

the fire is not just what we could wish it to
be. The flame that one creates, another
persistently tries to deaden. Those whom
the country would like to see pulling together, are on the contrary resolutely pulling apart. Mr. Sumner utterly refuses to

ees was left to these bodies, thus securing 4s
far as possible not only honest but conscien-

support

numerous

tious,

refuse

charged their duty to the Government faith-

General

Grant,

while

other leading politicians

utterly

support any other man.

The result is a de-

the appoiutment of all agents and gemploy-

to

fully,

But w® are

a nation

of parties.

We are

that they do not all join the same party,
—each thus exerting an influence to keep

were removed to the Indian Territory, the
missionaries went with them. Dr. Backus,

the other on its good behaviour.

of the mission Board, says: ‘“ This mission
is very prosperous; our communicants are

work itself out, our

And this is the hopeful featuré in. the

We can hard-

ly get out of hearing of iis voice, however
we may refuse to turn back at its call,

doesn’t use doubtful phrase, ‘either.

It

We

usually know what it means, even if wi
don’t recognize its authority.

How

coulg] the sense of right and wrong

in the world ? - They are no mere

else

remain

arbitrary

divisions, leaving us at liberty fo vary the
line to suit a fancy.
;
.So that the Church is not wholly guiltless

and

when the Indians

es against the purity of the present Administration. It is said that if President Grant

was, Shawnees, Delawares, Omahas, and
Kickapoos.
More than a million dollars

is renominated, it will be a move
still more corruption, keeping in

has been spent by the church, and large
numbers have been hopefully converted.
Of the general work, and more fecent in its
inception, we have hopeful reports from all

Thatis a.privilege

that we all gladly accord them, and a duty
that we should all insist on. their performing.

towards:
power a

man who gives his friends every reasonable
chance to stea! the public funds.
Well, if ‘any. man really believes these
charges, of course if is his duty to oppose

directions where the churches are

engaged

in Christian effort.
the renomination in the first place, but if
The agent at Warm Spring (Oregon)
that is secured, to oppose his election in the reservation says that when he took charge
second place. But what president, from of it, the half starved, naked Indians sub-

Washington

till now,—and

that

includes

“honest Abe,”—has not been pelted by similar charges? Itisa part of the trade. The

New York Custom-house investigation, tif
Civil-service reform, the Ku-Klux trials, the

reduction of the public debt three hundred
million dollars'‘in thirty-five months, the iinn.

these

does n't speakin a whisper.

Carolina,

For instance, there are serious charg-

ing our national affairs.

are all absolute

facts, and

‘should

at

to go for what they are

worth in estimating the character
ness of

the President

for

and

fit-

another sm

of

four years.
But it is apparently too late to hope for
a reconciliation between -the-Republican

leaders. The disaffected have already
called a convention to meet in Cincinnati
in May, whose

objeet will

for the defeat,of Grant.

be to: organize

The

Democrats

ate silently but anxiously awaiting .the doings

of that

convention.

Suppose,

now,

compare favorably ‘with any in the eountry

fessing Christians.

Our day school is a

nominate

a

I have ever seen.

Our

girls’ boarding-

Whether so much is said in words or not,
the English Government;is Jijely to .«under-

?

of prepared for the Register before the Annual
Report of the Treasurer was completed, and

stand by this time that our expectations

Two of the Indians

have

It was meant so, and

missionary

speaking of

‘Grande

Ronde

agency on which are the ‘celebrated
River Indians, once

so

cruel

Rogue

and warlike,

as the whites
two

about them do.
years

ago

were

their

blankets,

and

decided

The

as

white men. Bishop Clarkson says we have
to-day more pious Christian
Indians in
Nebraska, than we have of white people.
So I might cite many other cases. Hundreds of tribes, .once

warlike, are now set-

tled down to civilization,
christianized.
As to the warlike

and

many

—

the

past

denominational

“A.

Home

last week, was

——TEMPERANCE
8. S. CoNcErTS,
We
have-lately seen reports of some Sabbath§chool concerts that were held in-the interests of temperance.
Appropriate passages of Scripture were repeated, on which
remarks were made, and other fitting literAry exercises added. This seems like doing
a sensible thing. To begin with, it gives
the concerts a definite aim,and that is much

promptly

then

the

for

supplemented

Albany by the passage through Phth brarich-

the amount

es of the legislature of what was called the
Southmayd bill, which provides not only for
classification

1869, but for a new

election of directors

act

Mission, in-.

quest of Dea. A. Hutchinson, of Fayette,
and two other persons gave by will $559.00;

at

the repeal of the Erie

Freedmen’s

of ~$150,00,” is $398.45;

from bequests for H. Missions, $2,182.47; of
“this latter sum $1,632.46 were from the be-

of

appropriated by the Society for

the aid of feeble churches in Maine during
that year was £650,00,0nly $148.93 less than
the whole amount which was coutributed
by the churches,
During the year ending Aug. 31, 1870,
the receipts from Maine were as follows:

with an honest exptession of the rightful
owners of the stock. The opposition to the
repeal had grown weaker for several days Contributions for H. Missions,
the machinery which Jay Gould and his as-

Conditional Donations fo Per. Fund,
Bequest to Per. Fund above tax and ex.

sociates Lad kept in operation to that time,
suddenly stopped, and the bill was
in the

customary way.

passed

Investigation

Amount,

into

550.00
810.00

$3,138.66

It will be seén from the above

that only

the past transactions 6f the company and
the unlawful contracts in force is now pro- 81,027.75 could be used by the Society for
the aid of ‘weak churches, or for what is
could be better than to let at least one in| gressing. It is Miial®ady shown that there commonly understood as Home Mission
| are about fifty million dollars’ worth of stock |
three of them be thoroughly temperance?
work. : During that year
$1,200.00 were apunaccounted
for, and that the Rinc was |
Sand
:
:
|
propriated
by
the
Society
for the aid of
——SIR CHARLES'S First. Mr. Dilke has carrying high hands among the Corporation churches in the State of Maine, which is
| money-bags,
[It is likely that the managewhat

made hig first direct move towards establishing republicanism ‘in

tion to investigate
crown. But mark

England,

in

a

mo-

the expenses of. the
the result. After a

scene of wild confusion the motion

was

re-

jected by a vote of two to two hundred and
eighty-four. This is plainly not very encouraging. But them, Mr. Summer was
once caned in the U. S. Senate for opposing
slavery, and John P. Hale was called a lunatic for supposing that it would ever be
abolished. Mr. Dilke may be commencing
as great a revolution. His motion was not
a very significan one, and that makes the
bluster over ‘it

seem

all

mere spasm of royal
Queen

the

more

like

compliments.

must at least feel that

she

a

The

herself is

in no danger of dethronement.
But there
isa republicin current sefting in strongly
towards the English throne, and the young
people of to-day may live long enough to see
many of the regal props washed Eg

ried
very emphasis with which Parliamen
to snub Mr. Dilke shows how much it
fears from his small beginning.
;
——CLASSIFYING

THE

Laws.

lation up’ to

the

present

time,

‘They

have

making, of

a political job, and that’is perhaps why. we

hear so little about it; but it is an important
one, nevertheless, and will be_of untold

vantage to coming
ture legislators.

citizens'as
v
»

~—O0uk CASE IN ENGLAND,

ad-

well as fu-

$172.25 more than

of Atlanta, Ga.,

having

lately

uttered

It ap-

amount

con-

for their delay in calling the National convention, and hinting that the party leaders
had no faith in the results of such a convention, the World, of New York, immediately

rebukes that shining orb, and assures everybody that

‘‘the democratic national conven-

tion will assemble

as usual; will

probably

be called at a somewhat earlier day than
usual; will nominate a regular ticket as

usual;

and

will

lead

presidential contest

the

as a

party

regular,

into

.

sions, $1,826.68; amount of appropriations

Mr.

‘A. H. Stevens's lecture to the Democracy

the

eunpact

to

churches

in that

the appropriations
tions by $23.32.

State,

$1,850.00 ;—

exceeding the

contribu-

It can hardly be expected that the Society
whose field of operations is all ‘North
America,” andwhose

tended to be given
and

promising

appropriations are in-

‘to the most

interests,

will

deserving

never

make

y

a mistake, or appropriate within the bounds
of each state

just the amount

that has been

received each year from said state.
we had

never

thought

that

the

In fact,
contribu-

and diwiplined host.”
“tions and bequests had been given with any
Is this a part of the programme? There is such local reference. Appropriations have
inly an ominous silence on that side of been made with some reference to the
theNield, which may and may not indicate a sources from which the receipts came, but
purppse to watch events and try to ride into not with exact reference to state lines.
powek onthe back of some passing opportuEyer-since Rev. John-Stevens was sent
nity. ‘It is suggested that the convention as a pioneer missionary of the Society to
should be held in the latter part of May, the Montville Q. M., in 1837,more or less of
and that the call should be withheld until the weak churches in that State have yearly
the Connecticut election determines nore received aid from this Society, some of
clearly the drift of events.
them for many years in succession. New
churches have been raised up by the help
BiTES COLLEGE. , By a notice in another of the Society. And now some of those
column it will b& Seer that there is afi ear- churches are among the strongest and most
nest call for money due Bates College, by infiiitial churches in the State. To my
pledge and otherwise. The institution cer- own personal knowledge and recollection,
tainly needs the money. It is laboring fourteen churches in one Q. M, received
aid from the Soeiety, without which it apzealously to meet the educational i gh
peared
doubtful if they could succeed.
only of our own denomination, but of all
The object of this communication is to
who may avail themselves of its privileges.
More professors are needed. Promises are, correct any wiong fmpréssion that any of
made to by kept,—so it is generally under- our good brethren in Maine may have restood. Where changed circumstances do ceived, .and to assure them that our churchnot make it impossible to fulfill them, shall es and our cause there have had the sympanot these pledges be kept @nd the College thies of the Seeiety, and I believe they have
recejved their proportion of the appropriareceive what it can not well do without ?
Tae Fisk JUBILEE. SINGERS. The welcome which the public everywhere gives
these singers is both warm and fitting.

Originally slaves, and now members of Fisk
University in Nashville, Tenn., they are
traveling through the country under the
auspices! of the Am. Mis. Asso,, to get

to help

in

educating

their

The reply of Their songs are certainly unique.

our Government to Earl ‘Granville's note
has been received in England, and the roy-

the whole

ment of the road will be fixed onan honor.} tributed in the State for this object.
able basis, and be rio longer an outrage on
In putting the two years together, from official honesty,
Aug. 31, 1869, to Aug. 31, 1871, the account stands as follows: Amount received
—Tue Voice oF THE WorLD.
The Sun, from Maine by contributions for Home Mis-

funds

al lion seems quite placid over it.

°

$1,021.75
250.91
500.00

do.
Freedmen’s Mission,
Bequest for Freedmen’s Mission,

before the meeting in New York ; after that,

they could hardly aim at a higher mark than
temperance.
If they reach it, and’ put it into their lives, it will be among their richest
ornaments. It is sowing seed when the
soil is in the best condition to receive it.
Now that S. S. concerts are common,

MN

from the churches; and the Register only

received.

Topics.

And

says, “to

cluding a .bequest

ln

better than most of them do.

year,

the

Mission Society we have contributed $3,647.-

the onward march of the German idea.

C

—THE Erie RAILROAD, The revolution
in the management of this road, mentioned

Current

Speaking

of what has been done

shows the sources by states from which the
receipts have come. All the bequests from
the friends of Home Missions in Maine,
thus puts himself at the head of the liberal
prior to 1869, a period of thirty-five years,
party, and the influence that he givesto it is
according to the annual Reports, do not
both great and important. It is the party’
amount to $500.
of progress, against which the Catholic
+ During the year gnding Aug. 31, 1871,
church is pushing with all its might, but the whole amount received for H. Missions
seemingly with this result, that it is to be by contributions is $798.93; the amount
stepped on and left crippled in the rear by

Apaches, we ask a sus-

K.

in Maine,” is likely to mislead.
R.”

one of his long steps, and it has placed him
ahead as well as against the party that has
hitherto controlled that office. Bismarck

are

pension of public opinion until a fairopportunity is given for a trial of the President's Indian policy. This system, so humane and just, inangurat®d by the President and carried out by the Board of Indian
Commissioners and the Secretary of the
Interior, can not fail bf success.
*T.

last Star under the title of “Mission Work

99, nearly all of which has been expended
in other states.”
Now, it should be understood that the
above corrected account includes all beall donations and legacies to the
aroused him, for he saw in it a greater danger { “quests,
Permanent Fund, of which the interest only *
to German liberty than in liberalism. So he
can be used, and all contributions to the
has been gradually changing his political
-affiliations, and in so doing has set himself Freedmen, which must go to them of:course. Bequests come only occasionally,
squarely against the clerical party. The re-.
and should not be included in a statement
cent transferof the superintendence of public
instruction from the Church to the State is designed to show the annual contributions

on the

to be

de-

of existing customs. But when the late
council declared the Pope's infallibility and
the German priests began to say that Pius
IX. had power above William IV., that

war path, are now at Klamath reservation.
In one day a thousand cut their hair, cast
off

whole amount. received from that Stateis
$3,370.84, instead of $8,647.99, as reported
in" the Register. And a statement in the

hardly

to been an anti-liberal, and a firm supporter

all comfortably dressed, live in houses, and

work

will

in some way a mistake occurred in reporting the amount received from Maine, The

~——BISMARCK AND GERMAN CATHOLICS.
King William's wonderful Prince has a
sharp eye and a wise head. He has hither-

says. when he first went there he found
them naked and living principally on grasshoppers and sunflower seeds. Now,they are

Modoes, who

England

risk a persistent refusal to abide by the
cision.

not

composed, as we say, but

into

life

from

the

white

plantation or camp-meeting

race.

They are

have sprung

heat

of

some

scene.

This

tions,

Perhaps not in all cases dollar for

dollar;

but certainly there has been "no de-

sign to overlook their wants.

Is it not

the

very spirit of Christianity to reach out beyond our own local “iftérests, and extend a
helping hand to,others besides our own immediate neighbors? The Board has always

‘believed, and still does believe, that the

Lok

churches in no one state intend to ignore the
wants of their brethren in other states; and
on this principle have the appropriations
been made: + + Siuas Curtis, Treasurer.
Concord, N. H., Mar. 16, 1872.
'

which Sec. gives them added power, and judging from
Randall Academy.
firm state- a copy of. the songs before us, as well as |This useful Institution, located at Berlin
must go be- from the numerous reports that invariably
been agreed’ laud their singing, it must be an un- Cross . Roads, Jackson Co., O., deserves a
audience that’. would
aot more extended notice than it. has vet reon Mr.Glad- impassioned
be
affected
by
their
strange
melodies.
Tt
is ceived in the columns of the Star, Rev. J.
stone and his colleagues, and this i8 fully
confirmed by the ministerial explanations a pleasure to ddd that their tour is proving T. Stewart, the present Principal, is a zeal-

pears that the amicable tone
Fish managed to impart to the
ment that the whole of the case
fore the Tribunal just as it had
upon, has a favorable impression

of the sins that it winks at, Iv too often
* knows better than it does. Isit through the
door of ignorance that so many follies are
admitted, or through the door of indul- spoils that it must be a most quarrelsonre two neat churches—all built ‘by Indians, in the two Houses of Parliament. That is
gence? Ask the conscience. Put the ear and unsati-factory administration,
| They own twelve thousand head of stock, all we care to'know at present. If the misclose down and listen to the response.
It 'seems, then, to resolve itself to this: and have several thousand acres of land understanding, or we might say, phe
‘Does it say ignorance, or indulgence? Can honest Republicans, believing in their under | successful cultivation. About a ‘temper of either of the parties), had been
‘Does the professed Christian” walk arm in party principles as against those of the pe |, thousand are. not only civilized but chris-: such that that great agreement, cotistructed
arm with the world and not know what he mocracy, afford to’ risk the defeat of those | tianized, and some two-hundred and fifty amid such auspicious ‘omens, had been
The thrown overboard, and the controversy had
principles” at the ‘next eleetion? It is a adults are professing Christians.
++.i8 doing? Can he bathe in sin with
‘been all at sea again, the prospect would cerwork
door’
out
the
of
more
dono
them?
like
women
corrupted
be
not
question
of
policy,
but—and
this
makes
it
ners and
|
tainly have been disheartening ‘enough.
do.
situated
y
similarl
EY
_. Plunge purple litmus paper. info the fames | donbly momentous—a ‘question -alsg, of than ‘white ‘women
|
But,
thé Bialish excitement has had time to.
dp
grand
a
is
school
or
farm-lab
The
out principles. Have we forZotten' the seenes’
of sulphur. Can it come out °
subside, Mr. Gladstone has got his temper
rgise
and
acres
eighty
cultivate
boys
the
|
of
he
the
of
60
and’
‘61
that
we
should
knowingly
for
color
royal
giving up its own
enough to supply the wants of both their under better control, and Tory wmackjnajjpovd 2 Neither can ‘the eno who would "open the doors to Welcome them hack

a

On the 76th page of the Register for 1872,
there is a statement showing the amount of
Home Mission: funds which was received
from the several states during the year end- *
ing Aug. 81, 1871. That statement was

be as exacting as Germany is with France,
is probably~ fading away very rapidly.

—our large and commodious school-house course, such modifications as'may be necesis filled every Sunday for church service, sary in order to reduce the present state of
and quite a number of the Indians are pro-’ chaos into something like order.” It is not
grand success—fifty-seven Indian children
in attendance daily, and they are making
greater progress than in any other school

~~ Home Mission Funds in Maine.

indirect losses of the war, and that they will

been at work very quietly in Washington
this winterRgying to classify our common
laws. Congress has been passing them
_year
after year, without any successful atsisted on roots, fish and berries ; that during the first year of his operations, the In- tempt, thus far, to arrange or systematize
It is said that some
e during
dians Jarvested five thousand bushels of them.
Pres.
Lincoln’s
administration
oe
was a
wheat and a large amount of vegetables.
With regard to their moral condition, he committee appointed to revise and codify
these statutes, but it was done in a quiet
says, ‘A more degraded set of beings; I
way
and reached no satisfactory results.
am sure did not exist. Had they been left
‘to theirown wild natures they could never But under the present administration a new
have fallen go low in the scale of humanity. commission was appointed, and its memThe employees were living with Indian bers have been hard at work ever since.
women in a state of adultery, drinking and They have now got as far as Title “Il.,
gambling were practised universally by ¢¢ On Legislative Power,” and the object of
Indians and employees, and polygamy was the commission is said to be * eventually to
allowed to an unlimited extent.” He adds, present,~in a comprehensive and systematic
| « ww now have a Sabbath-school that will form, the whole of the United States legis-

school will be ready for occupancy very
man whom the Democrats can not ssup- soon. We intend. to teach, in addition to
port. The result would be a mere diversion, the regular English branches, cooking,
not materially affecting the chances of the sewing, knitting and all kinds of domestic
regular Republican victory. But suppose, work. “All the employees are Christian
on the other hand, that the Cincinnati con- married men except two.”
vention names a man that the Democrats| . At’ Simcoe reservation) Washington Torwould support,—and this the latter earnestly ritory,’ where are located the Kliquitat and
desire.
Then, as Mr.. Curtis observes, it Yakima Indians, once the most dangerous
would
be the Republican purty against the and warlike in the north-west,—there are
field, and even if the Liberals thereby won, how . almost ‘two hundred comfortable
their allies would elaim so much of the houses, ‘with barns and out-buildings, and

that the Liberal Republicans

christ ianization.

Indians will, at no dis-

numbered by thousands, our laborers by
scores, and we now have about fifty schools.
Our mission to the Creeks was begun in
1823; we have twenty-four ardent missionaries.” He speaks with the same hopefulness of the missions among the Chippe-

is

It

North

which Judge

been imbued with, that the United States
expect them to pay $50,000,000 for the

charge of a

been licensed to preach, and have met with
much success, in their Christian * labors. A

tant day, be as valuable as any other class
of our population. To the Baptist church
was assigned the Cherokees, Creeks, PahUtes,
and western,
north-western, and

The idea

employee on the reservation—~some twenty | payment under the head of consequential
in number—is married, all are professing damages are neither large nor inexorable.
Christians, and take part in the work of Let the whole question be settled at Geneva,

would endeavor to civilize and chris-

in

least be allowed

shalt not.”

who, while they dis-

check offered to extravagant rule is the fact

We have Christ's own word that the Spirit shall guide us into all truth. Would he
say it and then not fulfill it? Would he
place the Word nigh us and then let ub be

“Thou

men

Goship Shoshones. . The Cherokee mission
was begun by the Baptist schurch in 1818

the soul,

_ ““ Thou shalt,” or,

Christian

ruled by them. They make our laws.
They even attend to the character of our
Constitution, tinkering it to suit their views.
About the only chance the people get at
running the machinery is by adding themselves to a party, thereby increasing its
rumbers and its power. About the only

present case. Men have not yet lost all
sense of personal responsibility in manag-

the

than heretofore.

some fifty scholars, and bat. for the want
of means would be much larger. Every

tianize these wards of the nation.’ The
success they have so far met with is all that
could be expected, and if the experiment
(if such it may be called), is permitted tu

plorable wrangle in the camp,—and just before the battle, too, which any shrewd commander would say forebode defeat.

beard, a vision that appears not to the natu-

oblivious of its presence?
Would he let it
be a mere matter of expediency, leaving us
to reason in this way, ““ It is better to do so,
or safer to do differently"? Conscience
does n't talk inthat way.
It says plainly,

Indian service for years had fallen
into the hands of those who made
merchandise, and if is said, not one
in ten of the liberal appropriations

annually made by the Government, was ap-

eyes are peering in to see which candidate
stands the cooking-protess the best.

The present attitude of those who

Donations ws and os,

tions will be more carefully guarded against

Christian woman, is also very successful.
Besides the usual . studies, the girls are
taught sewing, knitting and all kinds of
domestic work.
These schools number

maligned, and the doctrine of

extermination is adopted hy many from a
want of such information as we hope brief-

As we have already remarked, Presidentmakers are having a ‘serious time at the
Capitol. And not orly at the Capitol, but
all through the country. The political pot
is boiling in its liveliest, manner. The fire
beneath it is fed by the hot arguments of

boarding-school, under

They have as a race been misrep-

resented and

creased value of our bonds in foreign markets, the probable setflement of a great inral eye but is seen, a presence that touches] ternatiopal difficulty by peaceful arbitration,
not the body-but is yet felt in the: heart and the growing feeling of security at home,—

that speaks notf to the

mission of Judson to Bur-

mah,
the work of ‘missions to our Indians
had’oeen begun by the Baptist church. The
oldest Indian mission of, the church has
been conducted more than fifty years, yet
the people of the church generally are woefully ignorant of the fact pertaining to the
missions, or to the details of the great Indian problem, now heing worked out, as
well as of the present condition of the race
and what is being done for them. In fact,

lite and have peace; or go hand in hand
with the world without stumbling where it
stumbles, and falling into the same pit
where it plunges. Fresh inspiration seldom
visits the indolent. Remain cold and indifferent, and there is but a meager revelation
of the joys which God hath prepared for
them that love him. = &

on, but the end lie amid the thick shadows
a great crowd that throngs this way ;—many

way for

. Spécial Correspondence.

‘Fhe application of it all is very easy:
Love God, and he will stay by you; obey
him, and his truth shall be an every-day
possession.
dience.
No

is the

contempt who presumes “to hinder them,

it.

that rest over the place of skulls. But there is.

gourd.

opening, and

them to go. This isn’t just the time of the
world in which a few men at Washington,
or in any editorial officé, can justly presume
to write the votes for~the people, That is
They can read. They can
[their business.
observe events. They can exercise judgment. Lét them do it faithfully and vote
accordingly,—and give e that man our hearty.

atmos-

the

a truth,

different direction, then that

brighter scenes in the distance to beckon us

; ho

isi

the nominations will soon be mad¢. Their
influence now and their votes then will an.
swer the question that heads this article.
possession of its*hlessings.
So *‘ the secret |. It, «in anybody's mind, prosperity can
under Mr.
of the Lord is with them that fear him.” abide “with the nation o
administration, why,
Being transformed by the renewing of the Grant’s continued
mind we ‘‘ prove what is that good,and ac- then it is his duty to both talk and vote that
ceptable, and perfect will of God.” Who- way. A conviction is something royal, and
«
be safesoever believes on him shall not abide: in” the cases are rare in which,it can
ly «violated—unless it be a pig-headed
darkness.
conviction,
Can the Christian, then, never mingle
But, if prosperity seem to any to lie in a
it?
by
harmed
being
without
with the world

till three in the morning. Moreover, the
Christian's field is the world, and the rank

produced, and is worth the price of the pa-

=7, 187%.
Tt

is very much with the spiritual as it is with
the natural world ;—by compliance with the
laws of the universe we put ourselves in

T. DAY, ‘Baitor. ;

MARCH

Duragain? Are the fruits of the war. so sully | own and the: girls Soanlingeseool
cathered and so securely housed that they ing one winter the boys made tw enty-eight
may not be seized and scattered
by un=
friendly hands ? * That is for the people to the shoes worn in the school. The girls’

out un-

Sut, after all, we nifgst love the truth
order to havethe best coneéption of it.

1872, °

MORN. ING STAR.

—————————————————————————r—
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successful, the humblest as well as the highly coltivated finding real satisfaction . in

their songs. They
England, and will
tour into Maine.
Tae

are already in
probably extend

Christian Register

New
their

ous worker and will put forth every effort
to continne and increase the prosperity of
the school. “The Shiloh Q. M. bas doubled of
its membership sinee the last report to the

Register,and this large per cent. of increase
1 is due, under God, Mainly to the influences
(Unitarian)

is

reporting the sermons 6f Rev. J. D. Fulfon. The Independent thinks they are bet-

exerted

by this Institution.

Those

who

contribtited to this building made a'good investment, of their money, hut ‘* yet. there
ter calculated to dispust paople with Oxtho-, is_room.” A debt of about seven . hundoxy than any Unitarian argament: it has dred dollars.4s hanging over the school,
ever read,

whiizh th Trustees are very anxious to lig-

po

"THE

MORNING

STAR.

MARCH

27, 1782.

=

small consequence as it may be, I have been

& Tot
tha
‘misrepresented. 1 only say
the founder of the denomination, by send- to be. drawn into controversies with my
ing us help in this our time of need ? Mon- good brethren at such an hour as this.
TreasTime iy too precious,

Co., O.,

stake.

Y. M,
or to any minister in the Ohio River
:
are,
school
the
of
wants
The

and

In the year 1828, almost 44 years

Any church desiring his services

1. Money to free the building from debt; owe so much, Hosea Quimby, then a teacher,
or2, Funds to pay the tuition of soldiers’
at Parsonsfield Institution, Ever since that
8, giosks
for the library,— a copy of the life of Randall is especially desired, This is an excelTrOMAS E,

Bates College.
has in

The corporation of Bates College

charge three institutions, the expenses of
which are paid from one common treasury,
school, the Col-

—the Latin or Preparatory

The
lege, and the Theological school.
the
ts;
studen
seventy
reports
school
Latin

College, eighty-eight ; the Theologicalitwenty-one,—total, one hundred and seventy-

I owe them much.

in this academical year, and these demands

re-

misfortunes,

alone, independent of our

them under God I am indebted for that precious hope I have in Christ as the Mighty
God and Saviour of all who will believe in

him. Others may become discouraged and

quire that something should be done atonce
by way of pecuniary aid. Thoped for help
Conference,

at the time of the last General

but was disappointed. Ihave also looked
forward to an Educational convention for

to be suf-

help ; but there does not seem

ficient encouragement to warrant the call-

ing of a convention.

By the way, I did not

among the same people.
This

12.

is

Saturday

evening,

' Now, these demands are becoming more

and more pressing every day.. Our young
men must know early just what" our programme is to be for the academical year,
beginning next fall. Bates College means
- success. So I feel—and if one plan,honest-

Gov. A. P. Morrill

and this failing, another, and another
interests

flections of this hour!, God
will he restrain !
I purpose at the proper

the incorrect statement

still,

cause my mis-

tion as a teacher.

:

The College will open with five pro-

fessors, an addition of two,—Mr.
C. Chase, as Professor of Rhetoric
¢lich Literature, and a Professor

George
and Enof Civil

will

Inone

year

from

as Professor of
:
next

fall, a third

professor may be expected to be added to
the College Faculty, making six in all. On the estimate of the Treasurer

made at

the last meeting of the corporation, the employment of three additional men next year,
will, with no loss on incomes,

W. H. Yeoman; Prayer,

time to reply to

West CHARLESTON, VT.

require $4500

Commore than our present. incomes.
mencing in the year 1873, $6000 annually
will be required, as the salaries of four men
are to be met. In: 1870 our floating debt

was about $42,000. © It has been reduced, by

*
There has been

contin-

S. S. N.

ues.

The Lord has revived his
VIENNA, Wis.
In answer to the
work in this place.

prayers of the praying few, the streams of
grace lowed to hearts that before were destitute of its influence until a goodly number

rejoice in the new .fdund hope.

G. H. HUBBARD.
DOVER. - The reyival at the Charles street
church is still in “progress. Some thirty
have been converted ; many of them heads
Te

of families.

COM.

dence church, in Jackson Co., under the la-

J. W. Stewart, has been great-

Fifteen await the ordinance of
a number of backsliders were
sar
7;

must not be understood; as speaking with | The Petrea. church, in the same county,

has received a few mercy drops. Feb. 27,
urer. I think, however, 1 am not far out of two were baptized and one received who
to
the way in my statement. But for our mis- had attended to this duty. Others expect
This
‘fortune in the fall of 1870, this debt of $25- go forward in the ordinance soon.
little church is endeavoring to build a meet~
000 would have been canceled.
It will not do, then, while we are trying irfg-house. They need the prayers and asto pay off our floating debt, to add to it in sistance of their sister churches.
meeting our current expenses ; or, what isy In Oct. 1871, Rev. J. T. Stewart and
the same thing, to use up our permanent Samuel Boggs organized. a church, near
fund. Such'a policy would be suicidal, and Burlington, Lawrence Co., to be known as
world expose the corporation to loss of con- the Antioch Freewill Baptist church, of fiffidence.
a
It now numbers sixty.
ty-four members.
exactness,as I have not consulted the Treas-

What, then, shall be done?

Colleges, like

newspapers, churches, and missions, can
not be sustained without money. How
»shall this sum of money, required to pay
the salaries .of three additional men next
year, and of four annually beginning the

year after, be raised?

I suggest the follow-

ing plan for want of a better, saying frank- ly that T'will gladly accept a better when

1t is the only F. Baptist church in Lawrence |
Co. They
struction.

need

PATTEN, ME.

ministerial help and inTuaoMAS E. PEDEN.

The church in this place

has of late been enjoying a precious revival
of religion. Eleven have been added to the
church by baptism, and others by returning
from their wanderings, making in all about

presented ; and yet saying that I purpose to

work on this plan until a better is presented
and approved by thg, corporation.
The plan is this :—That-an effort be made
* to raise new funds. First, funds for current

expenses.

Second, permanent funds.

old watchmen are coming

down

from

The
the

us that the work may go forward.
H. H.B.

PA. AG. COLLEGE.
A note from Bro. L.
A. Crandall states that a good work of grace

walls, many in number, and our churches is being wrought among the students in this
will be ready, as it seems to me, when the institution, Members of all the classes are
subject is understood, to pay for the work sharing in it, and those who have been the
of educating the young watchmen who are most rebellions are weekly submitting to

to take the places of the gi
Our profes- Christ. Pres. Calder is earnestly trying to
sors in our Theological school, certainly,are, lead those under his charge to a knowledge
like our pastors, at work directly for our of the higher life, and this good work shows
churches. Have they not, then, like our that those labors are not in vain. May the
pastors, claims upon our churches ?
results be yet more abundant, . .
:

In the time of these trials through which
the College is passing, God is raising up

new friends. Praised be his name! I
‘have within a few weeks received, pledges
to the amount of $3000, the same to pay
the salaries of two professors for the year

ending in Jung, 1878. A good friend also

pledges $5000 on our permanent

fund, and

ge os

T

Golden Wedding.

Mr. G, W. Crumb and wife celebrated the 50th
anniversary of their marriage at their residence

in Farnumsville, Mass., on the

14th

There were three daughters, two
grandchildren and four ' great

of March.

sons, twenty
gandchildven

among the guests, besides a large number of rela-

will secure the same to the corporation
when $20,000 additional shall be raised:

tives and friends of the aged couple,
:
§
Many valuable gifts of gold, silver, greenbacks,
&e., were presented, There was music, appro-

Who

propriate remarks, and a response from the aged

asks. for the

privilege

. $20,000, or any part of it?

loge of “contributing” to our
rent expenses ?

of giving this

Who. the privifund for cur-

A.

D. Fair-

bridegroom who touched

briefly

on the

most

important events of his life, and closed by thank| ing the friends
whe had met to celebraté their
by

| Golden Wedding.

penter—8 J Chase—I
D)
~Mrs

Dyer—B

B Curtis—R
rn

Ellls-J T

Ellis—8

v

B

Lee—Mrs 8S Lewis—F W Lyford—8
sey—R Moss—G H Moon—
ee
ter—

beerry--8
Puri

These carriages

N.

Meetings.

Y., Q. M.—Held

TERMS

Abbott, and Miss Ella

fron, both of C.
In West Waterville,

arch
10, by Rev. Thomas E. Peden, Mr. JeremialrHarmuson, of Crescent Hill, Mo., and
.
.

ER

H Littlefield-8

n
own, Feb.
ev.
Hanna and Mrs. Malvina HulLof
March 13, in Waterford, Pa., Mr.
and Miss Flora E. Benson, all of

Bro. Rufus Childs to

the Monroe

Col. the 4th

in

Sabbath

March

SALE.~—All

WILLIAM

M.

Voted

for

the

N.

M.

to take

sums

H. HACKETT,

FOR

Paying 60 Per Cent.

| THAN GOVERNMENT BONDS,
AND

FIRST

under

$100.00

THE

1,40
4,00
15,0)
7.59
21,0)
1.60

Logansport,

persons;

has

used

Cure,

No Lady’s Toilet

a

lege, as “ one of our most

alive to their material

the

I believe, that prayer in their behalf

nominated

by

Bishop

mot understand

ja

.

their

great has been,

Resolved,

work one

attention

relating

to

That

i

President

and Treasurer make

that all persons who are owing

the college on notes,

are honestly our

due.

_ For the corporation,

.
v
;
_ Lewiston, March 21, *72.

lan-

0. B. CHENEY, Pres.,
A.M. JONES,
Treas.
]

TowA NORTHERN Y. M. will hold its next session
City church in Clayton county, comwith the Vol
mencing Friday, June 7, at 1 o'clock, P. M.
R. NORTON, Clerk. ’

Q. M. will hold its next

O18FGO

church,

Franklin

commencing

session

at 6

o'clock,

P.M.,

RBosroN Q. M.

of its most

Amesbury

;

will hold its spring

¢hurch,
. ¢ommencing.

session with the

Wednesday,

April

10, at 10. ‘A. M. The church and pastor desire that
the delegites come prepared to remain through the
week and assist in gome ext meetings.
f

J. Ge ROPYERTSE,

\

'

-

Clerk.

OF

York,

THE

COMPANY.

R.

9

Best and

Family

Catalogue of

,

DR.-S.

sixteen

$

CABLE

3m2

only

JAMES

.

H.

EARLE,

ahr

AL
75
ay
av
By

Bright

Day

125

125

125

1.25

Series.

Starlight Stories,

7

Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,

J
150
150
100
17%
150°
125

Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,

Who is my Neighbor ?

Triumph over
When we were
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from
Claudia,
Child Life,
Any of which

(JH

Series.
:

Archibald Hamilton,
he
Starlight

covering for the
ie

price

yk
a5
“0
a5

Series.

Bright Days,

100
45

495

Midian,
Young,

Egypt,
will be sent

on receipt of the price.

40
\ J55
125
,9090
100
by mail, free of postage
»

.

TRARY

Parties designingto get new Sabbath School Libraries,or to replenish old ones, can send us their
orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publishers, and will be furnished to Sabbath school

for the CONTRIBUTOR,
paper;

v
-

Sunny Skies,

8. FITCH,

page

150

y

, Pompeii and Herculaneum,

a,

madé upon the right

Engraving,

Series.

“50
150
150

Making Something;
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,

A protruding toe is not a very pretty sight and is
never seen where children wear SILVER TIPPED
Shoes. They will save half your Shoe bills.
For sale by all Dealers.
5w9

flne Steel

pub-

$1 50
150
50
50

2

Rainy Day at Home,
Mrs. Child’s
The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,

sends his “FAMELY
PHYSICIAN,”
9
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their’ own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8. S. FITCH & SON,
714 Broadway, New Yoik.
1y18

WANTED

Books just

.

Rainy Day
A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,
New Year,
Fireside Angel,

Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and al
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ai
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
1yeows3

SCREW WIRE. The only reliable
foot yet found. Try them. :
All have the Patent Stamp.

Sunday School

S. S.

Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

purely Vegetable

with the PATENT

of

Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,
:
Light from the Cross,

¥Medicine.—SAN

Teo have a Good Shas

New

-

ny

Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,
‘Master and Pupil,
May Bell,

Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsid, wots wd

*principle,buy those ma;

TO

lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment.
These Books are now ready for sale and delivery.
:
Prize Series.

st

Oldest

OF CHURCHES

Superintendents

_ «For Moth Patches, Freckles
AND TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face, ! Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, Dermatologist,
Bond
Street, New
York. Sold by Druggists everywhere.

FORD’S LIVER . INVIGORATOR.—A

.

AND

DISEASES.

+

9

TO PASTORS

R,

June 5, 1871.

M.ceunnesd 240 Pi Meseersees 5.45 PM

m

SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER

IN THE
GREAT CHICAGO FIRE, we have resumed its publication, and are MAKING IT BETTER
THAN EVER. Send 1b cents for Specimen copy.
Jams, Blackmer & Lyon Pub. Co., Chicago.

AM. PM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M,
oon 2.40, eee 6.45 .0ie T40 oes

SKIN

$1.00 a year,
5, given every

|

in Libraries,at Yhlesale

ier
[oe

Publisher,

BOSTON; MASS.

Ag

.

Rites,

R.

THE

NGAME. Dover, N.H.

.

MYRTLE.

This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing
Establishment, for the
use of Sunday School seholars, was enlarged
To any person sending us three new and much improved about the first of April,
subscribers, with a year’s subscription 1869. It is printed on paper of a very supein advance, $7.50, we will send, post& rior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
eal to that of any other paper of its class.
:
paid,
the “Crrricat, GREEK AND Ex- All communications intended for publicaGrisH CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW tion should be addressed to ‘‘ THE MYRTLE,"
:
Testament,” a work of the highest Dover, N. H.

A Fine

Premium.

value to all careful students. The regular price of the work, here and else‘where, 1s $2.50.
A good assortment of Freewill Baptist Books,
including Sunday School Books, can be obtained
at the same prices as at the office of publication,
from our Depository in Cleveland, Ohio, by calling upon or addressing Rey. A. K. Moulton, 783
Woodland Avenue, as above.
;

your Catarrhani is offensive odor
when Ohild’s
Catarrh Specific
all odor
Sint

will speed

TerMS.—Single

Ten copies or

more

L.

R. BURLINGAME,
vio

copy, 30 ‘cents

Do7

a year

sent to one address, 20

cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no more on 10 copies or any

number between one and 10, when sent to
The
ne address, than on a single one..

postage is payable at tlie office of delivery.

Apel.

Why hawk, spit, blow and congh
wp vile phlegm and annoy all around with
advertised in another column;

All orders and remittances'for the paper

should be sent to
ver, N. H.

The volume begins. with the first number

Special Notice.

with the

Tuesday before,the 4th Sabbath in April next. Opens
ing sermon by Rev. O. T. Moulton.
D. M. MLLER, Clerk.
.

$84,000

ot
important instrumentalities,
Mrs. Van Cott was recommended for deacon’s
ordergaRihe rec nt quarterly conforence of the

:

AGENTS

New

"Entirely Burned Out

subscriber.

and Trus-

Street,

Thoughthe NATIONAL

.... 5.05 5.45%

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is war-=
ranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions,
BLOTCHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond 8t., New York.

8w8

Pine

3mi3

t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

anew

12

& SCHUYLER,

FINANCIAL

Trains leave Dover for Wolfhoro’ & Center Harbor,
10.10 A.M... ...0.s 2.40. P.M... .....5.43 P.M.
* Or on their arrival from the East.

anda

subscriptions or promises that are due, make imiiediate payment of the same,or secure the same to the
college beyond the possibility of loss. All perapns
who are owing interest on notes, &c., are requested
to make immediate Symons. We hope our
friends
will take into consideration the burdens we are caring, “stick to their bargains,” and honor those
pledges which they have solemnly made and which

to

No.

»

the President

to $618,226, while the church has béen educated,

to consider its, missionayy

commend

legally secure all the notes, subscriptions and promi.
ses given to the college, and that it be done at their
earliest convenience.
Under this instruction, the subscribers request

hig wisdom, zeal, and

increased from

We

At the annual meeting of the

enthusiasm in thé work that several new and
important missions have been organized, and

the annual receipts have

that

SOUTH-

tees of Bates College held in June last, a committee
chosen to consider the finances of the corporation
reported the following resolution which was unanimously Adopted ;

Since the Rev. Dr. Durbin has been the Secretary of the Missionary Society of the Methodist
church, so

and

AND

Bates College.

will

;

interests,

Notices’ and” Appointments.

Fie will not probably do much harm to the Quias he does

business

CRAWFORDSVILLE

JONES

Permanent

ARRANGEMENT

GENTS

¢ Dr. Newman can not fail to do good
edly says
to Japan, or anywhere else out of this country.

entals,

President

to an advertisement in another column
the Bonds of this road,
™

The St.Louis Christian Advocate wick-

guage.”

LOGANSPORT,

who have capital to invest.

:

as missionary.

reliable men.”

WESTERN RAILWAY, a most promising enterprise, is

of Washington, is

Ames

1ts construction and man-

attracting the attention of all business men and those

Allen, President of Girard Colchosen president of the American
which has appropriated $66,000 for
foreign lands the ensuing year.
v
The total assets of the Methodist Book Concern are $2,007,834; its totpl liabilities, $1,477,
719; decreasein its capital during the year, (occasioned by the Chicago fire), $16,041.
The following request was received at the Fulton street prayer meeting, New York, the other
Please'pray forthe Custom House clerks;
day:
they are so wicked, and yet so beset by tempta-

Japan.

and

is thus at

Tuttle also spéaks of the whole board of directors and
executive officers in terms of highest praise. We
are glad to see that the people of Indiana are fully

William.H.
lege, has been
Bible Society,
Bible work in

Newman,

Crawfordsville

large traffic

and efficiency. The President of the road, Mr. John
Lee, is endorsed by President 'l uttle of Wabash Col-

]
died last year was a fraction over 61 years.
Hepworth’s
Mr.
Rev.
for
subscriptions
The
free church in New York now amount to $110,000, of which A. T. Stewart gave $6000.
A Genesee clergyman delivered a® sermon to
the children of his congregation in which there
wis no word of more than one syllable.
4 The First Presbyterian church of Elizabeth,
_N.J., has not missed a service for two hundred
.
and seven consecutive years.

The Rev. Dr.

A

agoment are in the hands of able business talent—
mén known and esteemed for their integrity, wisdom

Tie avérage age -of American clergymen who

-

very

The coal business of Indiana is already

once secured to the-road.

General.

be heard.”

mak-

ing.

large, and these new mines are now. for the first time

"RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

tion.

coal, pronounced the best in the West for irom

Railroad.

1

Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,

Railroads.

the Logansport,

also

&« WINNIPISSECGEE

SUMMER

abounding in the finest beds of bituminous and block

South-Western

Cure,

11.20% ....

AM, AM.
10,10 10.35

DOVER

Among the more recent enterprises ofthe great
more, Mendal and Taylor was edifying and in-. and flourishing State of Indiana, we would call atChildrens’ meeting, Sabbath
structive. The
tention to the LOGANSPORT, CRAWFORDSVILLE
was very infsrestints the exercises
aiternoon,
AND SOUTH-WESTERN RAILROAD.
That this
brethren Broadgonsisting of short speeches by
road has a recognized and appreciated importance is
foot, Taylor, Mendal, Dinsmore, Kayser, Thompkins, Patch, and Bates, interspersed with sing- _evidenced by the fact that nearly évery county
ing.
i
through which it passes hag paid heavy sums. to seox term with. Mineral church. ‘Rev. O: D.
cure it, some of which have heretofore been without
seropening
the
preach
to
appointed
Patch was
railway facilities. Indeed, some of the finest and
mon and Revd. S. Dinsmore to lead the chilmost valuable sections of this great’ State are now
drens’ meeting,
The following brethren were appointed dele=:| openéd to trade and commerce, including a region

opened up by

3.25

2
Treas.

are offering t hese Bonds at 95

and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable
securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on personal or written appli-

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,

Complete

VEGETINE.—No medicine has attained such a great
reputation as this justly celebrated compound.
VEGETINE has never failed to effect a cure, giving
tone and strength to the system debilitated by disease.
:
:

. J. M. Kayser, J. 8. Dinsmore, O. D. Patch,
R. G. Broadfoot and L. G. Bates. Amount of
collection on the Sabbath for Illinois Y. M.
Home Mission, $11.63.
B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

traverses.
For the present we

AND MAINE RAIL ROAD.
ARRANGEMENT.
June 5,1871.

10.10 A

gates to Illinois Y. M.:

BEAR

Logansport and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Park County, as
also, for the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it

Ll

AM.
wees

DR: SAGE’S CATARRH REMEDY.—500 reward for
an incurable case. Sold by Druggists at 50 cents.

Indiana

South-

The issue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500, and $100.
~
This Road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest ex-

Trains leave Dover for Portland.
AM. AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M, P.M. P.M. P.M. PM.
cess 10.10 10.35 ove 240. ore 54D yee T8404 vue

ness soon assumes, the teeth quick rival alabaster
etint, ande sms as pearls set in a coral vase.

Y.

and

of Indiana.

INTEREST, PAY ABLE
QUARTERLY
IN NEW
YORK, FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND ARE
COUPON AND REGISTERED.
.

in Star, Feb. 14 and 28.

5.50% 8.00
used

Unless there be the fragrant SOZODONT; unto the
breath sweet odors it imparts, the gums a ruby red-

a

GOLD

e) Per Cent.Gold

Special Notices.

yhar on heavy work.

both by letter and delegates, and we enjoyed a
good meeting.
The preaching hy Elders Dins-

¢

Remarkable

BOSTON
WINTER

over

Railway
THEY

Trainsleave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. PM.P.M. P.M.

onéyneedle

FUND

THE

cation.

See

her Wheeler & Wilsen Machine seven years without
repairs; earned, making cloth garments, in 1869,
$8785; in 1870, $587.65, besides dbing ths family sewing for four

"se

3
C. 0. LIBBY,

Cash;

has

OF

Crawfordsville

Western

Dover, N. H.

LADIES.”
Mich.,

SINKING

BONDS

5,10

AM Staley & wife, Toledo, Iowa,

1wl3

Springs,

MORTGAGE

isting outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne

per R Poston,

Boyd's Grove, Tl.

«

9 1-2 Per Cent. on the Investment.

Treas.

* C,” Chesterville, Me,
Marion, Wis, per H Watrus,
‘Cleveland, O, per A K Moulton,
Sandwich Q M, N H, per A Sargent,
Ashland, N H,
3
Walnut Creek, Ill, per J S Dinsmore,

St Croix Q M, Wis,

each

duct’r.

DELIA .A. EPLY, Buren

and

Q.

Q.

on

W.Parker, Mr. Frank
North East. Also,
Montello W. Davis
W.

AN UNDOUBTED SECURITY,

Mission.
40.31
4.35

having room to spare at the Repository.
’
G.B. & S. W, CAME.

M., Dea. Wm. Peak, from the Freedom Q. M.,
Doctor Smith from Brookport, N.Y., and Rev.
H. Peney, the N. Y. State Evangelist,
who
staid on the ground and-protracted the meeting,
with good
prospects. Appointed Dea.
Wm.

to request the churches inthe

OF

its spring

Q. M.,

numbers

M., daughter of D. 8. Hef-

Feb. 24, b y Rev.

8. Bowden,
Myr. Charles
H. Kelle y and Miss Syl vina 8. 8. Bean,
Doiof
Bernie,

Merifield—J G Mun-

West Lebanon. Me, per A D Fairbanks,
Tuscarora, N Y. per G H Freeman,

purchases within one week, as our space compels ns
to store much of our stock in different locations, not

vored with the presence and
preaching of Rev.
A. Z. Mitchell, Cor. Mess. from the Monroe Q.

Mess. to the kreedom-

to

. WiLLis, and Miss MINNIE

Potsdam.

In Chicago, March 14, by Rev. J.B. Drew, Mr. A.
A.

Fagan—O

SILAS CURTIS,

Foreign

over that sum, good approved Notes, at Thirty, Sixty or Ninety days, interest added.
We particularly request buyers to remove their

session with the Fairport church.
1f was.a very
precious session; all of the churches were represented by letter and delegates.
We were fa-

Taylor Cor.

catalogue, according

rest, both of.

Pabl
Pables—E_ 8 Pi Perkins—C IL. Russell

Concord, N. H.

at our

carriage, without deviation, as the only mode in
which we can promptly economize the time of our
customers, and our own at this Sale.
hy
Persons attending this Sale from Stations on the
lme of the Eastern, Portland, Saco & Portsmonth,
and Portsmouth, Gréat Falls & Conway Railroads
will be furnished with tickets to and from Portsmouth, good on the day of Sale ani tha day following, at FARE ONE WAY.

RIPLEY, IND.,Q. M.~Held its last session with
Union church, commencing Feb, 23, A
part of
the churchés were not represented, and
some
ministers were detained by
sickness. Yet we
had
a very good season,
Bro. D. A. Tucker’s
license was renewed.
Bro. James Millhollen
received license to improve his gift in Preaching.
Report of Home 3 isslonaty for the quarter ending Feb. 25, 1872:—No. meetings attended, 100;
No. sermons preached, 68; No. family visits, 46;
No. members received, 6; No. miles traveled,
500; Amount Rec’v’d, $53.56.
Next term with Franklin church May 24, commenecing at 2, P. M,
WM. RISINGER, Clerk.

ROCHESTER,

by

-

snd Mes, Car
R. Evens, Mr,
Mrs, Julia E,
3, Mr. Benja~

Rev. Malcom MeViear, 1.L.Dy assisted by Rev. C.

E. Bascom, Rv,

L Rowell-BH Reed-E H Ruggles—J Ball-W T Sar
gout-=W T Smith—H Stiles—M Smith—H Stevens—S A
teere~C L Shaw~S8 F Smith—L Streeter—Mrs M Stewart—L M Thompson—N B Tast—A N True~D D Tibbet
«=J Truesdale —W
Thomas Dora Vail—MrsA Vaulstrand
—H-— Witamson—A-—P—Whitney—T—Whkinson=pPP
‘Whitehouse—Hj H Wallace—C Way—W Walker—M F
Winch—E Young.

Repository and Store-Houses, at any time previous
to the Sale. On account of the large number of carriages which we shall offer to purchasers, we shall
sell

’

Hiram Ste-

~dJohn A Rice—A Redion—0O G Robinson—C Q Ruble—N

:

may be seen and examined

.

J. PARKHKR, all of

Pairbanks —~Sarah 'E French—H Fuller—A IL Gerrish—
Jas Glynn—A Johnson—D Goodwin—R k Howard—Mrs
[L A Harding—~H Hawk-8M Haggett—F
M Heath—C E
Hayes—D
Hewltt—K H Hoffman-G H Hubbard—H A
rons—W Johnson—G 8
Jaquith—E Knowlton—A King—

J C Kellogg—M T King—J A Lowell-W

(3eor;

At the Baptist church, Potsdam, N. Y., Dec, 25, b

Deering—J E-Dame—.
dson—J
Day—J C

Folsom—W

r.

rie Paj
Moulton, of E. H o Boston,
In Olean, N. Y., Dec. 20, b Rev. 8.
Thomas D. Utter, of Bolllver, and
Barrett, ot D. Also, in Pos!
Feb.
in F. Wyatt and- Miss Minnie

n-0 H Bragg—H Oanvill-E J Collins—=M F
Charles—Margaret Compton—D
Cham, lin—=R_ Cook
H Canney—T R Colbe
G Cllley-R Cal
8 Ohi

Semi-Annual Sale ‘of CARRIAGES, on

riage at the most reasonable price.

Mission Society, and forward the same to
SouTmERN OmH10. During the past win- State
Rev. D. M. Stuart, Buffalo, N. Y. A Col. of
ter the Lord has graciougly revived his work
$10.00 was takén for the Winchester church, W.
Ya.
oa
in the bounds of Canaan church, Athens Co.
Next session with the Parma church.
Rev. C.
Jan. 7, three were, added to the church by H. Jackson was“ appointed to preach the openfollowed
ing sermon and Rev. A. W. Westgate to. deliver
baptism, and Feb. 18, three more
the Sabbath-school
address.
Col. for Miss.
the Saviour in the same ordinance. The $11.50.
WM. WALKER, Clerk.
United Brethren, Methodists and. PresbyteWALNUT CREEK Q. M.—Held its spring term
rians all shared in the work and received
accessions to their numbers. The Provi-. with Kewanee church. The churches all repoted

sale of store lots mostly, to about $32,000. bors of Rev.
We have now unsold one store lot and two ly blessed.
baptism, and
house lots, worth $7000. This will bring
our floating debt down to some $25,000. I reclaimed.

\

Quarterly

President.

The interest still

by Rev.

banks; Sermon, by Rev. E. A
Stockman; Installation prayer, by Rev. J. Nason; Charge to
the pastor, by Rev. W. H. Yeoman; Charge to
the church, by Rev. E. True; The pastor welcomed to the church and community, by W. H.
- Yeoman ; Benediction, by the installed.
<gknl). FAIRBANKS, Clerk.

a deep religious-interest here all winter, especially since the week of prayer. Eighteen have publicly expregsed a desire to be- |
come Christians,

love for
Master’s

ns.

SmpoTiace of working while it is day, we will
endeavor to follow his worthy example of con
Cabriolets.
:
.
stant devotion, praying that our affections may
be-weaned
earth
~get—upon— heaven; —These Carriages; to-the inspection of ‘which we es
where our dear brother, resting from earthly toil, pecially invite the attention of buyers, were all made
in our own establishment, since our last Semi-Anuu- /
reaps his final reward.
4. That we tender to the relatives of the de- al Sale, in October. They are of good materials,made
Books Forwarded,
ceased our heartfelt sympathy, and pray God to up in first-class manner for the New England trade,
sanctify this affliction to the good ‘of all who
BY MAIL.
.
and every carriage offered will bear close scrutiny
mourn his death.
:
Wm Folsom, Burnet, Wis,
We
can
assure
buyers,
dealers,
livery
stable
men,
5. That these resolutions be entered fipon the
Rev H Preble, Alva, Me. (2)
and géntlemen desiring vehicles which shall at once
* R Hayden, Fairbank, Iowa.
church records,and that a copy be sent to the beI: Hosmer, Romeo, Mich.
combine
substantial
workmanship
and
beauty
in
dereaved family and to the Morning Star for pubsign, that this work is made of carefully selected mar
lication.
.
GoM.
EXPRESS,
terials, from patterns of the most approved style, and
Manson Seavey, Sato, Me.
|
REV. W. PARKER having closed his labors all under our own immediate supervision; and we
M W Spencer, Foster's Crossing, Warren Co, O,
D Lothrop & Co, Cornhill, Boston, Mass,
with the Lake Pleasant chyrch, will assume the
have been compelled to decline all solicitations
from
J L Lesher, Laport City, Iowa.
pastorate of the Wellsburg, Pa., church the first other manufactorers to permit carriages to be se
Home Mission.
for this sale, for the simple reason that the large
Sabbath in April.
$1
number of our own manufacture which we shall of- Mrs C Glines. Canterbury, N H, per J B Higgins,
gta
©
5
8 F Bean. Rosemond, I11,
Donation.
fer will not allow us time to disposg.of
‘the carriages
5,
Berwick ch, Ohio, per A K Moulton,
manufactured by others, The attéfidance of buyers’ Meigs Q M. Ohiga per A K Moulton,
12
R thanks are tendered our friends of Sum3
Elmira ch,N Y, per 8 Aldrich,
at our last sale was of that character that we have Strafford
3
Q M, Vt. per J Moxley,
ille for a donation of $70.00, Feb, 15, and
determined to offer at this Sale only new work of our
7
sargent,
A
per
A,
N
M,
Q
so to our {riends of Mason church on Feb. :20, own make, and the time will be occupied exclusively sandwich
r $136.00.
JAMES ASHLEY,
¥Freedmen’s Mission.
in such sales.
:
PoLLY L. ASHLEY.
The attention of those in want of any of the foregoCol. Buffalo ch, N'Y, $33. "Rev D M Stuart $17.00,
to redeem pledge of D M Stuart at G Conference, 50.0)
ing described stock is invited to this Sale, where the
2
" Xmstallation, buyers can purchase of the Manufacturers, in open
8!
SILAS CWRTIS, Treas.
The council appointed to attend to the in- market, carriages of whose character in make there
Concord, N. H.
can be no question, and at a saving of freight and
stallation of Rev. E. Tuttle as pastor of the F.
other expenses, which must suggest themselves to a
B. church in Lebanon, Me., performed that duty
Education Society.
March 7. After a satisfactory examination the practical business man. As we intend to make semi. R ev J B Riggins. Canterbury, N H, on note,
5.00
annual public sales of our stock, in addition to our
further exercises were conducted as follows, beStrafford Q ¥, Vt, per J Moxley,
1.50
carriages built to order, it will be seen that our inginning at 7, P. M, :—Reading Scriptures, by Rev. tent is to afford to thé buyer the best possible car6

and unkind reflec-

open

with four professors—an addition of .one,
4.

remainder

Revivals, &c.

of the

must saffer seriously, if there be longer delay, I give this notice to the public: .
1. The Latin school will open next fall
under the instruction and government of
Mr. Lyman G. Jordan, A. B., with three
Assistants. Mr. Jordan's success in fitting
boys for college is his best recommenda-

Rev, James Albert Howe,
. Systematic Theology.

the

0. B. CHENEY,

especially

College and Theological school

Engineering,to be appointed.
3. The Theological school

his

name to the instrument which gave this institution an existence. , The legislature was
within a few hours of final adjournment.
The battle wassard and long; but the victory was complete.
How many are the re-

without end,until suc®ess comes.

2.

put

NOTICE.

;

. Ju Bast Holderness, March 7 by Rev.

~G 8 Andrews—C E Bunce~0 E_Bigelow-D Benedict—
Boynion—-0O KE Baker—8 Bowden—J Blaisdell
-B
ame—J Baker—dJ 8'Berry—C E Blake—~Mrs R

WEDNESDAY, April8, 1872,commencing at 10.30 A. M.

cause.
8. That being thus solemnly admonished of the

tions that have appeared in th® Star.
There is, however , other work to be done
first—and then we all should be in a right
spirit.
be tried ;
+ Sed molos praestat componere fluctus.”

ly tried, fails, then another should

Knowing, then, that thé

16,

writing my last lines. Just sixteen years ago

suggest the convention scheme or the pian takes to praise him, and
of it.

March

The clock has just struck ten as I am

this hour, I saw

ead us nedrer to God, strengthen our
each other and increase our zeal in the

To

Hough, of M.

Lewvters Meceived.

They will then offer 150 Carriages, of various Pat.
terns, consisting in part of Extension Top Carryalls,
Jump Seat Carriages, Family Carriages of different’
designs, Pony Phaetons, Ivers’ Open and Top Buggies, open Grant Buggies, Came Buggies, Goddard
Buggies, and other new and improved patterns of
Buggies, also Concord and Beach Wagons, Farmers’
and Market Wagons, Light Express Wagons and
dpen cut-nnder Carryalls, Physicians’ round-back
Phwtons, C and 8-spring Phetons, Four-passenger

may

Addresses,

Buxton Cou, Me,

A F Bryant,
Harrisburg, Pa.
GH Moon, Falrfield, Hl.

* W Parker, Lundy's Lane, Pa.

‘N. H., the well-known Carriage Manufacturers, have

have lost
of whose

ious counsel and Christian zeal we hope

love the people of my .early choice more
then ever to-night.

leave us. They make a great mistake, as I
nine. Of this number, over half are pro- think. The better way is, that .we all work
fessedly Christians, and fifty-one have in on amid difficulties and conflicts to make
I do not the progress and attainments of our denomview thé Christian ministry.
know that one even of this number uses ination such that he young will not desire
intoxicating drinks; and [do not know of to desert us, vin attracted. by the advan~ more than a dozen that use tobacco. - Such tages of older and stronger denominations,
ong my own people” tois the moral atmosphere surrounding us So “I dwell
that as a rule students leave our grounds night;. and tg/young men simply ambitious
better than when they came.
to do'good, I will say, that no better field
It.is my duty to say that new demands can be found on the face of the earth thi,

have been made upon the corporation with-

2. That by his death we oF a church
an efficient pastor, the remembrance

I

**
*

The Messrs. G, B. & 8. W. CAME, of Portsmouth,

to harvest” and * the laborers are few ;” still we

X

EW Abbott—M L Andrews—C O Abbott—8 W Aldrich

TAKE
their second

P.,B.LUCE.

Q. M.

Poss BMce
Rev B P Parker,

byterian church.

providence has seen fit to

Towa,

session with the church at Qe. will hoid its next
-»
!
H. C. INMaN, Clerk.

Nakhuileh by the missionaries of the United Pres-

bow to the divine will, and bless God that he
permitted him to labor among us even for a season,
2

the reason that I have believed, ‘that
there is no part of the vineyard where I

could do better service for the Master.

on the

MARRIED.
In N. Berwick, Feb. 24, by Rev. J. Nason, Mr. Jon athan Welch and, Mi;
a J. Brawn, both of N,
RB. Feb. 25, Mr. A, Mies >
Miss Susan E,dhs 1 i
0 ar
4
n
Madison,
4» ¥eb. 21, by Rev. A.C.
Mr. John F. More and Miss Emily A. Goodwin, bth
of Tamworth. March 8, Mr. Wm. H. Ross and Miss
attie E. Knox, both of T. March 17, Mr. Alvin E.
Luce, of New Portland, Me., and
88 Frances

Z|

.

been profound—not that I would be a
bigoted sectarian—God
forbid but for

CEDAR VALLEY,

PU
first native pastor of an Evangelical
rch in Ezypt has recently been ordained at,

remove from us our beloved pastor, therefore,
Resolved, 1, That while we can not understand
why
God calls home such faithful servants so
early in lifeywhen the fields ‘ are white already

years ago I made that people my
Who will re- Thirty-six
choice. Since then my love for them has
PEDEN:

lent opening for doing good.
spond ?

Whereas, God in his

.

T

Grove. She has appealed to the general conference, which meets at Brooklyn in May.

can addrbss

THE following resolutions were uel,

found respect for the people of his choice.

conference as a li

Smith, who was elected a lay delegate from Oak

death of Andrew N. Buck, by the church at Sa
‘battusville, Me., of which he was a member at
the time of his decease at Pleasant Ridge, Ohio:

time, with all their faults, I have had a pro-

The new F. Baptist

house at Bellevernon.
Pa., will be dedicated meeting
to the worship of God,

April
21. Ministerial brethren are expected to be present
and participate with us, Come, brethren, come,

hurch recently te| conference of the Methodis
fused, by a vote of 35 to 18, to admit Sarah A.

him at Olean, Catt, Co,, N. Y.

of that beloved teacher to whom inany of us

the

~The

REV. 8. R, EVENS is without a ‘pastoral charge.

ago, I was for the first time under the care

phais, $ 4.00 each, per term, and,

upon of admitting’ her to

Ministers and Churches.

too much is at

At the

gl,

urer, Berlin Cross Roads, Jackson

Church in Lowell.

the meeting of the New England conference in
Worcester, in March, the subject will be passed

8

sent to Benjamin F. Lee,

ey can be

Central Methodist;

Long may they live to enjoy the ‘bounties of
Heaven and the affection” of their numerous offspring, is the prayer of their
PASTOR.
Farnumsville, Mar. 18, 1872.
i

Tn the recent discussions in the Star, the
College has rot been treated fairly ; and, of

Can not some of our New England
aid us in saving this monument

Pa

uidate.
friends

y distroy

andpariast the discharge,

.

Orders are sokeited.

in -

o percentage is allowed on money sent

us for the Myrile.

Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

cation.

;

:

a

Freewitl - Baptist Books; including Sunday
School Books, my be obtilned at Dover prizes
of Rev. L. C. Preston, Hjllsale, Mich,

“
wt

En

"

ol
Aoctry

THE
either.
Not a'bit of it! She just knows that
nails, and fish-hooks, and sharp corners, and

+

Wishes.

ni

- | jagged things generally, will tear clothes,
and that paint, and ink, apd pastry must
make very ugly spots, and that is the end
of it. The bothersome lost buttons fairly
| jump back to their places at the sight of her
needle and thimble,
She never seems to feel very proper and

So Nell, she wants a pony
To ride adown the lane;
And Ned, a gallant vessel
To sail across the main.

LJ

Now, grandpapa has neither,

"But offers each a kne¢;
And one shall be an Arab steed,
And one a ship at sea.
.
— The Nursery.

- Millais’ “ Huguenots.”
ee

Your fav’rite picture rises up before me,
Whene’er you play that tune;

1 see two figufes standing in a garden,
In the still August noon,
One is a girl's, with

pleading

face [turned

wards,
Wild with a great alarm;
Trembling with haste, she binds
kerchief

up-

~;
broidered

her
a

About the other’s arm,
‘Whose gaze is bent on her in tender pity,
Whose eyes look into hers
‘With a deep meaning, though she can not read it

Hers are so dim with tears.
‘What are they saying in the sunny garden,
With Summer flowers ablow ?
What gives

the

woman’s

voice

its

passionate

pleading?
‘What makes tlie man’s so low?

“

“ See, love !” she murmurs; * you shall wear my
kerchief,
It is the badge, I know;
And it will bear you safely through the “conflict,
1f=if, indeed you go!

‘ You will not wear it? Will not wear

my

ker-

chief?

Nay! Do not tell me why.
I will not listen! If you go without it,

Do not answer! It is death, I tell you.

<
Indeed, I speak the truth.
You, standing there so warm with life and vigor,
So bright with healthfind youth ;

“You would go hence, out of the glowing

sun-

shine,
Out of the’garden’s bloom,

;

Out of the living, thinking, feeling present,
Into the unknown gloom!”
Then he makes answer: * Hush! oh, hush, my
darling!
Life is so sweet to me,
So full of hope you need not bid me guard it,
If such a thing might be!
.
“ If such a thing might bel!—but
falsehood.
:
[ could not come to you;
I dare not stan
re in your pure,

not

through

sweet

pres-

ence, f
:
Knowing myself untrue.”

In which to spend your life?
¢ Oh!

would

hesitate

to

go, to

the

bottom

of

cle, if it were a dozen times a day ;—and it
is surprising how often it proves to be th®’
very right place!
No matter what the lost article may hag

pen to be, top, ball, book, game,

nails, mit-

tens, elastics, matches, corks, Jjumping-jack,

china doll, slate-strap,

tin

soldiers,

neck-

bows,
collar-studs, handkerchief— well !
really there is no limit te the extent and
variety of the collections found by these enterprising youngsters in" Auntie’s work-box
or any other of the various receptacles in
her sanctum, or ¢¢ den,” ag she calls her
room.
Itisbut justice to state, that she
does not furnish these herself, in this aston-

for

my

sake—

Thihk what my life would be

specially orthodox and pious.

trouble it will cost.
There is not time enough in this life for
one person to learn everything, and, of
course, there are a great many hard words

ing into tears. When he looked around
again he felt calmer, for something whispered that God had heard. A sail appeared
soon'in the distance,

but

seeds of mischief in

first harvest,

the

so

early
st.

held on its course

but Aunt Cad
can do no harm,
ant and happy,”
weekly treat is
o'clock

every

loose then, lions, tigers,

the

children

is a perfect
animals let

elephants,

woolly

dogs, lambs and pussies; a prancing

horse,

life-size — Shetland-pony - life — commonly
rears up in the

middle,

to

say -nothing

of

‘keep

Sunday.”

She

Mamma
injurious

thinks that
to children,

insists that ‘once a, week
and Sunday must be pleasand carries the day. The
spread in the den at three
Sunday

afternoon;

she

is

them, as

the morning

Sunday

school—if

low oranges, candy and nuts.
quarters

the little Ques,

and

they

love it! If they named it, it would be * children’s paradise.” Mamma, who is very

neat and orderly, has given each

of the

children boxes and drawers in which to keep
their own property, whether toys or clothing, and she will

not

hear

of their

being

distributed among her neatly arranged,
delicately perfumed bureau drawers. Papa,
of course, is certain that the library is no
#¢ children’s

rubbish.”

Grandma

list we

sub-

ficking, suspicion, ellipsis, apostasy, deleble,

mortgaging, singeing, skillfully, subpcena,
allegeable, ignitible, phosphorescence, jeopardize,
ebulition, wmrofautic,
sibylline,

cachinnation, vacillation, bacchanalian, fascination, crystallize, catechise, trisyllable,

tyrannize, apologize, gauging, saccharine,
hemorrhdge, rendezvous, Falirenheit, Galapocrypha,

daguerreotype,

the Bible and {rom God!

and

helps to eat

Then, taking the wee-est

on her lap, she reads

one

them.

comfortably

from the good book

delightful stories of little Jewish childrén
who lived long, long ago, Moses. David,
Samuel, the ruler's daughter, Timothy and
many

others,

whose

names

Then she reads of the good

are

not

told.

Shepherd who

carries the lambs in his his bosom, and tells
the lapabs

are the little

ones to whom he said,
when he was here
on earth, and is still saying from heaven,
“Come unto me.”. She answers all of. the

many questions, and has a sweet little talk,

and next comes the second course of good
things.
When this is over, the

twilight

begins to

close softly around them, and then thgy
sing the precious Sunday songs of the

Beautiful River, the Shining Shore and the
Golden City.
The dear children carry
away in their young hearts these tender

last place for children naturally to put away

sometimes tears to their bright eyes, as
they listen. No matter how far they may

stories, that sometimes

bring smiles and

wander in this wide world in after life, their
hearts will oftentimes come home to the

.

|

mignonette,

————

darkness, storms, and engulfing seas, have
they who are adrift on the ocean of intem-

perance !

For those just launching on life's sea,

there isa

kaleido-

:

i

» A cousin of ming in Charlestown

having

passed away, it became proper that I should
attend her funeral. It was school afternoon.
I did net dismiss the scholars; and, as they

stanch;

safe

ship.

Her

name is

Total Abstinence. Young friends, enter
this ship! Take the Bible as your chart,
Christ for your - captain, and sul away

for the port of heaven,

and

sorrows’ on our

hearts

make them the burden of our
before God,

to-night, and

intercession

Gertie’s Party.

——

: , Gertie was ten years old, and thought she

How Quarrels Begin.

other

“I ‘wish that pony was ming,” said a
little boy at a window, looking down the
road.
.
** What would you do with him ?” asked
his brother.
‘“ Ride him; that’s what I'd do.”

‘ All day long P*

** Yes, from morning till night.”
“You'd have to let me ride him somedisliked a monitor, I hit upon the follawin g times.”
:
plan of leaving them: I placed in the chair
“ Why would I? You'd have no right to
the large, old-fashioned slate (it had been him if he was mine.”
my father’s), wrote upon it the names of
*‘ Father would make you let me have
the scholars in the order in which they sat, him part of the time."
and arranged the ‘needle-work and reading,
*¢ No,he would n't I”
:
—for I always had some interesting work
“My children,” said the mother, who
read aloud every afternoon by some elder now saw that they were beginn
ing to get
pupil,—and
then
said: “Now, children, angry with each other, *‘let
me tell you
when the clock strikes five, leave your seats of a quarrel between
two boys no bigger
orderly, go to my chair, and place by each nor older than you are.
They were goof your names a unit for good behavior, and ing along a road, tglking
in a pleasant way,
across for bad,
When I return, I shall when one of them said,—
anxiously lopk at the slate; and, in the
“1 wish I had all the pasture-land in the
morning, a
You are all assembled, I world.’
‘And I wish I had all the cattle in |
will read the fist aloud, that everything may the world,’ said the other. * What
would
be confirmed. ButI trust you.”
you do then? asked his friend. ‘Why, 1|
On my return I visited the school-room, would turn them inte your pasture-land.’ |
and found but one cross upon the slate, and ‘ No, you wouldn't,’ was the reply. ‘Yes,
that where I least expected it,—appending Iwould.’ “But T wouldn't let you. You
to the name of a beautiful, open, bright,
shouldnt do it.’ I should.’ * You sha'n't.’

brave child, who then promised much to the

strict with her, Iwas brought up strictly,
and she was so full of life and so fond
of
exeitement; I am alraid T did not make her
happy at home.” Or thé reflection may be,
‘1 have been too lax, and have flung the
reins loose on the neck of my child.”
Come, we are to pray for all this household life. We are to take all these (rials

was old enough to have a party.

idiosyncrasy,

Trust Children.

rations, for

looks over her spectacles in the most forbidding manner, if any of their * traps” are
found loose in her sewing-room.
their portable property is in the regularly
appointed place; there must be in every

to set people adrift. It sets them adrift
was the Mrom their homes, from thelr friends, from

mittent, heresy, bilious, coercion, ecstasy,
clarionet, surcingle, paralyze, licorice, traf-

She pares,

cracks the

loving Saviour, and

ones;—how

The

things, rosy apples or sweet, yel-

them that the tender Shepherd is the gentle,

little

fifty different spellings.

not more so. The programme is very in- canaille, cannibal,
viting. First, -Auntie gives a portion of scope,—Addvance,

old ¢ den”

the

The word ‘ cachinnation”

dren; and this ‘assembling of themselves
together” is as mich of an institution to lilean, Sadducee, erysipelas, hieroglyphies,

the contents of a Noah's ark scattered promiscuously about the floor, so that every
foot-fall is in danger of demolishing some
flying or creeping thing. But it is a dear
to

takes!

She makes the sorest trial of all, there being no less than

prompt and invariable, and so are the chil-

cuts,

after

aklvays

&c., on that day,
sweets and nuts are

around, almost any

day

is rigid

larly a dainty treat of cdndies, apples, nuts,

the good

word might speak itself, when she glances

She

far to the leeward,

When they take
rum they
Means that it shall be to them’ the very best join, ind it may occasion umusement to compass. lose oar, and rudder, sail, and
They lose all! hunger, cold,
day of the week, and 30 she provides regu- test the young folks from it. It is: Inter- helplessness
, and a fearful looking for of
children

ishing style, No indeed! but they just
seem to come 80,
No wotrtder she says
den"—why! the

NOW, every one must know, that the very

for my sake—though but
wear it!
.

venience; in the den, and here the boys can
plane, saw, whittle, hammer, and even’
file without fear of distressing her nerves.
She is proof against any noise that children
can make, except quarreling.
Somehow
it rarely happens that a quarrel begins in
Aunt Cad’s room; the atmosphere isn't
Just-right-for—sueh-affairs;-it—is-too
warm;
and bright, and sunny. It is vacation,
Thanksgiving, Christmas and Fourth of

Aurftie’s work-basket for any missing arti-, and unyielding just here.

place for

¢¢ It is no sin!” the wild voice interrupts him.
This is no open strife.
Have you not often dreamt a nobler warfare

1872.

ST

bard
and was in a few mowhich are rarely seen in print, and which it ments
We
out of sight. But deliverance wis
is no disgrace to one not to be able to spell at
d to help us by
hand. A fishing vessel bound homeward, |
“without consulting the dictionary.
Such came dashing directly upon him.
Had it sympathetic alliances to comf
are many of those in the list below, and been
ort and to.
an hour later, he might have been run strength
en us. We are thankful to any
we do not think it was anything. against the down.
He was seen’ by the man at the soul that
grown-up when she is with other children. July all at once, in the
will take np the burden with us,
den, no matter what teachers that they could not spell every one
helm, the boat brought to, and he was
She can frolic like a kitten, can romp with time of year
tak- and wrestle on our behalf. . I get
it may be in the rest of the of them:
many lot
en on board,
the boys, jump rope, run a race, play ball
ters from anxious and troubled parents
:
house. Aunt Cad has never objected to
At a teachers’ meeting in Newburgh,
at
, The good-hearted sailors offered him
"and, wonderful to tell, can whistle as well anything but a’quarrel—
a the East about their boys in Cali
oh yes! and one N. Y., a list of fifty words was given out, ** stiff glass”
forn
ia.
of Spirit. *“ Not a drop,” re- These letters plead
as Nattie himself! It is plain- that Auntie other trifle—once, when she found
50 earnestly with me to
a couple and of the ninety-four teachers present not plied Walter
. “That stuff set me adrift. try to guide
has never heeded any awful warnings about of fish-hooks fast in hep lace collar,
and save their wanderers.
she did one succeeded in spelling every word in the I'm done
with it forever.”
“ whistling girls and crowing hens.”
;
And when a son or a daughter goes
| say, ‘‘Boys, if you will tell me where you list correctly. The one nearest accuracy
Our friend has kept his word; he has not
Aunt Cad has other accomplishments want 't6 keep your fishing-tackle, I won't failed on
wrong, what sorpowful self-questioning
but two. words, while the dunce of been adrift since, but is a
s
well known tem- there are in the pare
equally charming in their places. She has put my-laces there,” which was very severe the Conven
nt, heart. A miother,
tion blundered at forty-five perance advocate,
no orthodox notions of order, among her for her.
whos
ve
words out of the fifty, In the ninety-four
Young réadeps, there is nothing like rum me: e daughter had come to shame, said to
own belongings. Not child in the house
There is one point on which Auntie is papers examined, there were 2,663
“I don’t know; I may have been too
mis-

have been playing there. Tt
menagerie of wild and tame

You will go hence to die,
¢ Hush!

MORNTI NG

solemn and grieved, while she is doing-it,

RETR

——

—

‘Iwill’

And with that they

seized and

girl

did,”

she

said,

and

* Every
she

tired

mama with teasing about it.
At last Mrs. Gray put on her thinkingcap, and sat so long that Gertie -vecited the
multiplication-table backward at least twice.
“You may have your party, Gertie,” her
mamma said at last, “or rather you may
come to one that I will have for you next
Wednesday afternoon, and invite any ten
little gfrls that you would liketo have come
also, only you are not to ask a question until then about it.
r Wednesday came, and so did Gertie, and

her friend, Mabel Seal, aud nine other little .

girls, all dressed as nicely and as pretty as
careful mam mas thought best ; and last of
all, came Mrs. Clay also.

* For it is my party, you know,” she said,

“and I want

to tell you a story to begin

with.” Nobody objected to that, of course,
and a good many white handkerchiefs crept
up to the faces as they heard of a poor little’
home in their city that the fire had stolen
into a few nights before and eaten up everything, even to the few clothes they had, and
scorched a poor little baby’s face and hands
before its mamma could
get it out.
‘“And

I thought,”

said

Mrs.

Clay,

«1X

wanted to help

me

would make some clothes for the baby to-

day, and if any of you
you could.”

In a few minutes” the Tittle brass thimbles

Mrs. Clay had provided were fitted on, and
tapping against needles that were running

world, the fact of having rich parents being pounded each other like two silly,
wicked up sleeves, making cord, or hemmings.
If you, who gave it firdt true worth and meaning,
well-ordered house somewhere, a room or beautiful Sundays in Auntie’s room, the her greatest drawback. She was the last boys as they were.”
What a busy two hours that was before
‘Were taken now from me!
a corner that is the * catch-up.” Well! sweet stories, and the sweet twilight sing- child in the school that I should have
The children laughed, but their mother tea, and then by eight o'clock they could |
¢ Think of the long, long days, 89... slowly passAuntie’s den, Auntie’s receptacles of all ing, and the loving Jesus will seem nearer thought capable of any miseonduct. The said—*‘ You see in what trifles
quarrels hardly believe that a little dress, two aprons
ing!
| morning came, the list was read ; it proved often begin. Were you
kinds, supply this inevitable want, and fill and dearer for them.
any
wiser
in and a baby's gown were really finished, and
Think of the endless years!
| truthful ; but when I came to this name, I your half-angry
| this invaluable place in the house.
;
talk
about.
Honor
to
the
dear
old
‘‘den”!
Blessings
|
an
imagin
ary their work, too. For by this time Mrs. Clay
Iam so young!
Must I live out my life-time
;
* She is jolly—no—royal, for another rea- will follow the hearty welcomes and the said :—
pony? If I had not been here, whe knows was one of them, she had told so many
‘With neither hopes nor fears?”
*‘ My dear child, you must explain. What but you might
son, she has no nerves!
She can bear to happy hours it gives so freely to the chilhave been as silly and wick- pleasant stories,
:
Se
He speaks again, in mournful tones and tender; ‘héar marbles
? »
strike together as they play dren. Blessings on the dear head of brave, is this? * What did youdo
“ Better than a dancing-party, ever so
ed
as
they
were
?”
But with unswerving faith:
Looking up to me with those soulfull eyes,
ring-taw, and has even proposed putting loving, sunny Aunt Cad, whose mission is
ke
much,” they all said.
¢ Should not love make us braver, aye, and
:
Paty
| and speaking with a soulfull tone which ev‘the steel:poker down as a margin, and let to brighten life for the children!
“Come next Saturday afternoon and I
stronger,™
* Honsehold
‘er made her an object of sacred interest,
Anxieties.
each flint crack sharply against it and ring
Either for life or death?
will tell you about the baby,” said Mrs.
Echoing the little boy's, hearty words, I
vibrating for half a minute, and never yet wish that each of you ‘‘had a dozen just like she replied :—
:
;
Clay.
:
¢ And life is hardest. Oh, my love, my treasure!’
The gravest care of a parent is not in the
*“Ilaughed aloud; I laughed more than
has been known to say that it made her head ‘her.”—Advance.
They came, and when they found the baby
If I could bear your,part
:
once; I couldn't help it,—because the slate early days of his children.
True, they there, and bright in the
ache.
:
a
Of this great sorrow, 1 would go to meet it
new dress and
was
keeping
She doesn’t think it a vestige of barbarschool ! ™ — Anti - slavery must be watched then with incessant vigi- apron, in spite of the burned face, they
‘With an unshrinking heart.
.
lance ; they can not be suffered out of sight ; adopted
ism for boys to whistle in the house, and What is the Use of Bothering? Standard.
it at once, and Gertie's party * grew’
“ Child! child! I little dreamt in that bright
there are so many pairs of little feet to be into
once in a while joins the chorus with her
the ** Busy Bees” who make honey for
Summer
°
“Oh! what's the use of bothering over
guided, so many pairs of little hands to be. some poor
own clear note, when they strike an air she
‘When first your love I sought,
baby every Wednesday. By honDrifting.
that? If folks only know what you mean,
filled, so many restless little spirits to be ey, I mean
likes.
Of all the future store of woe and anguish
clothes for the baby, and comI'm sure that’s enough.”
occupied and entertained; and the day is
I, unknowing, wrought.
She is a darling Auntie to little girls—
fort
for
the
©
heart, and they are learning
Walter
Shirley,
a
friend
of
gnine,
was
a quite long enough for this affectionate but
It was Neddy who said that the other
but then everybody likes little girls; they
“ ho
forgive me? Yes, you will forgive
what the dear Saviour meant when he said,
young
man
of
fine
personal
appearance.
evening, when his sister showed him where
wearying ministry, and the hushing twilight
“me,
;
play quietly, and don’t drive folks crazy
* It is more blessed to give than to receive.”
he had spelled ocean, o-t-i-o-n, otion.
But An open countenance, a fine form, and comes none too soon.
It will be a comfort —
I know, when I am dead!
with their racket; their faces are mostly
Child's World.
pleasing
address,
secured
for
him
.
attention to have this young charge grow up and
I would have loved you—but words have scant
clean, and their clothes don’t get so abomi- Neddy was wrong. It is not enough that even from - strangers. “He had
meaning,
an
active
nably untidy as boys’ wearables are likely people are able to guess at one’s meaning. mind of more than the ordinary capacity take care of itself. Ah! there may come a
When the Dark Comes.
God love you more instead!”
day when the parent will wish, and vainly
to do. Itis the boys that try the souls of It ought to be so plain as not to leave any for understanding whatever he
chose to wish, that his children were young again ;
Then there is silence in the sunny garden,
mothers, nurses, teachers, and quiet folks doubt whatever. In N eddy’s exercise, for learn. His easy, chatty way
Alittle girl sat, at twilight, in her sick
with his as- that he could fold them from all evil in
Until, with faltering tone,
instance,
one
might
have
wondered
whethhis mother’s room, busily thinking. All day
general
ly.
It
is
the
boys
who.
are
sociates
yoted
a
made
him
a
great favorite.
She sobs, the while still clinging closer to him,
‘
er he# inean
“an. otion”- or “a notion;”
“7 “torment,”
a “nuisance,” “a ** bore.” whereas, if he had written itcorrectly, there
Our friend Walter had but one enemy. {sheltering arm?; that he” could hold their she had been full of Tun and noise, and had
“Forgive me—go—my own I”
clasped hands in his for an evening prayer,’ many
Boys, great, romping, rollicking, ' rough,
times worried her poor, tired mother.
But that was a terrible one! It was rum !
‘So human love, and faith by death unshaken,
and brood them still as fledglings in the
merry-hearted boys who come, in with a would have been no doubt all. Cgqrrect From taking a little occasionally,
“Ma,”
said the little girl, *“ what do you
to be so- early nest. When their feet
Mingle their glorious psalm,
begin to elect suppose makes me get over my mischief,
whoop, a yell, and a rush like young torpa- spelling is a great accorhplishment—so cial, he drank often and freely,
because
Albeit low, until the passionate pleading
he
great that comparatively few people ever
their own paths; when they adopt princi- and. begin
does let loose—boys * who are training to
to act good, just about this time
Is hushed in deepest calm.
attain to it. And the reason must be that, loved it.
ples for themselves, and acquire habits and everynight ? »
be
men,”
and to do battle valiantly against
i
—Laondon Spectator.
.
One
day
Walter
was
on board a yacht
like Neddy, when they were children they
choose companions, and come under other
the world, the flesh and the devil ; these are
“I do not know, dear. Can you tell
*¢ couldn't see the use of bothering over it.” which lay at anchor about one-fourth of a influences than those of the home, then he
what folks object to having around the
mile
:
why?”
from’
the shore.
He was alone, and
‘But one of these days their eyes may be
will know a mightier and more anxious
house. Now, Auntié loves dearly, heartily,
had
““
Well,
been
I
guess
engaged
‘it’s
because this is when
until
late inthe afteropened, and when they
see the use” of
care.
fiat
these same boys. Her mission is specially
the
dark
comes.
noon,
You
putting
know, I gm a little
the
beat
in
trim
for
an
excur- . The worst grief of a parent may
not be afraid of that. And
to boys, and what a lucky thing it is for knowing how.to spell, they will be sorry sion party the next
then, ma
day. As usual, he in an early
begin to
they
let
the
opportunity
slip
when
they
bereavement.
A little form think of all the naughty
them. Suppose, now, since she is not
drank freely of the spirit stored in the cud~ Aunt Cad and her “ Den.”
things
I’ve
done to
‘were
young.
A
scrap
of
paper
was
picked
taken
away leaves a great, sad vacancy in grieve you,
married, that she had taken to lecturing
and that perhaps you might die
up from the parlor carpet, and on it was a dy. When his work was done, he cast off the house and in the heart. But thefe
men
and women about their rights or
She is a model. A very jewel of an
may
little writing which was recognized as be- the line of his dory! jumped aboard and be a history of living sons and daughters before morning; and so I begin to act
Auntié to have in a house, and one that no wrongs ; or gone daft about woman's voting,
good.”
pushed
from
the
Pg
yacht.
When
g
fairly clear over which the stricken
heart of & father or
family can well afferd to do without. The or any other such famous hobby, what a ing in the delicate hand of a young lady from it he looked
“Oh!” thought 1, *“ how ‘many of us wait
about for his oars, but he mother will moan;
just
ready
to
graduate
ata
¢‘
Female
Col*“
Oh,
if
they
-girls call her * perfectly splendid.” The loss to the boys! They never could make it
had been ‘ till the dark comes,’ in the form of sickness,
had neglected to put them into his dory !
boys vote her
taken away from us in their sweet infancy
up, if they should hear all the lady-lectures lege.” Upon delivering the property. to its Stupified by rum,
jolly.”
| or sorrow, or trouble of
he
some kind, before
made
no
effort
to es- we could better
She came for a visit, long ago, when that will be delivered solong as they live; ewner she said, ‘Oh, yes! That is a little
have borne the sorrow of we ‘ begin
to act good!’ How much better
cape from His perilous situation, but lay
|
poem
1
began
to
copy.
Read
it.”
Nattie was toddling about in frocks, before for helping boys to become true men is bettheir death, than the shame of their life I”
‘| down in the hottom of the boat and ‘was
to be good while we are enjoying life's
It read like this:
- he had attained to the dignity of pants and ter and far more hopeful work than trying
The growth and maturity of children al- bright
sunshine! and
Ll]
soon
sound
asleep.
leg boots.
\
Daisy was a wee soft baby bun- to change them by scolding at them after
ways take the parent by surprise. - To him comes —as it will, in then, ‘ when the dark
One night, as old St. Peter slept,
The tide was setting out, and a light
a measure, to all—
dle, with long, dainty frilled dresses, sweep- they are men.
they seem yet as hut babes, when they are we
~~
He left the gates of heaven ajar,
shall pe ready to meet it without fear.”
breeze blew from on shore. The night
ing Auntie’s lap, as she rocked her to #leep, + Auntie didn’t care how many boys came
And through a little angle crept
already thinking and acting far themselves,
— Well Spring.
‘| came on,—a clear, moonless, starlit night.
!
And came down with a falling star.
tucking the 4nite of a head close down to see Nattie, nor how heavy their boots
and putting on a fixed type of character.
‘Walter slept on, while his dory, like a sea‘Ww
against her warm cheek. It wasn’t long were
He calls them still by the abbreviated pet.
Encouraging the Scholar.
; she never disliked the noise. They
bird, rose and fell in' the heavy waves far
before Miss Daisy learned that cosy fashion were always welcom to the den, and as it That was all and ‘there was no time for exnames of their childhood, while ethers outs |
e
away from the land,
planations,|
and
so
we
were
left
to
wonder
by heart, and would not go to sleep any was the only place in the house, where the
side salute them. by their surnames, or pre- * You did me ever so much good,” said
what it was that crept through the angle ' Having slept away his stupor, Walter fix some title of
other way. Then Nattie found out that no welcome could be truly
courtesy. They are young one of my scholars, a few days since.
felt, she had visit- made by the half-shut gate which St. Peter awoke just after midnight. He apprehendone could ‘tell tories” like Auntie, and ors plenty—a dozen a day, more
“How ?P " I'asked.
or less.
ed at once his situation for ** he had come to ofmenlife,and yoang women with settled habits
when Mamma, and Nurse, and Grandma, She was a prime favorite with them ; it was ‘had so carelessly left ajar. It was not un- himseif.
before he knows it, or dreams it.
“Oh!
a-word you said to one of my
Even with the most assiduous early train- friends about me. It did me everso much
and Cook were all too busy and couldn't not strange that they called her gay,” and til several days after that we found it was that he ” They were very sober thoughts
had
while
watchin
no angle at all, but a little angel instead.
g for the day, ing, the first indepe
stop, Auntie always wanted him, -#nd was “Jolly,” and used even
ndent development of good.”
stronger, if not Perhaps a little less German, and French, which seemed long in coming! When it
always ready to help him sail his boat, or more elegant language. Ong
‘“ What was it? I have forgotten.”
little fellow, and . chemistry, and astronomy, and a little did come it brought little relief. The out- character is very likely to be in a wrong direction. A friend of mine built a cdttage
make a ball, or to take him on her lap and coming from her den with his"mouth
‘“ You said I had good lessons;
and was a
fal of more English, ‘would have been quite as lines gf the shore were but dimly seen along
in the country, and laid.out a lawn in front reomfort to you in the class. «ft encouraged
a
play * cat's-cradle.”
|
caramels and his pocket stuffed with cook- well for the young lady graduate. Some the horizon, and were growing
every
moof it, and sowed it with the seed of English me, I can tell you. Ihid tried to get my
Very soon the children couldn't do with- ies was hefird to say, rather incoherently—
children are natural spellers:
It is no ment more shadowy. He strained his eyes lawn grass,
The first growth was a crop lessons before, but I tried harder after that
out herat all, and her visit never ended; * She's a bully Auntie! I wish I had a doz- trouble for them to master the long, dull in vainto catéh a view of
an approaching of rank and idle weeds.
and so Aunt Cad came
‘What does this if only to please you. ‘I've cared more for
to be a fixture in the en just like her.” Nor is it, ‘only for the columns, and they can keep at the head of sail. Helpless, hungry, and
full
fear, mean?” he said to the gardener: ¢
house. Now that Nattie and Daisy have loaves and fishes these boys love her, N oy their ¢lass "with very little effort. Some Walterfelt how terrible it was to beof adrift
where Sunday school ever since.”
;
did you get that seed? it proves worthless.”
Ah! I thought as my scholar left me, if a
counted their dozen years each, and more | for they have found the tender, motherly are natural misspellers, and it requires on the ocean !
ad
“Not at all, sir,” was the reply.
little ones have come,it is just the same. corner of Aunt Cad’s heart—nota few of much labor and patience to remember the
The’ word thus ungonseiotsly dropped ls done
The hours wore slowly away; the land seedof the weeds was
in the soil. They so much good, how many wordiof éncourthem
have felt her soft touch, binding up a different and perplexing ways there are of
No one can cut paper furniture,dress
a doll,
had|wholly disappeared; clouds ovetshad. germin

Che Family Circle.

‘make marble bags or molasses candy, half | whittled finger or a bumped

head, and they

putting letters

ate quick and grow fast,

together to make words.

owed the sky,and the wind began to toss the
‘80 wellas Auntie, to say nothing
of th end- know how tender and heflling it always Still it can be done, with patience and prac- sea fn wild
commotion. Walter
his
less 'rents, holes, spots and daubs that she is. | Ena
tice—or, at least, any one can learn how his heart to God in an earnest, sincerelifted
.
i
!
hi
prayer,
‘makes as good as new, and don’t look awful
The tool-box is kept, for Nattie's con- 'to spell all the moré common words, and burying his face in his hands:
and burst.

it was so. ‘We need not be too much overwhelmed with surprise and grief if the

BL

4

—

, ;

Buf the

grass seed is there also, and it will come up
and crowd out the noxious growth.” And

le
\

’

®

a

agement I might intentionally give! Iwill
try never to forget the value and effect of
merited commendation.
. AndI, too, was encouraged. —ZFarnest
Worker.
I

9

MORNING STAR,

THE

Japanese Shoes.

spect in which they are not akin to the naroN

M

—

Exclusive tea-drinking means for women
a sallow. complexion, premature. wrinkles

The

under dulled

Guest-Chamber.

you,

ping,

without

accomplished

room

for

that

purpose.

All

appro-

chambers

lace, should be the best ventilated, the
The mothargest, and most convenient.

er'’s chamber and the: nursery ( if there
must be two apartments, they should be
separated only by a door, that the mother’s
care may be near at hand) ought to be
chosen with reference to the health and
~enjoyment of those~who are expected to"

occupy

a

If President

be sure,

must be

given all the time and attention that family

cares will allow; but to the permanent inmates the house

is

resting-place

a

with

{rom

ventilation, and

he

tarried

work.

in the capital of his native

Under

the blazing

re-

also, were

not

wanting,

with

plates,

occasions,

ifthey are not too frequent, it is quite
amusing, and conducive to much sport
and cheerfulness, to meet in family council
and discuss the ways and means that may
be employed to stretch ‘the house, so that
twenty people can be comfortably lodged
in a space where usually eight or ten have
only sufficient room.
This, for, a short
time, is no hardship; it is like a picnic;

the pedes-

proceeded to make

her waffles

connected with the family.

For

.

bits of broken or defaced

china,

mismated

- cups and saucers, of every variety of color,
and the foad, carelessly prepared, and of
the poorest and cheapest quality, showing the same unwise disregard of family
comfort. ‘But let-a visitor appear, and the

azzli
table-is“dwith
silver ng

down hill for about

two

hundred

miles, to

by her

Wamen

and

of

[=n
: We extract what follows from an article

in the New York Evening

the

spectators

eredat the sides; the smirking ushers;

e organ piping capriciously on high, to
while away’ the minutes of suspense; the
bridal procession, with its ribbon, bustle

Mail, by * How-

ard Glynden” (Miss Laura C. Redden).:

and its passing

~The chief resource of women under all
mundane emergencies seems to be a cup of
hot tea.. In this mild form of dissipation
they one and all persist, witha unanimity
perfectly wonderful to think of, when one
remembers that there is hardly another thing
uncer the sun upon which they do agree.
There seems” to be no circumstance which
they can not mold into an argument in fa
vor of a cup of tea. If they
must have it to warm them.

giggling curiosity ‘among

go

fragrance of heliotrope and
the bustle of leawe-laking

rimony,

employ

In short, they must

that too little attention is bestow-

.

CGuAlitics 0. ten ape fistitions in every res

obituary.

any single

the

earliest

wouldit: not answer the

|
|

,

the

land

gateway

of the

Saviour.

unseen,

immediately commenced
praying and laboring
for his companion, believing God was able to
convert even a Cutholic.
At, first his efforts

Common

died

if

East

‘

GEORGE

Methodist

May they feel that their

his

departure.

OM.
Lizzie, only child of George F. and Abbie M.
Nelson, died of consumption April 80, aged

9.months and 2 days. My beautiful babe, gone
to be with Jesus. ‘ Suffer little children to
come unto me, for of such is, the Kingdom of
Heaven.”
Com.

CLYDE C., son of C. L, and F. C. Turner, died
at Waterbury, Vt., Feb. 24, aged 3 years and 6
months.
This was a very promising child, and
Bro. and Sister Turner, as well as the grand
parents, feel deeply afflicted in being
called to
part with it at this interesting age.
In the hopes
and precious promises of the gospel of Christ
they find support.
Ea
Com.

Academies,

LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday,
April 15, 1872.
omplete-courses of study for both sexes.
North

G. H. RICKER,
15, 1872.

Scituate, R. I,, March

NEW

HAMPTON

The SUMMER

Prin.

INSTILUTLION.

TERM

begins

continues ten weeks

A.B. MESERVEY,

April

22,1872, and

EEE

the more rigidly to the dogmas of her faith, In
‘short time, however, she bégan to be concerned
t her soul. A deep sense of guilt settled
upon her heart, and she began to search through

il whole tenets of Romanism for relief, visiting
“many times the Lady Superior of the convent at
Lowell for that purpose.
At length, feeling she
must do something, and getting no relief from
The follies of youth ‘become the vices the souree from which she expected it, she told
manhood and the disgrace of old age.
hr husband if he would get her a Catholic Bible,
she would do just what-&gitgdoldher todo. - Bro.

Tq be at once in any great’
ed and praised is truly rare.

egree lov-|

Whoever wishes the welfare of othoyg, has Stevens gladly procured the Bible and she bean
already advanced towar 1s securing his own. | ity study, after living twentysfour. years in: total
.

Yo

‘

B. FILES,

SIMONS,

B

Bb. D.,

LLD,

RLINGAME,

VER, N. H.

UNEXCELLED

Messiah. oesnenss

!!

half a term,

$2.00 per week.

5 |

1.00 | Womanfof

[75|

Concone’s Massin F'
Farmer’s Mass in B

;

except ort

Al eupservrrness

a5]

flatieciasainsnses Po

75]

Fueeveerenaen oan

1.00 | Southard’s Mass in

Monti’s Mass....

Mozhrt’s
1st Mass..,
Mozart’s 12th Mass.
Mozart’s 15th (Re-

sa

Board, in clubs, $2.00 or less, per week; in private
families $3.00. Rooms for self-boarding, can bg had
at reasonable rates.
>
Send for Circular,
Wu. REED, Sec.
Ridgeville, Ind., Feb. 7, 1872.
© 89

Single and by the dozen; also

do

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughboth teach-

found

languages,

also

in

Grammar,

Arithmetic,

Ancien Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation,

composition,

scanning, &c.

Greek and

The location -of the

the College and Theological

agesof association with
and culture.

Latin poetry,

school so nei

School, affords

students

advant-

of a higher

rank

|

LYNDON

i

LITERARY

INSTITUTION,

LYNDON CENTER, VT.
Faculty

,

1.92
.16

11.52
1.26

1.96

12.52

single,
.85
dozen, 8.18
single, 1.60
dozen, 15.36 ©
single, 1.20

2.40
08

12.00
.38

60
04

8.48
29

Thoughts

upon

’

do

dozen,

Thought,

2.40

single,

36

25

2.76

04

29

do

dozen,

2.10

56

2.66

TheBook of Worship,

single,

1.00

20

1.20

do
dozen,
StoryofJesus,(
Ques. Book) single,
A
do
dozen,

9.60
.15
1.44

2.16
04
28

11.76
19
1.72

WonderfulWorks of Jesus,single,
do
do
dozen,

.15
1.44

04
28

19
LT

doVol.1 TheGospels,
single,
Vol. 2 The Acts, Romans,

260

21

2.24

do

Book) single,

dozen,
single,
dozen,

Choralist,

Calendar :

13.92
29
2.88
17
1.72
1.20

9.60
.30

+
do
Conimunionidt,
0
i

Mrs. J. C. Hopkins, Music, Drawing and Painting.
Miss Ellen A, Perkins, Penmanship.

240
04
48
O02
28
20

dozen,
single,

the Year, (Ques.

Rhetoric.

93
9.14
1.88
18.62
1.40

dozen, 2.88
single, 25

de

_. & Corinthians,
do
Lessons for every Sunday in

Miss Sarah E. Mason, French.

08
6
28
8.26
'.20

do

Butler’s Commentary,

:

J.C. Hopkins, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek,
A. 8. Denisén, P.H. D., Natural Science.
Miss Mary C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics
and

9.60
1.10

10.56

do
Treatise,

do-

A. M. JONES, Sec.

Lewiston, July 2, 1871.

dozen,

do
0
Church Mémber’s Book,
0

The public lectures of these institutions '

are invaluable. =

do

do
*
dozen, 11.52
Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
.25
_ dev...
do
do
dozen,
2.40
do
do PaperCov.single,
.15
do
do
do
dozen, 1.44
Life of Marks,
single,1.00

in

The

drilled in the Latin and Greek

English

do

do
32mo.
do
do
Butler’s Theology,
do
do,
»
History,

a

students are Seman

Books.
on the same

Price. Postage, Total.
16
: K 16
1.00

L.G.JORDAN, A. B., Prmncipal,with three Assist-

ordinarily

receipt of price.

Postage

Psalmody,18mo.in
Sheep, single,
do
do
dozen,
do Emboss’d Morocco,single,

Monday, June 24.
Tuition $25.00 a year.

is not

Sent, post-paid on

Prices of Freewill Baptist

schools where so many kinds of work are done.

EACH.

Oliver Ditson & Co., | C. HL. Ditson & Co.,
BOSTON.
711 BROADWAY, N. Y.

LVTIN SCHOOL.

pupils, which

$1.00

Faust, Fidelo, Martha, Traviata, Sonnambula,

*4* The above cangbe had of any Music Dealers, or

closes Friday, March 22.
°
SUMMER TERM begins Monday, Apfil 1, and closes

ers and

438

Full Vocal Score.

RECITATIVES,

the Publishers.

SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and

ness in doing their work is secured from

38

.0|Sjouthard’s Short
6,|
Massin D.vvsessr

Don Giovannni, Marriage of Figarc, Norma, Ernani Preciosa, Trovatore, Fra Diavolo, Lucretia Borgia, Lucia.
:

$11.00.

ants.

J5

.75 | Niedermayer’s Mass

Masses, ea........

INCLUDING

;

.T5

75
MDuiirieraiinns
125
(75 | Rossini’s
Messe Sol.
45|_
ennelle....... seeee 1.60
Weber’s Mass in G50
Weber’s Mass in B

‘Haydn’s 16th Mass.

Secretary.

B0

Masses..... ea

60 | Mercadante’s Mass
3 v0iCeB....0onvens

Gounod’s Mass Solennelle.....cii:00:.
Haydn’s 3d Mass...
Haydn’s 1st, 2nd, 3d,
4th, 7th and 8th
De

9th

Complete Operas,

NICHOLS

.75

1.00

quiem) Mass. ....
0 | Mozart’s 2nd, 7th and

Bordese’s Massin FF

,

of instrument,

38

Samaria

Beautiful Octavo Edition of Masses.
Beethoven’s Massin
EP
‘vs

RIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
SPRING TERM will begin March 12, and continue}12
weeks. Tuition, $6.00; Incidentals, $1.00; Penmanship, $1.50 for twenty lessons; Instrumental Music,
use

(95th Ps.)..... vere

1.00 | Ninety-eighth Psalm

Dep’t,

_Send for Catalogue to the Principal.

with

.75

38

Stabat Mater........
45 | Hear my Prayer....
.38
Oratorio Choruses separate, 6 cts. ea., 60 cts. per doz,

families at reasonable
"

C. A. FARWELL,

is Night....

Athalia ......

Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s

-

alpen

0 | As the
Heart Pants
JO
(12d P8.).....00s-.
.75 [Come let us Sing

St. Paul..

are formed.

Toone and board in private
rates.

50

.

Elijah....

do

do ( do de

.20

04

2.00
.08
.77

single,

'

.75

24

44
.02
20

By |

dozen,

720

1.44

single,

.75

20

:

2.44
.10
97
I

8.64

Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.

Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May %.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
Tuition, from $4.00 to $6.00 per term.
Music and Penmanship extra.
EXpeNSES.—Board, including room

Mioites

,
French,

<=

:
and

confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough
and liberal education.
yt

Institution

building ig_a fine brick

There

is no

discount

on the

Question

95

Minutes by

i,

Book,

BY
MARY LATHAM

’

The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete
course of study; and no pains will be spared by the
Trustees to make the school eminent y worthy the
The new

of General Con.

New

washing,

In club or

CLARK,

Is now complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have

and

gramte structure, ot beautifu} architétture, affording

ample accommodations; and is located on an eminence overlooping the villages of Lyndon Center and
Lyndonviliesind some of the finest landscape scenery of the valley of the Passumpeic.
I. W. SANBORN®
’
Treas.and Sec,
51
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.
Yu

just completed “The Story of Jesus.”

This book received the prize offered
not long since by the Printing Estab-

-

ishment, and is recommended to pastors; superintendents and teachers as

COLLEGE.

FACULTY:

H. M. Willward.
Miss E. IJ. Gordon.
EXPENSES. Board, including room and washing
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week. In Well sogulated clubs,

Rev. DANIEL M. GRAHAM; D. D., President.
“
RANSOM DUNN,'A, M.; Prof. Bib. Theology.
%
SPENCER J.FOWLER, A. M.; Prof. Mathe-

being in every way worthy of their
patronage. Orders may be sent’at any

of which there are several in successful
the expense varies from $1.70 to £2.25.

GEORGE

time and they will be filled immediate-

sirous of boarding themselves

opportunity.

will find

operation,
Students de-

convenient

Students will proyide their own sheets,

pillow-chses and towels...
| so nmron. ftom: $5.00 to $6.50
years ago the Trustees introduced
partment,

which

has

been

2dihission

of students at the

very

per term.
Several
a Commercial Desuccessful.

It

is

now proposedfo add a Scientific
and Agricultural
Course, of two
years each, which opened for the
commencement

of the

Sec,

‘matics and Nat. Philosophy.

HIRAM

further information

JENNIE de la

:

THOMAS

TUTTLE; M, D, Pres.
[

A. M., Prof. Nat.

DUNN, A. M., Prof. of

Ancient’

;

Science.

Rhetoric

Lan-

ly.

and

'

More New Books
Yor the Sabbath School.

;

FSS, Sey.

“

1.50.

NEW. BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

L

The Ji Rages Sdn,
Happy Summer,
Hester's

3

+ Building Stones,
. Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,

Tuesof C.

Alice Benson’s Trials,

The Quiet Hour.

Dr. Lincoln,

oe

Chitd Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; op, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,

Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

.

$1 80
125

— Sue Year of my Life,

Tuition-and board as usual.
i
Rooms can be had for those who wish to board
themselves.
GEO. C. PEAVEY, President.
_.

WARREN

$1.25

Lute Falcoger

MCCLEAN, a graduate of Yale College.

\ugust

(extra)

Price.

L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. ¢ Treas.

Strafford Contoy,

Postage,

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,

The Fall Term of 10 weeks will commence
day, August 20, .under
the
instruction.
“

Price 15 cents;

4 cents.

MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French, =

AUSTIN ACADEMY,
"Center Strafford, N, H.

The Trustees take this SRuorimjty of publicly acknowiedgingthe recent Gift of a Library and « hemi-

E. 8S. TASKERs Sec.
.
! Nortitwooil, N, 11, Fb. 19, 11872,

3

Prof.

CALENDAR, 1872.
March 20+8pring Term begins.
June 20—Commencement, .
September 4—Fall Fetin begins.
December 4—Winter
Term
begins.
For College Catalogue apply to.

or Cir.

cal ADpAtIye
= ounting in’ 211 to about $500,—
from the Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham, N. H.

M.,

Belles Lettres.

All the usual faotlities offered” to thogg pursuing
studies in any branch of an Academie Education.
For

A.

H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., PrinsLadies’ Department.
ALEX. C. RIDEOUT, Prin, Com. Department.
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
GEO. B. GARDNER, Instructor ‘in “Drawing and
Fainting,
:
MELVILLE
W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
and VoeallMusio.
:

thirteen weeks under the continued charge of ALBY RT SAVAGE, A. B.
Ww
culars addresse Principal.

COLLIER,

F. WAYLAND

"NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.

Charges moderate

MCMILLAN,

uages.

125

125
200

J75

50
100
100
100
100

100

LB, BURLING
AME, Dover, N. HL,

17, 1871,

:/

v

THOMPSON,

LR

Israel in Egypt.
Judas Maccaba
Samson.

account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to

+

[4

IN GEOLOGY:

Edition of Oratorios and
Cantatas.
Creation.....oevesss $ 50 Hymn
of Praise.....
.50

Teacher of Music.

HILLSDALE

bi: Moore,

P.

CHEAP!

Associate.

- gy
i
No deduction for less thon

T. A. R. Dow,

Miss L.

R. I,
. 6m34

* STANDARD MUSICAL WORKS.

D. M, WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keep

Miss Alice I. Libby,

'

PROV,

OLIVER DITSON & CO.’S

A. B., Preceptor.

J. F, STEERE,

A. M., Principal,
Riss

y Josepn

!

Mr.
His

INSTITUTE

self-boarding, at lower rates.

&ec.

and

ne vol., 12mo. Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
Post, on receips of price 24
;

reasonable

from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families.

.

guity.

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint.
ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.

he bore with

loss .is his Sternal gain.

st.,,

AN : IN GENESIS AND

M. E. SWEAT, Sec.

CENTRAL

Miss L. MARIA

Episeopal

Christian fortitude. His last sickness was brief
and at times painful, yet he murmured not, but
patiently endured it. His last hours were.those
of great triumph in the Saviour.
He leaves a

wife and five children to mourn

on

MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Associate.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B,, Prin. of Normal

church,
He endeared himself to his brethren
and sisters by his faithful attendance upon the
means of grace, and his cheerful and upright
Christian. walk. He had been a great sufferer

for years with rheumatism, which

Rooms

Warren

or, the Biblical account of Maw’s Creationtested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti.

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.

§. and

con-

the

PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY,
11

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Acafdemical and Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms, 10
weeks.
.
.
Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
Summer Term commences April 25, 1873, |

a kind

residence to another section. of the state, he

with

TRY IT,

Beautiful Octavo

Mg.

his

himself

Limbocker.

week.

7

Cheapest

The Best,

PITTSFIELD, ME.

Removing

nected

Bro.

CURVED CLAMP

$5.00

.

MAINE

JOHN 8, FIrreLD died’ in Tompkins, Jackson
Co., Mich., Feb, 23, aged 66 years.
Bro. F. was
born in Salisbury, Merrimac Co., New Hampshire. He was converted over thirty years ago,
and joined the Free Baptist church, under the

of

Durable

Easiest Working

N. Parsonsfield, Jan. 15, 1872.

Bro. JOHN Moopy died irr Baldwin, Me.,
March 4, 1871, of heart disease. Brother Moody
was a member of the Freewill Baptist church
forty-six years. In his Christian life he always
maintained the faith and spirit of the gospel.
Death to him was no terror, buta summons to
the mansions in the skies. His memory
as a
Christian and faithful father, will ever be held
sacred by the surviving relatives.
Com.

|,

at

$4.00

Languages
Music
Board, $3.00 ‘per

the county.

Mary L. Moulton, died Jan, 18,0f canker rash an
congestion of the brain.
ABNER MOULTON.

pastorate

Rolls}

Most

experience in the school-room warrants us in saying
that teachers will find this school second to none mn

Charleston,

of William

Moulton

Board of Trustees.

erms.
Our specialty is qualification of teachers.
Mabrey will give his whole time to the school.

Dec. 9, of consumption,
§gtd 28 years and 4
months.
He died in the triumph of faith, leaving
to mourn a wife, father and mother, one brother
and 6 sisters.

CHETTE W., eldest son

1871.

-

Higher English

companion, loving mother and a good neighbor;
her sickness was short, her dehth sudden.
It
was a sorrow to her ckildren, and iw while they
weep, it is a comfort to them and
all to know
that she died happy in Christ.
Her last. words
were of Jesus.
CoM.

IRA A. .MouLTON

WRINGER,

PERFECTED

The

English

Com.

was

RELIANCE

NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
The Spring Term will commence on Tuesday, Feb.
20, and continue eleven weeks.
M. K. MABREY, Principal,
Terms : Prithary
. $3.00

of body, it

She

will pay $1,000 for any machine that “will sew a

n stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam
=| than ours. It makes the “Elastic Lock Stitch.”
Every second stitch can be cut, aad still the
cloth can not be pulled apart without
it.
We pay Agents
from $75 to $250 per month and
expenses, or a commission from which twice
that amount can he made. Address SECOMB & CO.,
Boston, Mass.; Pittsburg, Pa.; Chicago, 1l., St Louis, Mo.
i
13w9

SEMINARY,

Per order,
M. E.SHEPARD, Pres.

not have, to triHeaven,’—‘ Love
last words of our
them up in our

grave.

in a most superior manner. Price only $15. Fully licensed and warranted for five years. We

1

i

Spiral Uogs,

be obtained in private families

PIKE

|-

E. K

SMent

to

Holds Firmest;

D.M.L.R

fore his death he sought and found

female,

$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
wishing to board themselves.
ay
JOHN H, SHAPLEIGH, Sec. .

“The SPRING TERM of this Institution will comsame, ‘or a better, only seemed to result in causing ‘her to adhere ihence on WEDNESDAY, March 6, 1872, and’ continue

purpose,'to go for a closer ubion in Ta )
riage P— Christian Union.
Li PRETTY

of

.

As he neared the

A. P. Shattuck,

took her child, without the knowledge or consent
of her husband, to the priest and had it sprinkled
in the Romish faith,
believing if it should die

male and

the GENUINE
IMPROVED COMMON introduce
SENSE FAMILY SEWThis machine will stitch,hem,
B fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider
ING MACHINE.

to teach Thorough

Music.

¥

| 8 $75 to $250 per month, we

BOARD:
Good board may

ALPHONZO
WILLARD, son of Leonard and
Almira Hall, died m Boston Highlands, Mass.,
Nov. 2, 1870, of consumption, aged 19
years.
Funeral from the residence of James V.
Clark,
Strafford, N. H., Nov. 5th. From a child’he was
gentle, tenderly conscientious, fond of home, and
full of domestic affection. Some few weeks be-

W. E. C. Rich,
A. Bi"

———

qualified

instruction.

J. N. Rand, A. M.;"

areinadmissible.

CATHARINE, wife of Rev. T. A. Stevens, died.
in Waterbury, Vt., Feb. 25, of fineumonia, aged
38 years. Sister Stevens was a convert from
Romanism.
She was married in 18565, and . for
three years, with her husband, a peared to take
little or no interest in religious t ings, But the
sequel proved she had not forgotten her trainin,
in the
Romish church,
for soon after the birth. of.

.

L]

Verses

to

Massachusetts,

choir near the eternal throne.

without this it would be lost. After about three
erm.
&
ears her husband was brought into the fold of | Send for catalbgue to the Principalor to
:
E.C. LEWIS,
riét and united with the K', Baptist church in
moments of reflection’
New Hampton, N. H., Maxch 15; 1872.
Lowell, wherd they were living at the time, and

in as earnest endeavors:to get out again?
There is a loud demand just now, in certain quarters,
for a larger freedom of divorce ;

have it anyhow, at all times, under all cir
cumstances,-aud:in

to irritate and bring into play.
For, say
what you will, I maintain that (hi? soo
hing

single square can well be afforded

For further particulars, addressthe Principal.

- 6.00

less she passed over the river to join the blissful

husband to the

do

equal to fen cents a line,to insure an insertion
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a

ceremony,

count; and if well, they clamér for it bes ed upon the contract itself in the hour of
like it. If alone, they takeit its making P Is it any wonder that mice,
which rush into a trap so eagerly, should
for want of company. If together, because

, As to tea, if one must take a little medicine every day, perhaps it had better come
in the shape ‘of‘a cup of that, if you can’
‘tolerate such “sloppy stuff,” But two or
three
; cups. at every sitting, and. three or
;
- four sittings a day at that ! Tt seems to me
perfectly ‘monstrous, especially when one
‘takes into consideration how largely women
are made up of nerves, which tea only hel ps

who

swift

cause they

all places,

Star,

ly bound to each other. And then came
the practical reflection: Is it not the. fault|
of our-time and country,in respectto mat- her first child, by whose side she now sleeps, she

they are sick, they must have it on
that ac-

it is *“ so sociable.”

uaries published in the Morning

.

vento those desiring to take a thorough
Vibe

course (i

College.

MRS. ABIGAIL, widow of the late Eben Clarke,

wishing obit-

new clothes; the forthcoming, minister, the

pie forth upon the mission of life, irrevoca-

‘must have it to cool them, If nervous, it is
supposed to soothe them. If dull, it must
be taken to¢ raise their spirits.” If sad,
they prefer it to any other consoler. 1f

Persons

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

and departure,—are all as familia® to our
least-privileged subscriber as to us. The
thought which the whole pageant left hehind in the editorial heart was, how swiftly
it all passed,and how little anybody seemed
to realize’ what was in it; how
the happipiness or misery of two immortal lives
were decided in the score of words that
sent those two young semi-conscious peo-

are cold, the
If warm, the

‘PARTICULAR NOTICE!

-

obtained for self-board-

Classes in Vocal Music, Penmanship and Wax
"Work formed, if desired.
Special attention given to those preparing for

died in Strafford, N. H., Dec. 14, 1870, aged 82
years, 8 months,
Some forty years ago, she became converted under the labors of Rev. E.
Place, was baptized and united with the F. B.
church at Cenfgr Strafford.
Nearly thirty-two
years ago, she”
Was called to follow her Christian

Obituaries... [|

|.

-

THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will
commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent

Montville,

exertions, and

ii.

Bass, Secular or Sacred

SARAH, widow of the late Phineas Fogg, died
in Searsmont, Me., Feb. 21, aged 60 years.
She
lived and died a quiet, patient, Christian woman,
a worthy member of the F. B. church in So.

J

Tea.

from

EUNICE SPRING died in Montville, Me., Feb.
16, aged 95 years. For the past sixty years,
she was unfaltering in her practical piety, and
her clear testimony for Jesus. With the vellearned laurels of a “ Mother in Israel,” gathered
about her, she has gone to her home in heaven.

and—cut-glass," the point at which the bottom is now cover- transforming the briars and thorns, of life
and loaded with dainties over which
the ed by seventeen hundred fathoms of sea into roses of a Paradise by the magic of her
utmost skill in cooking has been expended. water. Then would come the central plaif touch? There are those who are thus hapThis is all wrong, Home should be first; more than one thousand miles wide, the py, because they can not help it,—no miscompany . of seeondary importance. © Let inequalities of the surface of which would fortunes dampen their sweet smiles, ‘and
your family always have the best you can be hardly perceptible, though the depth of they diffuse a cheerful -glow around them,
reasonably afford; then cordially welcome the water upon it varies from ten thousand as they pursue the even tenor of their way.
your friends to share the goed and pleas- to fifteen thousand feet; and there are They, ave the secret of contentment, whose
ant things with- you.
philosopher's stone ; for
It is not easy to places in which Mont Blanc might be sunk value is above the
teach children to. love home, and prefer without showing its peak above water. without seeking the eh exchange of gold,
its society to all others, if they see that all Beyond this, the ascent on the American which may buy some sorts of- pleasure,
side commences, and gradually leads for they convert everything they touch into joy.
the good, and
pleasant,
and
beautiful
things you
possess are only to be used about three hundred miles, to the New- What their condition is makes no difference.
when you
have visitors. “You have no foundland shore.”
They may be rich or poor, high or low,
right to hope that your children will have
admired or forsaken by the fickle world;
good manners or be’ refined if they see
but the sparkling fountain of happiness
Festive Weddings.
only the coarsest of everything when aldne
bubbles up in their hearts, and makes them
with you, and are called
radiantly beautiful, Though they live in
upen, with company, to put on company manners,
It was our fortune, the other day, as it has a log cabin, they make it shine with a lusLove
of home,
refinement and good manners
been often before, to be present at a fash- ter that kings and Queens may covet, and
ae blessings that will rust out and be ionable wedding, in a church.
We need they make wealth a fountain of blessings
destroyed, if not brightened by constant’ not draw the picture for the reader. The to the children of poverty.
daily use.— Christian Union.
air of quiet festivity among the decorous
guests within the privileged precinct, and
of

| attention

Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large experience

Feb. 26,

in prayer to Him who is able to save.

| ———

world

week, or rooms |

at $8.50

oR plots Somers8 oeof 8 siudy oF r Dotl se X08, ‘Special

Penmanship, (12 lessons)
«
+
1.50
Instrumental Music (20 lessons)
- 8.00
%
“ (10 lessons) _5'00
Use of Instrument,=.
+
00
An excellent opportunity will be
given
those desiring
a complete course of music, either upon the

Aug. 3, 1871, aged 43 ‘years, 5 months.
He had
been engaged in business, until aboutjfour weeks
before his death, in Boston, when he was prostrated by bronchial consumption.
Medical skill
failing to arrest it, as a last resort he went to the
country, but without avail.- He did not live a
Christian life, but his last moments were spent

View of Mormon Women.

-

Sy

Board may be obtained in private families

! Miss K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draws
ng.
TUITION:
Primary Course,
=
«
=.
. $400
Common English,
TT
4.50
Higher. English,
-.
.
=.
=.
.
5.00
Languages,

wd;

SUMMER TEKM opens April 80, 1872,

TUESDAY, Feb, 6th, under the instruction of

prayers

hearts as a sacred treasure.
J. KITRIDGE CLARK, died in , Strafford, N. H.,

and knots of good and precious stones, when
they are not wanted in actual warfare.

little

WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence

Her long and distressing

though suffering excruciating pains

the character and armor of a giant, by studs

fit her

and

Faculty:

rs. hy E.C.
BA. CG. ra
Erni
Mis
Sm
. A. Stockwell
Stock
Lizzié Maxfield, L. H. Butierield, wel Miei

r fifty graduates an-

nually.
:
The Boarding Hal] has been
tted and furnished, and placed under the care o he pritjcial.
Terms moderate, Send for
4
ni
A
a
J. 8. GARDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, N.' Y., Feb. 1, 1872.

in his

WATERBURY CENTER, VT.

&

|

Calendar:
SPRING TERM; opens Feb. 18, 1872.

illness was endured without a murmur,and fear-

was given him, what many do
umph in spirit. ‘¢ Meet me in
Jesus ;”—these are some of the
dying Phonny.
Let us store

in Newfoundland. And, except upon one
A Happy Woman.
sharp incline, about 200 miles from Valennt
tia; I am not quite sure that it would ever
be necessary to put the skid on, so gentle
What spectacle more pleasing does the
are the ascents and descents upon that long earth afford than a happy woman contentroute. - From Valeutia the road would lie ed in her sphere, ready at alltimes to bene-

wih odd

exhortations

ment to the church.

on the west coast of Ireland, to Trinity Bay

every-day

labors,

teaching and for business.

pastor’s wife,

Naowmr, wife of Tayler Corbin, died

Mr Talmange does not seem to have been
terity, quickness and perfection which some
other Virginia cooks might have equaled, carried away with admiration ef the ladies
but none could ever hepe to surpass, The
he saw at Salt Lake City.
In the Indewere served ‘ hot and hot,” with superl
pendent
he.
thus
discusses
their
personal
and every child, from its earliest years,
butter and other appropriate accompanishould be taught there is a pleasure in giv- ments, and enjoyed intensely by all present, appearance :
ing up rights, whims, and fancies, ¢onnectbut by none more than: Mr. Monroe. The
Nothing impressed us more in Salt Lake
ed with their own special apartments, for lady of the house confessed that the prothe accommodation of others,
The lesson ceeding was rather odd. But,” said she, City than the homeliness of the women. It
is very easily taught, when they see that 1 knew Mr. Monroe,—poor man !—hadn’t may be ungallant to mention it; but, as
every one that goes there thinks it, here
this is only a temporary thing; knowin
had any - waffles fit to eat since he left Virthis, when the pressure abates, they will ginia, and I was determined he should have goes the statement of the fact. Now,homeliness of feature is not always a disadvanreturn to their rooms better prepared to some.
And what-account are waffles if they
estimite and appreciate the care and affec- are not hot? and what's the use of eating tage. There is-a handsome ugliness and a
tiofi which has so pleasantly consulted their if you can't sit down and eat comfortably pious homeliness; but with these Mormon
women it is ‘a Vicious and outrageous untaste and comfort in arranging the apart- like a Christian ?”
comeliness, indicative of moral disfigurement which is set apart for them,
ment.
The Tabernacle was alive with
It is painful to glance into rooms in daily
them. They made us shudder.
It is asuse, and see no indication that a moment's
The Bottom of the Atlantic.
.sault and battery to have them look at you.
thought has ever béen bestowed upon their
i
——
What Brigham or any other man would
adornment, or to fill them with objects that,
The soundings which were made between b want of seventeen such looking creatures I
to the children’s eyes, will unite grace and
beauty with usefulness for the family’s Ireland and Newfoundland before laying can not imagine. One of them, I should
Such -disevery-day use.
* Oh, this will answer ! the Atlantic cable have made the bottom of think, would be a great horror.
It's good enough just for our own family.” the Atlantic almost as well known as the location of noses, and displacement of
It is cover- mouths, and ruin of eyebrows are not
But look into the guedt’s chamber,
for surface of Europe or America.
which enough has been expended to com- ed with a fine mud, the remains .of micro- gathered together in any other place on this
There must be a good many
pel pinching in all that belongs to home scepic insects, which will one day doubtless planet.
Of the inequalities of witches among them. We would not have
and family comforts, and all for the osten- harden into chalk.
been much surprised to see them riding
tatious display of "hospitality!
When you this ocean bottom, Prof. Huxley says:
“ Itis a prodigious plain, one of the home on a broomstick.
The only excuse
see such incongruities ‘and contrasts between the furnishing of the family apart- | widest and most even plains in the world: we can see for polygamy is that it would
off, you might take at least fifty such women to make one
ments and the ** spare room,” you will find If the séa were drained
the same rule runs through
everything drive a wagon all the way from Valentia, wife.

,- use the commonest kind of delf,

Her

1871, of consumption, aged 69 years. Sister Corbin embraced a good hope in
Christ some fortytwo years since, and was, with her first husband,
Collins Whipple, baptized by Elder David Marks,
and united with the Free Baptist church in Byron, N. Y. Her quiet and harmless life endeared
her to her relatives, and rendered her an orna-

and steel of their characters are hidden,like

with a dex-

Her

VIRGINIA.

The summer term of this institution, will open
March 35. Six complete courses of study for both
sexes, in which students are Brepared for college, for

equal to his day.
M. ATWOOD.
GEORGE
P., son of William and Jerusha Foss,
died in Lower Gilmanton, March 13, aged 4
years, 4 months.
4
.G.
M.

like the
gold, is wrought into finer workmanship by the fingers of women than it
ever could be by those of men. The iron

wood fire was. burning, and then and there

ered

Protestants.

Co., WEST

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.

her

faithful wife in the ministry; and three sons
miss her love and care. May the Lord sustain
our brother in his affliction and give him grace

ties are rubbed off, their better natures polished and brightened, and their richness,

straight up to the fire-place, in which a fine

and

TAYLOR

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President,

has called her home. Jn her death a husband is
deprived of the sympathies and support of a

an who is accustomed to and at ease in the
society of men, superior to her sex in general ? Solely because they are in the habit
of free, graceful, continued conversations
with the other sex. Women in this way

This procedure excited some comment. But
what was the amazement of the whole company when the fat negro cook belonging
to the eccentric lady walked in, holding
before her an immense tray of batter while
behind her came a negro boy with two or
three pairs of old-fashioned, long-handled
waffle irons! Nothing abashed by that
‘goodly
company, the old cook walked

of Catholics

FLEMINGTON,

This Institution offersto students important and
eculiar advantages.
For particular
information,
ay for a Circular to

the Thursday evening prayer-mee
and earnestly recommended the religion of her, choice;
the hope of the world. During her sickness of
seventeen days she suffered
patiently and with
resignatien, longing even to depurt and be with
her Saviour,
Her work is done, and the Master

others who do not? What makes that wom-

etc.

led

AT

The night before she was taken sick she attended

What is it«that makes all those men who
associate habitually with women superior to

wax

Davis

103

will not soon be forgotten by the people of Ply: A. N. MARSTON, A.B., Principal.
:
Miss, H. L. STHVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
mouth and Waterbury and. other places where.
she has attended
Quarterly and Yearly Meetings, of Instrumental Music,

Female Society.

for a

B.

and she stood nobly by her husbund’s side

lights in the candelabras moved a throng lose their frivolity, their faculties awaken,
of dames and demoiselles resplendent in their delicacies and peduliarities unfold all
diamonds, laces, silks, and feathers. In due their beauty and captivation in the spirit of
time came the hour for supper, and present~ intellectual rivalry. And the men lose their
ly a number of servants entered, bringing pedantic, rude, declamatory, or sullen manwith them a quantity of small tables, which ner. The. coin of the understanding and the
were distributed about the rooms. Chairs, heart changes continually. Their asperi-

tain their regular apartments when so
many guests are present that several rooms
are needed. In timesof large gatherings,
it is very delightful to see each member of
the household contribute some part of his
or her rights to the fgge and cordial entern ‘such

bride,

in her palmiest days, were gathered in the

one set apart for those whe, however hone
ored and beloved, can of necessity remain
but a few days.
;
We would by no means, leave the im-

tainment of friends.

of days

ample parlors.

attractive and convenient

selfishly

Tyler,

highly-connected and eccentric lady.
The
fashion, the intelligence, the refinement,
the beauty, and chivalry of Richmond, then

furniture for the family rooms, than for the

should

share the

nificently by the hospitable citizens of that
place. By far the finest entertainment given him was at the house of a very wealthy,

outloek, a thorough

pression that a family

did not

instep, and

when Rev. J.

=.

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE. —GREEN-MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,

of that

arduous and responsible duties of a

trian is enabled to move ‘‘ high and dry”
over amuddy road. The tracks of such a traveler look queer enough. Two impressions in

State, and while there was entertained mag-

some of the family ; and to make it such to
husband and children, the housekeeper has
a daily routine of duties which can be
wonderfully lightened by pleasant surroundings; and thus, for reasons having a
bearing on every member of the household, it seems to us very desirable that
more thought, care, and expense be given
a pleasant

foot is thrust to the

The

life since conversion bas been one of marked peculiarities and interest. She knew what it was
to leave friends and kindred for Christ. One
sister, however, has followed her to the Saviour
andis at present living in his love. . She spent
two years with her husband in the late war of
the
Rebellion,»subject to the Iuishabs and trials
of sainp and garrison life, The
last four years
of her
life were spent in the performance of the

ing made to fit the bottom of the horse's

fie

——

Monroe

his beautiful

number

hard labor,a refuge from outside care, for

to secure

thousands

it is presumable that he was more than suspected of the love of gobd eating which the soft earth, four inches long and one inch
characterizes every true Virginian, as may wide, and four or five inches apart, are all
be inferred from
the following remarkable you see.~—Ezchange.
occurrence: Om his return. from abroad

a, be a secondary consideration; for
our guests are but temporary residents of

our rooms, to whom, to

*

27,187.

down into the water in the sight of the

an ascetic, = If foot, and turned up a little at the sides, is

eculiar tastes of Marshal, Henry,and

* The spare room ”

them for years.

of her baptism,

ond kind of shoe is made of e¢loth for the
upper part, and this is attached to a sole of
felt an inch thick. This is the most comand it ought not to be too hot, if you value mon shoe of the Chinese also. Then, inyour teeth as well as your stomach. But [ stead of our gum over-shoes, the Japanese
wonder that it doesn’t occur to sensible construct a rude sandal of wood, the bottom
women that a bowl of warm broth or soup of which fits the shape of the foot, and
of any sort, or a cup of cocoa, is immeas- across the bottom are two transverse securably more nourishing,—and I think most tions, one near the toe, and another near
of our women need to be nourished and not the heel, forming two huge corks—a toestimulated. These would leave the nerves cork and a heel cork—of wood, four inches
The whole is
‘steady and strong for a day’s work of any long, and an inch thick.
constructed of one golid piece of wood, and
sors
kept on the foot by means of a strong rope
or string fastened to the top of the sandal,
Monroe and the Waffles.
like the bail of a kettle, under which the

most necessary to the comfort and happiness of the family, to whom the house is
home, and not a mere transient stopping-

a

to be

moderation. It seems to me that gne small
cup of anything fluid isas much as any
woman ought
to want to drink ata meal;

sitting-room,

the

to

most used, and, next

:

youare so joined to this sloppy stuff that fastened on by means of strings going
you can’t do without it, at least practice round the leg above the hoof. 2. The sec-

priating the largest and most commodious
The

and

and natu-

are inclined

Well, I am far from being

guest, on entering, may feel at once,
that a
not only at home, but as if surrounded

this can be

never, if you

must drink something.”

curtailing the comfort and pleasures of the
family, and with such regard to comfort,
kindness and Jhougheiy) care.

and

™

love themselves.
Co
ACE
1 es, what few they ‘have,are shod with straw,
“But what are we to dof” they say. ‘‘ We in precisely the same way. The mat, be-

ly, an
furnished as tas
conveniences, ascan be afforded, without

with

Tea

ignorance of God’s Word.

thin rather than fleshy, But. I begin to means of strings going through the mat,
think that women love tea better than they and round the ankles, The Japanese hors-

keepers that the guest-chamber, or ‘‘ spare
room,” must in EYery respect be the best
or in the house.
and most desirable ¢
Of course
We think this a mistaken idea.

Jeaseut od

sharpened features

MARCH

ord brought ery a imbic
5 to The
feet of Christ, where she was reeeived and - relief
granted to her own great joy and that of her
usband and the church, [t will
be long before
all the friends in Lowell will forget
the time
when she first accepted the invitation to come
forward for "prayer,
and came immediately,
kneeling in the middle of the floor; or the time

Three kinds of shoé§'are worn in Japan,
a brief description of which may interest
the reader: 1. There is the straw shoe. This
consists of ‘4 strong mat of straw, made to
fit the bottom of the foot, and fastened by

ral dimples seldom go together, I assure

re

1t is the prevalent opinion among house-

the room should be

eyes,

sharpened shoulder-blades.,

i

1

We

1

-

t

On Thursday, in the Senate, the House bill
making pensions payable from the date of discharge, or the death of the person on whose account they were granted, was reported adversely and indefinite]y postponed.
The tariff bill

was discussed.

In the House,the bill for the ap-

pointment of shipping commissioners was postponed for two weeks.
A bill to facilitate commerce between the United States and Asia was
reported, discussed and tabled.
The Chicago
relief bill was referredto the ways and means
committe.
.
On Friday,in the Senate, bills were reported to
secure homesteads to actual settlers on the public domain, repealing the pre-emption laws and

providing for homestead

settléments only,

and

to incorporate the Great Salt Lake and Colorado
River Railway Company with a grant of right
of way.
The soldiers’
homestead
bill
was
passed. The tariff bill was discussed and amended by putting tea and coffee on the free list. -In”
the House the day was devoted to the passage of
a large number of private bills and the consideration of matters concerning the District of Colum-

bia.
On Saturday, the House
for debate.

only

was

in

session

MISCELLANEOUS.

no digposition to aceept the conditions

imposed

by our government, and that murder and robbery

have begun in eargest. General Crook is in the
field and will pursue the Indians vigorously.
A tornado went crashing

through

suburbs of Nashville, Tenn.,

on

one

of

the

the Sth inst.,

leveling trees, fences, and everything

it encoun-

tered. Seizing the tallest trees,it wrenched them
from the ground and whirled them like straws
before it. It passed in a southwesterly direction
in a solid, eompact body about three hundred
yards wide, cutting a lane through the ‘woods as

even in width as if lines had been

drawn

before-

hand to guide its course. Wherever the dense
blaek eloud passed, prostrate trees and fences,

and ruined cabins strewed the ground.
The trial of Mayor Hall of New York

by the

court of Judge Daly is ended and the eleven surviving jurors discharged, the tribunal being declared illegal by Recorder Hackett.
The jurors
“told the mayor that they were sorry they were
not to have the opportunity of acquitting him,
and Mr. Hall was affected by their kindness.

Rear Admiral Polo de
minister

to the United

Barnibi, new
States,

has

Spanish

arrived

in

New York.
The Jubilee singers, of Fisk University, are
having good success in raising the $20,000 which
they started out to secure.
.
The New Hampshire House of representatives
will contain 210 republicans, 144 democrats, 5

labor reformers, 2 independents
* ance candidate, thus insuring

clear majority of 56 over

and

the

1

temper-

republicans

all’others,

a

which is

much larger than any one hoped for.
Mr. Charles C. Coffin, well known to the

read-

ing

on-the question of accept-

thé Gentiles making no opposition.
Mormon

Fuller, the

candidate for Congress, was elected.

Gen. Stanton, who commanded the first Maryland Infantry during the war, and who for three
years past has been Internal

Revenue

Collector

charge of his office, and George W. Bands was

nominated to fill the vacancy.
:
wr
It tis again announced that Chief Justice
Chase is still among the constantly increasing
number of active Presidential aspirants, and that

he looks
to a straight-out nomination
Democratic party. «It is said

Auguste Belmont,
Democratic

he

Chairman

Committee, recently,

from

the

on

Mr.

called

of the
and

National
strove

to.

persuade that gentleman to call his committee
together with a view to an early
National Convention.
Stokes’s case has

meeting

been indefinitely

and his counsel are hopeful,
‘Phe blockade on the European

Ameriean Ruilroad has been broken.

~'%...

and

North

FOREIGN.

Rothschild’s miners in Moravia, enraged at the
> non-payment of their wages, burst into the super-

intendent’s safe and took the money it gpntained.
They then demolished the building.” Soldiers

Tv “were called out to smppress the rioting,

and’ four

"of the miners were killed and fifty wounded.
The assassin of Earl Mayo, late governo-gener-

al of British India, has been executed.
Canada is enjoying a winter of extraordinary
severity, There has been four months of contin-

bed together iu a glutinous mass.\ My whole

front was in a shocking state of smear.
My
teeth grew weary of combing out the beguiling
threads of fruit. The thing seemed, to. my imagination a small flat head,
covered with
short
blonde hair,
profusely
saturated with
some
sweet sort of ointment, that I had despaired of
feasting en; and I was not sorry when the slippery stone sprang out of my grasp, and peppered itself with sea-sand.
I kyew that there still remained to me a morsel, that was of itself fit food for the gods.
I
poised aloft, with satisfaction the rare-ripe "banana, beautiful to the eye as a nugget of purest

The teacher in the public school in Centralia,
Columbia county, Penn., was so brutally beaten
by four men, who assaulted him in his school-

room, that his life is despaired of.
C. Upham, formerly of Bow=on a visit to a brotherin New
was smitten by a paralytic
which completely prostrated

him, and at last accounts he could neither move

gold.

nor speak.

of the fruit. "I readily turned them back,forming
an unique and convenient guiding salver for the
column of flaky manna that was, as yet, swathed in the lace-like folds. These gauzy ribbons
fell from it almost of their own accord,
and
hung in fleecy festoons about it.
Here was a repast of singilarly appropriate
mold,
being
about the size of a respectable
mouth, and containing just enough mouthfuls
to temporarily satisfy the appetite. Not a morsel of it but was full of mellowness,
and sweet
flavor, and fragrance.
Not an atom of it was
wasted; for, no sooner had I thrown aside the
cool, clean, flesh-like case
than it was made
way with by a fowl, that had,no doubt, been pa-

J

A Californian, who has raised figs
ten years, says that the white Smyrna
grown and cured as well in that
Smyrna or any of the countries on the

for the past
fig can be
State as in
Mediteria-

‘nean.
Hon. James Brooks, just home from his trip
around the world, exults in haying made one
thousand four hundred and twenty miles in India in sixty-two hours, from the Bay of Benga
and the Ganges to the Sea of Arabia. ¢ We slept
by the way a good deal,” he says. And we used
to glorify * the informing influences of travel !”
The Chinese in the United States number 63,
250. There are some 3000 in Oregon, 4000 in Idaho, 8000 in Nevada, 49,000 in California, and between 3000 and 4000 east of the Rocky Mountains.
Over 12,000, or about one-fifth of the whole, are
in the city of San Francisco.
In the United States the production of coal has

Mangoes and bananas!
Their very
names
smack
. of shady gardens, that know no harsher

premonition of death than indolent and

gives an account of

some ‘ traveling stones ” that have been lately
found in Nevada.
They are described as almost
perfectly round, about the size of a walnut, and
of an irony nature.
When placed on a floor or
on any level surface, within two or three feet of
each other, they begin traveling toward a common center, and remain there huddled up to-

Overland Monthly.

A single stone being removed to the dis-

tance of three and a half feet, started off toward
its fellows with wonderful celerity. The cause

troduction as an article of commerce will be apropos. Although it has been known from very ancient times, it was not used in commerce until
1859, when a Yankee drove the shaft of an arte-

rocky strata, and brought the

greasy@money-maker into full play.
There were
o1l wells on the Euphrates, and stock companies
in Babylon for working them; and, it is said, in
the Ionian Islands there is a spring which has

engage in it.

Now

exceptions.

But to the question.

Here is a certain

Mr.

A. He

the spring on his farm; he

that the trees growing

goesto

work

half plows

in

hisland,

half manures and half plants it; thenih hoeing

out of the oil wellsin Pennsylvania, are from five
time he half hoes it. What is the result ? It is
hundred to one thousand years old. In 1829 and
this: when he comes to dig his potatoes, he only
in 1836, oil was pumped in Pennsylvania, but no gets half a crop; that don’t suit; he grumbles
general endeavor to introduce it upon the marand whines over it terribly, and says that, ¢ He
ket was made before 1869.
[ can’t see for the life on im what ailed them perThe two tunnels under Detroit river that are taters why they didn’t grow better.” Now this
to connect Detroit, Mich., and Windsor, Canada, you may judge for yourselves; but one thing is
are not being constructed by the Michigan South- certain, farming of this sort‘‘ don’t pay.”
ern Railroad, as has been beliévedin some quarLet us take another case. Hereisa Mr. B.
ters, but by two distinct corporations, aided by

He goes to work and carefully prepares his
ground, and endeavors to do all in his power to

the United States and Canada governments. The
tunnels

will

be

and about fifty

febt “below

about

yards

the

two

miles

in

length

ensure success.

apart, with roofs eighty

surface

of the

river.

Be-

his work, and something over. Does not farming
of this sort pay? To be sure it does not pay so
large dividends as a successful mercantile business would; neither does it enable him to become a millionaire; but it pays him good fair
wages, sufficient to enable him to live in comfort-

The latter is all that thus far has been

attempted, work on the American end of it having been begun some three months since. Shafts
have been sunk on both sides of the river, howCanadian side a depth of 120 feet

reached.

The

to

main

On the
solid

rock

tunnels

will

What is the result, allowing the

season to be a fair one ? Ttis this; he getsa
good crop, one that sufficiently pays him for all

tween and below these lies the sub-tunnel, about
three-fourths of a mile in length, for ‘drainage

purposes.

able circumstances.

;

But some people will say, “ Look here; here
is a man that is a mechanic; he gets from two to

have to describe curves in reaching the points of
Ivegresg, owing to the character of the river bed,
whic
consists of solid rock overlaid with clay.

so rapidly

Russia that it is proposedgto

consumed

prohibit

the

three

pear
ther.

that it would; but let us look a little fur~
You say that he gets three dollars
a day.

in

you,it is work,
day, he has got

use of

got to work, and ‘mind

not play; and to getit every
to work every day, no matter

what the weather is, for if the ‘works stops,

From carefully kept vital statistics at Berlin, it
appears that doctors are among the shortest lived
classes, and military men the longest.

the

pay stops; if he

0. muclr
he

has

is lost.
to

be

to be sick

under

fhan

a master,

a day,

all this,
spend

all his life working! for somebody.

else.

Then

erything that his family consumes.

He can

raise

nothing,

got

happens

Then, more

and

he has

The Sea of Azof is already converted into

ghe wine-cup.

the

sfgeet; how to keep her hus-

club-W8use,

the

Such a family

will bétrain-

had

no

a

caped its’ prison

even,if he

has

a small garden,

that

i’

of his pay to enable him to live.
Now how is it with the farmer ?

In Africa, the high cgste children suck rock
salt as if it were sugar, aithough the poorer
classes of natives can not so indulge their pal-atés.
Hence the expression in vogue among

to work

hard at times, but

True, he hag

everybody has to do

never

could

have

and seemed to have been

:

But there

British furnaces consuming 11%
“iron ore a year, while with usthe

multiplication of furnaces is hindered by the uncertainty respecting the tariff,
According to

the existing

marriage

laws

in

|

number in the

course

of a year, he can git in the

house and read the newspapers,

and loses noth-

ing by it. Then hie can raise negrly everything
that his family consumes,~his flour, if he wishes

to, his potatoes, pork, ete.,~and not have to pay
out a ¢ent.

Perhaps some will say, * Supposing

a sensible

relief,

thé marks of my

disease, and

converse

dispute

EH. YOUNG.

.

EAST MARSHFIELD,
.

Dear Sir,—I have been

Aug. 31, 1870.

troubled with

rations, but with no effect until

can ker from

I tried

your

VeGr-

TINE. After taking a few doses, I found it relieved
the faintness at the stomach
always aocompahumor;

and

by the time I had taken

the

For Ten Times its Cost!
The great benefit I have
ed from the use of
Dr. Cammings’s VEGETINE, induces me to give my
testimony
in its favor.
I believe it to be not only of
great value for restoring the health, but a preventive

of diseases peculiar to the spring and
sons.

summer

sea-

I would not be without it for ten times its cost.’

2wi12

ANOTHER GREAT TRIUMPH
has been achieved by

of

Rande,

Do not fail to read it!

in

All the tendefness, earnestness and jollity

south-western Michigan.
This ‘plantation covers about twenty
acres, and was
made in a
grove of old and
scattered swhite oaks, which

were pruned to 4 considerable
hight, the under-

pine. Blue ash, black walnut, and
-trees did not do well,
4s

WANTED
$80 to $200

butternut

|. “All the young

girls of our acquaintance pronounce
it splendid.”— Portland Transcript,
“The *“Doctor’s Daughter” should be classed with
such books as Mrs. Whitney’s “Real Folks ” and Miss

AGENTS.

Alcott’s “ Little Women,” and high praise as it may
seem, we feel inclined to

bg

i

AND HOW THEY WERE MADE% OR THE STRUGGLES
AND TRIUMPHS OF OUR SELF-MADE MEN, by J.D.
McCabe, Jr., by forty eminent examples, it
teaches
how td succeed in life, and at the same time benefit
mankind. For particulars, notices of the press and
GEORGE MACLEAN,

“gen

i

mail,

post-paid,

York

City.

HELEN.”

on receipt

ee

of

price

A

We

8wi2

ning the trades for I am
mare set in. It is a- serious stateof things, and sary to wealth
and

public.

r and
disease.' The

ordered Liver or Stomach, Constipation,

Flatulence,

Rush of Blood to the Head, Loss of Appetite,Nausea,

Acid Stomach, Fullness or Wei ht in the

Stomach, S{nking or Fluttering at the Pit of thie Stom.-

ach, Dimness of Vision, Yellowness of the Javed and
Skin, Pain in the Head, Side, Back or Chest,
Burni
in the Flesh or sudden Flashes of H
of whic!
indicate a derangement ot the Liver or Digestive Organs.
Aa Persons liv!

in,

or visit

sections

:
where

Malaria prevails, Tg ins Fever iting Ague, Bilious Fecharacteristic

provided wityg them.

the Pall Mall Gazetle propose a revision of the
regulations.
:
To have produced

forty-five thousand

designs

and illustrations, could well have been the combined lifework of several persons.

Yet Gustave

Dore is already nceredited-with this number.

~

not; they are all neces-

comfort. "There is another]

Ee SI
oy

ery

4

shers
cientific
C
AmeriRow, N. Y.
A
rience.

thing in favor of the farmer : hie farm is not lia'Wenty-1
)
Patent Laws with full direc.
ble to be swept away ina day and leave him amp | ontain
penniless, as a merchant’s fortune often is, But ._ A bound volume of 118 pages containing the NEW
to come to ‘the point, farming is the: backbone CENSUSby counties and gil large cities,
140 Engrav(]
Mechnieal Movements Paten ne
ond
of all trades anl commerce, Oa it
pends all rules
for'obtaining Patents, mailed
on
other trades and ‘crafts. Without it. s.tps would

cents,

a

ve

13

receipt of

Piwis.

25

a

They

diseases,

area sure

|

ND
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CHEESE.
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$0.00 to
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10.00,

should be

a bottle,

MEDICINE

IN
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an
and BLoop.
ETABLE. No failures for
Sold eve
ere.
Send for

H.D, FOWLE Chemist, Boston. 4w13
tie
\

v

MARKET.

Mam

Fir

7,50 to

8,

20, 1872.

ality $ 5,00
Third qual-

Handy Steers, $65 to $125

and ordinary, $00 to $§

g

STORES— satliug #33 10 $5 two year old,$00 to
$00; three years old, $00 to $00.
FAT HOGS~34 tw bie.
SHOTES—Wholesale, Sic to 6c; Retail 6jo to Ofc
Hiprs—Brighton 00¢ to 9¢; ounitay ]dts, ge to 8ic
ALLOW~—6¢ to 64v; Country lots 5¢ to be.
.
PELTS—with wool 2 50 to #38 50, each; Country lots,
87¢ to $1,00.

CALF SKINS—16¢ to 18c.
GOLD

AND

STOCK

MARKET,
R. 14,1872.
ASikrioAN GOLD .asivvrnnensrrvadaecssanninss100f
U.S. FIVE-TWENTIES, 1867 «evuevessvesevenes 124
U. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES OF (1865 .0c0000evs evneell2}
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preventiye of

“THAT
I8 WARRANTED

| I||

14 years.

Jacksons....
new¥ mb...

Onions ¥ bbl

ILCH Cows—$25to $50; extra good, $00 to $000
with or without calves, as may be agreed; farrow

Medical Faculty endorse it for Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Nervous Debility, and all diseases arising from a dis

ver, &o., are the

2 Badd

BITTERS!
of the body, thereby imparting Health and Strength

we will'piy you $40 per week in cash,

sr, 3B

The best Tonic and Stomachic ever offered the

here is no remedy so good for La
whether general or following acute

if you will engage with
us AT ONCE. Everything furBished and expenses aid. Address,
wi
.
F.AELLIS & CO. Charlotte, Mich.

.

ity 86.00 to $7,206 ¥ cwt., on total weight of hide, far~
row, and dressed beef,
.
3
WORKING OXEN—#$126 to 130 per pair, or pccord-

Ww

1wi2*

hb

Marrow......

11

12 a.. 4
50 @ 5 00

. 77

BRIGHTON

It will Zmpr
our Appetite, Facilitate
Digestion
Give tone to the A
fon, Vigor to sigegtion )

Heartburn,

B y

Middlings...31 00 g32 00 }

:

Eagland no one can be married after twelve everybody should go to farming, what then ?” WANTED. —Reliable, energetic men in all parts . Fever and Aue, Intermittents, Biliousness and all
of New Bugland, a8 SOLICITORS. Gentlemen of good silimeuts rin g from malarious causes. Price $1.00,
o'clock in the day. . This absurd regulation im- Why, they would get
a living anyhow, if noth- address
extensive local acquaintance, with unPrépa
y A. LITTLEFIELD
& CO., Boston,
poses on the friends and relations of a happy ing more; but if everybody should leave farm- exceptionable references, will be employed on sala- Mass. Sold by all Dealers in Medicine, 13eow26w
or Binerwise: Address, BOSTON DAILY NEWS,
pair the necessity of eating cold chicken, and ing, and take a trade, it would bea hard matter ry mio
. =
Boston, Mass.
drinking champagne so soon after breakfast that to get even a living. Don't think timt I am runTHE GREATEST

indigestion, generil ill-humor and waking night-

OLS *+*+%.0.

and

UININE TONIC

Rare Chance for Agents;
AGENTS,

of

-World.
IN”

>
ATWOOD’S

INTRODUCE

:

erary

LEE & SHEPARD, Publishers, 149 Washington

The Rest of Faith,

TO IMMEDIATELY

equal to either

Sold by jl} Booksellers and r NW

:

publisher, BOSTON.

OUR

Street, Boston.

:
Rev. A. B. EARLE.
For all Christians who would walk with Jesus
without interruption.
Cloth, 50 cents; Full Gilt.
beveled, 75 cents. Mailed, Jost paid, on receipt of
vice.
JAMES H. EARLE, 11 Cornhill, Boston,
ass.
We
w
IN ORDER

say it is

the stories mentioned.”’—Crocker’s
In Press by the
|.
]
:

GREAT FORTUNES
3m2

eript.
& The book is made up of wholesome, commonPlace experiences, so charmingly
told that from first
last the interest never lessens.”— Hearth and Home,

per month, by selling

extra terms. address

which’

characterize her writings for young folks, and which
causes them to be as eagerly sought by parents as
children, abound in this story for older readers.
“ Bright as a sunbeam, natural as life itself, unpretending as real goodness, gnd Baujiaty as the per
sonal effect of pure spring water.”—Boston Trans-

brush being
removed and the ground put in cultivation.
Among
the young trees Jlantod, suger
maples formed a Jarge part and did well,~now
being from fifteento twenty
feet high. White
ash also did well, as did white pine and Scotch

do. sliced....
domewmbbbl3

ExMess¥bbl 10 00
Country do..16 00 @

{grown up ” story,

issued, which has already had a very large sale and
Thich is winning golden opinions from the critics of
e press.

forest-trees belonging to

Little Prairje

@.. 0}

BEEF.

The Doctor's Daughter,

~ W. C. Flagg writes to Hearth and Home con-

Hogs, dressed...6}

7348 .

Ex Medium..2

MAY'S

the purpose,he claims,of mounding frhit-trees set
near the surface. The orchard is said to have.
done remarkably well,—~the trees making good . One handsome Illustrated volume, cloth, $1.50 just
growth and being in fine condition, entirely free
from bark bursting.

Bi. i4
1
1

15 @..

.
:
Shorts
# ton : 30 00 §30
00 RedTop,¥bag
)
)
Fine Feed...]0 00 g31 00 {Lsiusee » Am.

Half a Millioh Delighted Readers

2

ic

| rmm——
:
‘Wholesale Prices for (he week ending,

of SOPHIE MAY'S POPULAR BOOKS, the “ Dotty
Dimple ” and “ Little Prudy Stories ” for young people, will rejoice to learn that
.

SOPHIE

12 00 @12 50

Cranberries, bu¢ un h- : hd

. 75 @

Western mx’d.

16 00 ®16 50
14 50" G14 75

“Prime.

(Apples, dried B 104g...
|

ql

No. 49 Sear’s Building, Boston, Mass.

each tree. throwing out the earth down nearly
to the original roots, and trims off all fibrous

& planiaiion gf

Pea Nuts....
Figs common...
Case
Lemons, ¥box3
Oranges
Raisins, bunch—
Cask

Do. Spruce

EDWIN TILDEN.
Attorney, and General Agent for Massachusetts
of the Craftsmen’s Life Assurance Company,

—

Hathaway,

Shelled ....
Currants

vlear......
ess, best

PRODUCE.

“Soft Shell...

Dry
In

VEGETINE

roots above these. In the Fall the earth is put
back, and so left through the Winter, serving

|

Almonds—

Would notbe without

taken

J

|

Q
N
eans. .
Swedish—
{ ow gd
Dom gssd 112 00 @125 00
Powdered
EX. sizes... .. .. @.. ..

childhood, causing my mouth to be so sore at times
that I was unable to eat. Have ‘taken many
prepa-

es-

¢

+

Every one Speaks Favorably.

A'friend has given us some particulars concerning a large apple orchard,—of some
2300
trees,—~belonging to a Mr. Scott, of Lafayette
county, Wis.
Contrary to the common theory
and
practice, he believes in and practices deep
planting of fruit-trees. The location of his orchard is not considered good, nor is the soil,—a
compact red clay. He dug the holes for the
trees two feet deep, filling in partly before setting, but having the roots at least fifteen inches
below the surface.
Each Spring he digs about

cerning

Ry® Flour....4

Corn Meal....83 60
FRUIT.

1

Wheat, west'n1 % 8 18

eral health is excellent; and my recovery,

nies canker

a a.

{Extra Clear..16 50 @17 00

0 |
|

Southern yell

vouch for the Migve statement.

this. - After he has got his seed-nto-the gronnd,
The New York Mirror,
if he wants to-lie still @iday, or a week, he can (the new Story and Family Paper,) it will be sent one
them, * He eats salt with his victuals,” signify-,
do so; and in the meantime his seed is growing, year tor;
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
fug that the person alluded to is an opulent man. and grows just as well as if he was at work.
Secure it at the low terms, by at once enclosing
«The British iron product is about 5,500,000 tons If there is a stormy day, and there is quite a the Ese to THE MIRROR, 217 East 29th Street, New
a year, while ours is nearly 2,000,000.

experienced

xy

Deep Planting of Trees.

B.

com. extras. 7 00
medinm do..8 00
choice do....T
1llinois and Ohio,
choice extra, 8 00
Mich. and Indiana,
choice extra,8 25

hed

Mr. Young has been in the employ of the Boston
Herald during the past eighteen years,
Many can

*

:

4+

I will here mention of my child having a severe attack of heart Somplajut, which VEGETINE has entirely cured, and shall always be happy to make its virtues known within the range of my inftusnce,
:
fours, very
respect:
N
.

E. M. M.

\

HERALD

on the merits of the VEGETINE, as none will
who owe it what I do

there to nourish and bringto life, by. its decay
the egg of the wasp.

West'rn sup..6 00

third bottle, my mouth was
cured. Have
not been troub
with it since
time, which is
eight
Jonths
age,
I
have
recommended
it to sever,
: al of my aq
ntances, andevery one speaks favor.It | ably o! 1s g ood effect.
Yours truly,
P.S. SHERMAN.
in

down to the worm.

It evidently

Medinm,...”8
choice extral0 00

Vegetine under any other circumstances; but now I
recommend every one to turn to this inestimable
remedy, and that all is true as is represented. Iam
a living witness; and it will afford me great" satisfac-

ing from one side was an egg an eighth of an
inch long. We disengaged it and let the poor
worm crawl off, to live if it could after such

treatment.

rl

MR. STEVENS:

3

;
8..
PETROLEUM.
Superfine. ...ci... @ 1 20 [Orude....e.es JA8} @..
FISH.
Refined... 4,... 22 @..
Kerosene......
@.
Cod—largeqtd 75 @
Naptha..... dae
Medium... 8 50 ¢
PROVISIONS.
Mackerel, bbl.6 50
Do. shore. !2 00 a
Beef—Mess,
}
Salmon, tee. .27 00 @!
Western....12 00 @13 09
Family.... 14 50 @l16 00
FLOUR AND MEAL.

continued to be free from any appearance of it to the
-present time.
:

tion to show

110120

Boston. .....2 00 @ 2 50

3

and could feel'it workin,
my system very differently from anything I had ever taken before, and at
once discov:
that it .was accomplishing the object desired. I continued on following directions for
three months, and the first of April
found me a well
man : have passed through the hot summer, and have
My

knowing, but we noticed her drag it over three
hundred feet, sometimes around logs and over
brush.
Finally* she stopped, removed
some
dead leaves and earth from a nice chamber she
had prepared in the ground, leaving the worm
meantime on the surface.
When left a few moments, the worm showed
signs of life. All being ready she drew it into
the hole, remained a few moments, then came
out and thoroughly filled and packed the hole,
dug

and

of which I had about despaired, 1 ascribe entirely}
the use of VEGETINE.
I could never have been cons,
vinced of the nfarvelous results of this wonderful

means of

«freer d] : i

Pork,

BOSTON

A correspondent writes from Michigan, to say
that her attention was attracted by a recent article in the Star concerning the exploit of a
wasp in capturing a worm, and that it reminded her of something - similar which came under her own observation while walking in the
woods in Illinois, She says:
;
Our attention was attracted by a wasp carrying, or rather dragging
a large green worm an
inch and a half long.
She held it near its head,
whiie its body, lying under her, was drawn on
the ground like a sled.
She drew it in this way
as fast as she could walk, occasionally stopping
to rest. How far she had already brought it

we

barks

Boston, Sept. 19, 1870.
H. R. STEVENS, Esq.:
.
Dear Sir—Among the many oures effected by the
use of VEGRTINE, I have heard of none: more satisfactory than ny own. I have been afflicted with
Scrofula Salt
Rheum for many years, inherited in the
blood, making
its appearance on my whole body.
bursting out in different places, and pamful beyond
description. Six of the fost popular purifiers which
are advertised
tojeure Scro
and
like complaints,
I have faithfully tried ; but my disease was so deeply
seated as to resist
I laid my case before several
prominent physicians
but nothing tended to alleviate. Finally, by the influence of
friends, I consented
to try VEGETINE,
commencing the first of Janu
last, and soon
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Reports from Home.

in the land.—Hall’s Journal.
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rerformed wonderful cures, where many other remeQies have tailed, as will be seen by a few of the many

them in the market to the best advantage, with

her

FAI.

testimonials given,

the result of a large saving of money, an increase
of comfort, and higher health in every family

we first saw
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up!

~herbs.
Itis pleasant tp take, and is J Siostly safe
to give an infant.
In Serofula the VRGETINE has

chase a roast, to dust a painting, to sweep a carpet orto cut and fit and make her own dress.
How
much
the
perfect knowledge of these
things bears upon the thrift, the eomfort, and
the health of families, may be conjectured, but
not calculated by figures.
It would be an immeasurable advantage to make a beginning by
attaching a kitchen to every girls’ school in the
nation, and have
lessons given daily in the
preparation of all the ordinary articles of food
and drink for the table, and how to purchase

when

am

eines. “ VEGETINEi8 Suinpoded of roots,

gaming-table,

wha, has learned to bake a loaf of bread, to pur-

got to buy everything or nearly ev-

amounts to much; but he has got to buy everything; therefore it will take the greater part:

a stream, its shores constantly approaehi ng near-

er together,

the

and

dollars a day; don’t that pay better than

any other fuel than coal on locomotives.

river.

how

ed to social respectability, to business success,
and to efficiency
and usefulness in whatever
positions may be allotted to them.
It may be safe to -say, that not one girl in ten
in our large towns and cities enters married life

farming #* Well, at first glance, it seems to apWell, to do this, he has

ests are being

from

from

in this they are greatly mis-

taken, for farmers rank among the first classes
for intelligence and judgment, with a very few

years.

Near the Caspian sea there are even now large
wells, which from time to time are successfully

It is affirmed

children
bapd

After she left, we

the statements of those who think it does, and
of those who think it does not pay, none of them
seem to have come to any definite conclusion
as yet.—Suppose we take a fair look at it and
then compare it with other branches of industry,
and see if it falls. any below: them. I know that
it is a prevailing idea with a great many people,
that farming 18 a poor, good-for-nothing business,
and nobody but some poor know-nothing will

a controversy that a few words concerning its in-

worked.

Medium

Drills, Brown.)

was lying in a little vault about two inches
—
| diameter and three inches from the surface.
On*
This is‘a question that has been repeatedly asktaking it out we found it still alive, and projected, and, although-I have carefully examined all

which they are composed, which appears to be
loadstone or magnetic iron ore.
4
Petroleum
has now become the subject of such

two thousand

renovated; if ‘she knows

then flew away.

Does Farming Pay.

|

of this attraction in the stones is the material of

‘yielded oil for more than

natural

decay of all things. The nostril is excited with the
thought of them; the palate grows moist and
yearns for them; and the soul feasts itself, for a
moment, with a memory of mangoes and bapanas past, whose perfection was but-another
proof of the mortality, since it is impossible ever
to forget them individually. Mangoes and bananas! The prime
favorites at nature’s most
bountiful board; the. realization of a dream of
thie orchards of the Hesperides,—alike excellent
yet so vastly dissimilar imtheir excellences, it
seems almost incredible that the same beneficent
Providence can have created thie two fruits!—

tons in 1871; woolen fabrics from a valuation of
$34,000,000 in 1860, to nearly $200,000,000 in 1871;
and the annual product of pig iron from 931,000
tons in 1860 to over 2,000,000 tons in 1871.

sian well through

pouting at the top

tiently awaiting that abundant feast. .

‘increased from 14,000 tons in 1860, to 30,000,000

The Scientific American

The pliant petals were

be swept, how the farniture should be dusted,
how the clothing should be repaired, and turned,

altered, and

|
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_ DOMESTICS.

vate, has any
purchases can be made to the best advantage,
When the blood’
and understands the laying mn of provisions, how
to make them go farthest and last longest; if |
she appreciates the importance of system, order, tidiness, and the quiet management
of
children and servants, then she knows how to
make a little heaven of home—how to win her
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how beds shouldbé made, how carpets should
and

Ordinary. ...s. 20§8..
ood Ordinat
.
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over the palms of
of liquor trickled
disagreeable
pudfingers were web-

t

pide

COTTON. '

ODg

inex-

beard; it leaped lightly into my

shirt bosom, and
skated
both hands.
Small rivulets
down my
sleeves, making.
dlesat both elbows.
My

One cubic inch of water weighs .03617 pounds.
One cubic foot of water weighs 62 1-2 pounds.
Oneccubic foot of ice weighs 58 1-2 pounds.
One
cylindrical inch of water weighs .02842 pounds,
One cylindrical foot of water weighs 49.1 pounds.

of the J are six hundred
500,000 tons of

postponed,

of youthful
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shot iuto my

:

when the Mediterranean Sea will be nothing
more than a chain of lakes and: then a mighty

in

Alas, for the hopes

©
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richer than that of the maple.

ed in defalcations amounting to at least $55,000.
A Deputy Collector was placed

Honey

perience! What was so fair to see proved but
a meager mouthful of saturated wool; that colossal and horny seed asserted itself everywhere.
The more Istrove to handle it with caution, the
more slippery and unmanageable it became.
It’

It is said that American copper cents circulate
in Japan at three times their home value.
A resident of Council Bluffs, Towa, has sueceeded in making both sugar and syrup from the
sap of black walmut trees, The sap is one-third

Bory St. Vincent states that the time is coming

at Baltithore.

much difficulty I broke the skin.

palate.

the whites in South.

of the Fifth District of that State, has been detect-

He was lately removed from office. and ‘arrested.

consumption of it.

Testo

Crude
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hopelessly

the proposed constitution for a State govern-

ment took place on Monday. The constitution
was adopted unanimously, by the Mormon vote,

in the

If VEGETINE will relieve pain, elentise), Purify and
roy
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Scrofulous Humors, ~~

house,” if she understands. hbw to * set a table,”
if she has learned how things ought to be cooked,

St. Domingo...20 @..
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been

bed has been

The election in Utah

ee,

has

severe injuries in the head by jumping from a
train at Fort Wayne, Ind., last Friday, as tp

Se

to persevere

of Hymettas!" it seemed as though the very marrow of the tropl® were aboutto intoxicate my

ever, preparatory to the main work.

force him to cancel all remaining engagements to

ed me

With

ers of The Journal as *“ Carleton,” received such

lecture in the Western States.

for convenience, but its inner lusciousness tempt-

Carolina (126,147) ; Mississippi, (61,305) ; and Lou-

gether.

An official report from Arizona states that the
Indians recently placed on reservations, manifest

if of oil and syrups; it purged sweet-scented and
resinous gums, Its hide was, perhaps, too tough

dined

SCROFULA,

‘We are in our houses more than half of our existence,and it is the household surroundings
which affect most largely the happiness or misery
of domestic life. If the wife knows howto ‘* keep

EGELaR

the House and passed.
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amendment making the Pacific mail service semimonthly and the compensation $1,000,000 was
rejected. The bill was subsequently reported to

vegetable

and stuffed with a horny seed

considered as necessary as instpuction in reading,
writing and arithmetic, and quite. as universal.
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considered in committee of the whole, and the
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to su-

seamen
further
reorganfor four
bill was

‘it was! A

to my lips.
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perintend the
on American
protection of
ization of the
weeks.’
The

mango

and

aeesama

of commissioners

shipping and discharge of
merchant ships and for the
seamen.
The bill for the
civil service was postponed
post-office ‘appropriatien

ed for the appointment

mango

nearly as large as ‘itself.- It had a fragrance as

isiana, [2,145).

Ex-Prof. Thomas
doin College, while
York, March 9th,
‘stroke on oneside,
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the

full of delusion,
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SET BUS:

sas. The tariff bill Was discussed without action.
In the House,the bills relative to the construction
of bridges across the Ohio River and authorizing
the building of a bridge across the Mississippi, at
A bill was repertClinton, Towa, were passed.

nana,

with Prince Frederick Charles of Prussia just be-

Charles Fenno Hoffman
insane for twenty years.

either
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without. suspicion that it is caused by mercury or

8

firm

Kan-

the sales of Shawnee Indian lands in

to the

Bazaine

* Training "girls for household duties ought to be

other Subtle poisons that are so freely used in many
medicines
remedies of the present day.
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¥in the Senate, the Chicago reOn Wednesday
A bill was reported to conlief bill was passed.

fish; in

and glittering svith gem-like

MOLASSES,
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bristling with coral

t
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eaceec

zen of the United States, who has been transport(ed by the Spanish authorities in Cuba to a penal
settlement in Africa. The bill providing for the
publication of reports of congressional proceedThe judiciary committee was
ings was passed.
directed to investigate the charges against Mark
ConsidH. Delabay, district judge for Kansas.
eration of the bill to carry into effect the provisjons of the Washington treaty was postponed
The committee of ways and
for four weeks,
means was instructed to consider the expediency of making the fiscal year begin January 1.
The Pacific mail subsidy was discussed in com-

- ‘mittee of the whole.

of the Washington trgaty.
It has transpired that Marshal

medicine.” Our
t Redeemer has made a provision
for the cure of diseases of man and beast, yet thousands upon thousands are overtaken with sickness,

1

For tlie week endiyg MAR, 20,.1872

CANDLES,

fruit thereof shall be for meat,and the leaf thereof for

Training Girls.

—

It was fete-day in "Tahiti.
1 sat, at sunrise,
by the tideless margin of a South Sea lagoon,

society.
Correspondence is going on between the English government and that of the New Dominion
concerning Canada as affected by the provisions

a citi-

relative to the case of Dr. J. E. Howard,

a

+

grow
the

WW

In the House,a resolution was adopt~
upon the President for information

agreed to,
ed calling

ment as that of a mechanic ? Does it not pay as
12th Verse.
well, take it every way ? No intelligent person
will deny that farming is not an honorable, profit-' ¥" “By the rivers upon the banks thereof shall
all trees for meat, whose leaf shall not fade; and
| able, and paying employment.—~Me. Farmer.

®

committee

finance

the

by

substitute proposed

|rails,
the
New is it not as honorable employ.
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the Kearsarge for the destruction of the Alabama
was passed. A bill to reimburse marshals for ex.’
penses in taking the ninth census was reported,
The Chicago relief bill was considered and the

Ezekiel, 47th Chapter,

on

eee

of

crew

$190,000 prize meney to the officers and

rust

ceaeseges
Lr

the recgnt action of the assembly relative

pay

to

bill

the

Senate,

On Tuesday, in the

would
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was debated, but not disposed of. +

locomotivés
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Summary.

harbors,
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News

rot inthe
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wous frost and snow, and a’ great scarcity of
water is the result.
The celebrated Academy of Art in Dusseldorf,
Prussia, has been destroyed by fire. Many valus|
CONGRESSIONAL.
lost.
On Monday, inthe Senate, the resolution ask- | Lable paintings-were
Sebastopol, by an imperial decree; is re-opened
jng.of the President a statement of recommendaas a commercial and military harbor, with, the
tions to office madeby Senators from New York,
fortifications restored,
Illinois, Missouri and Nebraska, was adopted.
The Internationals throughout Europe threat.
The Chicago relief bill was discussed, but withen to effect a powerful combination for the overout action. Inthe House, tite bill to contract
throw of the French government in retaliation of
with the Globe for the_ publication of debates

27, 1872.
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THE

HERNIA ~It is now demonstrated that rupture can
be surely cured without Suffering. Elastic Trudses
are superseding
all others. We advise all, before
baying
metal
ssees or supporters, to send for a

circularto the JLAsTIO TRUSS. COMPAdescriptive
NY, No. 683 Broadway; New York.
wi?
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‘Or secret art of tating. ‘trainisg
vicious
and breaking wild and

horses—new and eulargod edition,
octavo. It tells all about ” breakin
and horses. Also a comple
al treatment, remedies fot SYory diswithout this
er oan AFFORD to do

book-—worth $50 to any horse owner.

A large book

only 25 cents, 6 fur $1, prewell printed and bound,
of Hunter & Co., Pubs, Hingdale,

paid.” Order only
.H.
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